From the Army
Acquisition
Executive ...

The Vice President's ational Performance Review reflects a government-wide determination to create a government that works better and costs less. The review team focused on how successful organizations made avings and efficiencies. The four key conclusions
were: cut red tape; put customers first; empower employees to get
results; and cut back to basic .
The Army research, development and acquisition (RDA) community
has been at the forefront of this ambitious effort. We are changing
to a leaner, more flexible system based on commercial specifications
and standards-reducing paperwork and overhead and putting more
of our RnA budget into programs. Let me highlight our significant
achievements and ongoing work under the four principles of the
National Performance Review.
• Cllt Red Tape. The Army is fully committed to increasing the
market share of Non-Developmental Items (NOl). A success story is
the lH-67 Creek (New Training Helicoprer). After a rigorous scrub,
the solicitation for Creek consisted of only 96 pages and contained
no military unique pecification or standards. Other examples of
Army NDI acquisitions and rdated savings indude the foUowing:
IO;mm M1I9Al Light Towed HOwitzer, $1;-30 million in Research,
DeVelopment, Test and Evaiuation (RDT&E) cost avoidance; Rough
Terrain Container Crane, $120 million in project savings; Modular
Causeway, $24 million in project savings; Umding Craft Utility (LCU)
2000, $4 million in RnT&E co t avings and $;35 million in overaU project savings; and the Oean Bum Diesd Forklift, $;6 million
in program avings over five years.
Army policy since October 1988 has required the elimination of
military specifications and tandards (milspec and standards) and
the reduction of functional requirements and dara items whenever
possible. Now, the secretary ofDefense insists on it. In August 1993,
ecretar)' Perry directed thar a Process Action Team (pAT) be establi hed to streamline the purchasing practices of the Department
of Defense (DOD), and turned to the Army for help. Darold Griffin,
the fonner Principal Deputy for AcqUisition in the Army Materiel Command, chaired the team that induded represenratives of aU the services and appropriate Defense agenCies. Their work became the model for overaU DOD milspec and standards reform. Utst June, secretary
Petty held a press conference announcing that a Significant milestone
in acquisition reform had been achieved and signed a memorandum
implementing the major PAT recommendations. He praised Mr.
GritflI1 and gave the Army credit for leading the way.
Our Secretary of Defense is unambiguously and clearly devoted
to acquisition refonn. It is imperative that we remove unnecessary
requirements from our solicirations. Low value added requirements
and unique milspecs and standards limit the number of companies
willing and able to do business with us, add unnecessary cost, and
often preclude Or delay Our ability to acquire leading edge technologies
for the soldier. In addition, always remember that justification of functional requirements lies with the functional proponent.
We now use commercial quality standards within DOD. Program
offices use the American ational Standards lnstitllte/American Society for Quality Control (ANSI/ASQC) Q90 and the lntemational Organization for tandardization (150) 9000 series model quality system standards in contracts for new programs, for follow-on efforts
to existing programs, and for current contracts on a caseby-case basis.

As part of the Army's continuing effort to take advanrage of modem commercial products and technologie , au solicitations which
may result in the use of microcircuits will contain language to encourage the use of Plastic Encapsulated Microcircuits (PEMs) ro meet
system performance specifications.
We killed or transferred an additional 11 Army regulations this year
for a total of 19 eliminated. This still leaves too many, but we will
get to them aU.
To ensure a bold modernization program for the future, we requested that the Deputy Secretary of Defense establish three current programs as •Army Lead Programs for Strearolining and Reform."
The programs are theJoint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) Common Ground tation (CGS), the Advanced Field
ArriUery ystem,!Furure Armored Resupply Vehicle (AFAS/FARV), and
the Patriot Advanced Capability (PAC-3) Missile. We eek reduced
regularory requirements; streamlined oversight; stabilized funding;
and saving reinvestment.
Because a significant portion of our money is spent on large, major weapon systems, DOD has identified to Congres pilot programs
to demonstrate that savings and benefit can be achieved on large
programs just as they can on smaU programs. The Fire Support Combined Arms Tactical Trainer (FSCATT) is the Army's election for the
Defense Acquisition Pilot Program.
• Put Customers First. We continue to increase communication
with indu try at au levels to enhance access to the commercial market place, its products and manufacturing "know-how.' Esrabl.l hing and maintaining a cooperative partnership with industty
through a continuing .dialogue remains a top priOrity. We participate
in a number of government-industry sympo ia.
One of our haUmark initiatives ro reform both our acquisition process
and the ways we Interact within it is the eries of brieflI1g known
as "Road Shows.' More than 4,;00 Arm)' and industry acquisition
personnel have been briefed and trained during Road Show I, II and
m. Request for Proposal (RFP) scrubs are raught and demonstrated
during Road Show Training. More than 28 formal RFP scrub have
been completed.
• Empower Employees to Get Results. We have a strong three
tier reporting chain, Program Managers (pM ) to Program Executive
Officers (PEOs) to the Army Acquisition E,.'{ecutive, that is working
weU. Our PEO are responsible for budget preparation, submission
and execution of assigned programs. PM resources are aUocated to
the PEO directly from Headquarters. PEOs are responsible for program execution and have authority to reprogram funds within established thresholds. They also have great authority to implement
th.e acquisition reform measures, such as streamlined RFPs and elimination of milspecs. Our chaUenge is to incentlvize them to use this
authority ro the "nth" degree.
• em Back to Bastes. Defense planning guidance required the
review of our organizational structure to reduce abour 20 percent
of the staff from ROT&E activities. The effort is ongoing through 1999.
We continue lab and Research, Development and Engineering Centers (RDBCs) restructuring to revitalize the Anny's laboratories and
strengthen our ability to perform worJd-c!as research.
Since 1987 the PEO structure has been constantly screened and
streamlined. There were 22 PEO and three direct reporting PMs in
July 1987. Today, there are 10 PEOs and one direct reporting PM.
We have a streamlined acquisition sdledule to lower the cost and
reduce the rime to acquire AFAS/FARV. We encourage prospective
COlltraCtOrs for AFASIFARV to use NDI at the subsystem and component level to the maximum extent practical to meet defined system performance requirements. Only the main gun system, which
uses liqUid propellant, will be specified. This provides prospective
contractors with design flexibility similar to development of commercial products. Ukewise, the RAH-66 Comanche helicopter program is capiializing on initiatives ro streamline the acquisition process,
remove duplication of efforts, take maximum advantage of commerdal
practices and remove any specifications, standards, policies or regulations that do not add value.
Clearly, we are making progress.

Gilbert F. Decker
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From Industry . ..

AMERICA'S
HIGH NOON
COMPLEX
By Norman R. Augustine

Editor's Note: The foUowing "emarks, which tue1'e OriginallYpresented before the ational Press Club in Washington, D. C, onJune
7, 1994, have been editedf01'publication here. Nonnan Augustine
is cbainnan and cbiefexecutive officer of the Martin Marietta Cor·
poration..
Americans have generally been reluctant warnors, and the desire
to avoid even preparing for the possibiJiry of war has been prevalent throughout our history. Despite George Washington' assertion
in his first address to Congress that "to be prepared for war is one
of the most effectual means of preserving peace," the size of the Army
wa reduced from about 11,000 in 1778 to the grand total of 80 soldiers some six j'ears later.
Even our cultural icons reflect this ba ic aversion. Like rile townspeople in rile movie High Noon, we strenuously avoid conflict, are
slow to react to obvious danger, and rise to defend ourselves and
our allies only when it becomes unavoidable. Time after time, despite our best efforts, we have found ourselves at war. The panern
is quite predictable:
• Step One: The United States wins a confUct, having fielded a
superior force usually with rile most numerous and occasionally mo t
capable equipment. Our country stands as a leader of the world's
democracies, setting terms for the peace to follow.
• Step Two: The prospect of enduring peace causes us to disarm to a point where our military capabilities become incompatible with our ambition to influence international events.
• Step Three: Growing tensions among other peoples create frustration as we try, through moral suasion or economic pressure, to
mediate disputes and change deep-seated attitudes.
• Step Four: Belatedly, we respond to the increased international
danger, only to be shocked by unexpected violence, such as the surprise attack at Pearl Harbor or the invasion of an ally, as in Kuwait
Ot Korea.
• Step Five: Finally roused to action, the country mobilizes and,
after the loss of precious lives, emerges victorious-thus beginning
the pattern yet again.
TIlfOughout U.S. history, Our reluctance to recognize the need for
a sustained, viable military has severely handicapped our fighting forces
In World War I the majoriry of American troops reached Europe in
British transportS, fought with French and British artillery pieces, fired
French ammunition, flew Allied planes, and manned French tanks.
Of the 23,000 U.S. tanks on order, only 76 had been completed by
the time of the armistice-after we had logged acro Europe and
lost 11 ,000 live .
FollOWing ~ orld War I, we reduced our military capability dras-
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tically, believing that we had fought the "war to end all wars." This,
of course, proved tragically incorrect as World War n unfolded against
a backdrop of broken promises and repudiated treaties.
After 10 ing more than 400,000 lives in World War n, we yet again
slashed our forces. And barely five years later, we were nearly chased
off the Korean Peninsula bya tJtird..rate military force. We had a new
generation of armor on the drawing boards, but very few tanks of
allY generation in inventory. Decommissioned M-26 Pershing tanks
sining on concrete pedestals around Fon Knox were actually taken down from their mounts and shipped directly into combat! By
the end of that war, the cost was 54,000 lives.
Today, the familiar pattern appears to be happening once again.
Step One was the combined victories over Communism in Eastern
Europe :md the Soviet Union and over Saddam Hussein in the Persian Gulf. Step Two was the precipitous cuning of tbe defense bud·
get, which has caused procurement dollars to plummet by 67 percent in real terms since the mid-1980s-almo t 80 percent in the
case of the Army-and brought defense spending, a a percentage
of GOP, to its lowest level since just before Pearl Harbor. Step Three
was recently attested to by Jane's Defense Weekiy, which counted
27 military conflicts in the world, 12 flash points and 31 areas of
tension.
Step Four-the half-bearted build·up to overcome earlier excessive reductions in order to deal with an emerging threat-is not yet
here, but a call for our force to enter combat could come at any
time. A month ago, Senate Armed Services Cormnittee Chairman Sam
NUllil publicly sugge ted three pos ible rllreats: a libyan biological
weapons attack on the U.S. Capitol, a nerve gas missile assault by a
resurgent Iraq on Kuwait, or, a North Korean nuclear attack on our
37,000 troops in South Korea.
One Cllil think of many other scenarios. The Indian minister of
defense recently commented tbat the real lesson learned from Desert
Storm is:" ever fight the Americans without nuclear weapons.•
SOme dismiss the e and other hypothetical events as sufficiently
remote that they bould be disregarded-and they may even be right
But who among the world's leaders could bave predicted the assas iDation of Arcbduke Ferdinand, the invasions of Korea, Kuwait,
Afghanistan, or the Falklands, or the attack on Pearl Harbor?
Yet the New York Times recenrly urged billions of dollars in additional cuts in the U.S. defense budget, saying, "[After the success
of Desert Storm it's obviOus) U.S. weapons systems are unrivaled,
so production of new tanks, planes, and ships can be put off for a
decade or more." Ironically, these are the same weapons we had
been told for many j'ears were tno compLicated, too expensive, and
too poorly designed to perform in battle.
What is so often overlooked is the fact that in today's era of rile
"come as you are" war, where outcomes can be decided in a matter of day , the only equipment available to our troops will be that
wbich was planned for and acquired during the decades before. The
systems that peeformed so well in the Persian Gulf largely represented
the technology of the 1960s, the development of the I 970s, and the
production of the 1980 -ail utilized by the people of the 19905.
That is, the decisions of the 1970s to a considerable extent determined the casualtie in the Persian Gulf.
We have espoused a strategy of minimizing casualties as well as
offsetting a sm'tller force-America's Armj' is now tied with Pakistan'
as the eighth largest in the world-by fielding the most modem military equipment. In actuaLiry, our military hardware is now on a replacement cycle of about 54 years-this in a world where technol·
ogy rypically has a balf·life from two to 10 years.
Today, as America seemingly repealS its High oon cycle, three
key paradigm shifts further complicate our national security planning. The fU'St of these is the interconnectedness of the world economy. While rile threat of a full-scale military assault on Mail! trcct
remains highly unlikely, targeted assaults on Wall Street and other
kej' economic resources are a good deal more plausible. In my personal opinion, the principal threat in the years ahead is posed by a
renegade nation holding a city hostage with a nudear weapon; atracking the world's energy, monetary, or transponation systems; or,
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as a variant, abu ing our humanitarian instincts to such an extel1l
that we feel we cannOl remain detached. In each of the e cases, we
would be faced with nuclear weapon, which drastically raise the
price of any response we may wish to consider.
"I1le second key difference is, in fact, the potential ahility of many
more countries to field weapons of mass destruction. A recent \Vall
Street jo"mat article noted that unemployed Soviet engineers were
"quitting lbeir jobs for the more lucrative profes ion of treet ped·
dler.· The Vice Prime Minister of the Ukraine at one pOint threatened to sell any nuclear warheads on his soil "to the highest bid·
der." And the North Korean government is reportedly developing
a new missile with a range of 1,800 miles, capable of reaching most
of Japan and parts of China and Russia.
The tbird key difference today is the telecommunications revolution which lwl made instantaneous news a way of life. On the one
hand it brings the promi e of freedom into places where tyranny
has dominated. On the other hand, it has become an effective inteUigen"e and publicity resource for TIlird-Worid despOls.
So what does this aU add up to? ObViously the world is still a dangerous place. This may seem to be a lead-in to the predictable call
from a defense industry executive that we arc not spending enough
on defense. But I would be the first to argue that the end of the Cold
War has fundamentally changed the nature of the threat and further
that America should nOl spend llIoney on defense imply to preserve
jobs. It's clear that in the post-Cold War world, Anlerica can afford
to safely shrink its defense posture. And we arc doing tJ13t, with tJ,e
one·milliontJl defense worker, by my calculation , due to lose his
or her job on about July 4th this year.
ntis reduction in defense expenditures has made it possible for
our nation to reap a long-sought peace dividend. One measure of
tJlis dividend is that more than 400 billion in real purchasing power h'lS already been diverted from defense budgets to other purpose
since tbe fall of the Berlin Wall.
Disappointment over what some have charActerized as tJle seem·
ingl)' modest impact of this reduction stems from the fact tbat nondefense federal spending is now growing at a mte wllich far outstrips
any plausible reductions in defense spending. The entire defense budget is now roughly equal to tbe interest on the national debt Or about
one-third of the cost of health care. America should, of course, spend
no more on defense tltan it needs, bm America call afford whatever defense it does need. Today, we spend more on legalized gambling than we do on defense, more on beer and pizza than we do
on the Army, more on robaeco and soft drinks than we do on the
Navy.
What America sbould spend on defense depends upon the national
objectives we wisb to seek-and inlportantly, forgo; what risks we
are willing to take; and what resources we are prepared to devote
to national security. I would note with some concem that we seem
to be in ti,e proce of inventing a new type of hollow military force
... one whose funds for modernization are so out of bahlllce witb
the size of that force that it will ultimately find itself iU-equipped ...
JUSt as in the past we have built forces that were ill-trained or iIIsupported. But choices regarding national objectives and risks are
the province of goverl1Jllent policy makers acting on behalf of the
American public, not of defense industrialists.
Thus, I would like to address in my remaining few minutes not
what we devote to national defense, but bow we spend it. In particular, given the basic aversioll of Anlericans to think about and plan
for conflict, and given the reality of sharply constricted defen e budget, and given the growil1g turmoil among nations, how do we avoid
anotller High oon ... al1d, more specifically, what can those of us
in the defense industry do to prevent it?
10 that regard, I would like to send an urgent message to my industry colleague tbat we must reinvetlt tbe defense industry in the
same manner that the Admirlistration bas caUed for reinventing gov·
emment.
First, we must get on with the job of building a newer, smaUer,
mOre efficient, but still effective industrial base. Too many compa·
nies continue to practice "rear view' forecasting. If we want to achieve
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the critical technological advancements that will be needed as well
as avoid tJle burdensome co ts of half-filled factories, we wiJI bave
to 'peed up the process of consolidation and downsizing; we wiJI
have to decide whether our companie best serve the nation, our
stockholders 3Jld our employees by being buyers, sellers, conSOlidators,
or independents. These 'Lte tough, emotional decisions not without
risk. But tlley are decisions best made in anticipation of, not in response to, marker pressures and national security needs. TIle" muddle of the road' approach is simpl)' no longer viable.
Second, the industry must display the discipline and courage to
make ub tantial investments in researcb and development, even in
the face of smaller contracts, growing cost pressures, and impatient
market . Every breakthrough in tJle llistory of warfare, from the stirrup to the crossbow, from the jet engine to stealtlt, has spawned
newer technologies to counteract lbe original innovations.
And third, while we modernize equipment and products, we must
also modernize our management. We have to empower our employees
to give them the autJlOrity to make operations more efficient while
continuing to improve quality. We must ensure lbat, despite the loss
of so many experienced workers, we do not Jose the most preciOUS
resource we bave-the irreplaceable human skills and expertise that
provide our teclmological edge. And we must find ways to more rapidly transfer technologies both to and from the commercial market·
place.
Now, if industry is LO accomplish tJlese objective, it will need
some assistance from its principal customer, the government. AnlOng
the needed steps are: First, escalate tlle current effort to fix the $100
billion acqltisition process, which everyone knows is needlessly complex and inefficient.
Second, we must continue to push for revision of the antitrust
laws to foster greater indu try consolidation while preserving at least
a minimllJ11 level of competition wherever 1'os ible. Third, our gov·
enmlCl1t should be prepared to share with ......mpanies willing to make
investments that produce savings to the government a portion of
those savings. FOl1rth, we should not cut funds for defense-related
research, exploratory development, and protoryping-parti ularly
high-risk/hJgh-payoff pursuits of tJle type which helped make American technology the best in the world_ Fifth, we need to restore "truth
in funding" so that American people can be assured that funds included in the defense budget are a ruaUy spent on defense_ ixtb,
we must stop the de facto nationalization of defense that has occurred
in recent years as more and more m,lintemlllce and repair operations
are being expropriated by the armed forces at dIe expense of private sector comparues. And finally, we sbould build on the recent
effort to "level the playing field" with our international competitors,
which bave trAditionally enjoyed highly favorable relationships with
their own governments.
TIlere is also a role for the average citizen to play in redefining
our national security posture. The American people need to better
underst:llld the dangers that lurk today dtrougbout the world, posed
by people that would do us grave barm if given the opportunity.
We are no longer-if we ever were-an island unto it elf. It is no
longer acceptable, for example, for two-thirds of tbe American public to believe we are protected by ballistic mis i1e defen e when in
fact we have none. We must be vigilant to see that our national security interests are addressed, while at tile same time exercising great
discipline in a suring that our commitments and interventions are
never allowed to exceed our reali tic military capabilities.
I would close my comments on a message of hope. I do believe
we can break the High Noon cycle we bave been canght in throughout the two cenmries of our nation' history. But to do so requires
dedicated efforts by my own industry, by our government, and by
the American people.
Recalling D-Day, which has dominated our recent thoughts, I can
think of no better advice to give defense refomlers than General Eisenhower's order that launched the most massive military action in history: "OK, let's go.'
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INTERVIEW WITH BG RUSS ZAJTCHUK
COMMANDER
U.S. ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT,
ACQUISITION AND LOGISTICS COMMAND
(PROVISIONAL)
Q:

In what ways does the Army's new medlcai R&D or·

~tion reflect

a change in mission?
A: As you rna know, the whole Army medical department is
reorganizing and the R&D Command has undertaken logistics for
the Army medical department, so SAMMA [U .. Army Medical Ma·
leriel Agency) ha also become part of our command. We are now
responsible for the projection of logistics suppOrt for tbe Army medical department. In addition, we have also undertaken some functions relaled to installations, SUdl as construction. Essentially, we
are mirroring the Army Materiel Command.

Q: What would you like to achieve during your tenure as
the USAMRDALC conunander?
A: I would like to position the Army medical department so it
can support Arroy Chief of taff General Sullivan, as we prepare to
enter the 2lstcenmry. I believe that a lot of work needs to be done
to modernize the Army medical department and this command is
prepared to do all that is necessary to achieve those goal .
Specifically, in the area of advanced technology we want to make
sure that our communication is as good as the rest of the Army. We
want to bring in some technologies that will enable our medics to
provide quality care to our soldiers, both on ti,e battlefie1d and through·
out the echelon of care, including the tertiary care facilities.
HistoricaUy, we have made great

progress in decreasing the mortality of
Our oldiers once they reach the hospital, but the number killed in action
is still quite high-around 20 percentand this has not improved over ti,e past
150 years. I sincerely believe that by introducing such concepts as te1econsultation, telementoring, and te1epresence that we will be able to decrease
monality on the battlefield, and make
a big difference.
These advanced technologies that we
are working on are moving ver)' rapidly. One example of this technology is
the personal stams monitnr, a device
placed on the soldier's wrist, in the form
of a watch, that will allow us to locate
a wounded or sick soldier very quickly through a geo-positiorung system. It
will have the capability of measuring vital signs and transmitting to the hospital
or aid station so medics can start think·
ing about the casualty before they even
get there. In addition, once the medic
gets there, he or she wili be able to use
other enabling technology such as tele-
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mentoring to call for assistance from a better·trained individual. This
mentorship could come all the way from a medical center, for example, from a professor. So, in the area of advaoced technology these
are some of our goals and aspirations.
J also want to introduce new research methodologies. We want
to use more computer modelling and simulation, and hopefully shorten the time to produce or develop vaccines for our soldiers, which
is very important in preventing diseases. In a time of diminishing
resources it is very important to find new ways of doing research
and development.
In addition to that, during my tenure as commander, 1 want to be
sure that we mentor our scientists so that we continue to replace
ourselves and don't leave the command without adequate professional scientists and researchers. So, we will be placing a great deal
of empbasis on memoring. One other goal I have is to concentrate
on research for the soldier because we have limited resources and
we need to make sure that money and other resources are spent on
things no one else can do. Therefore, we will probably eliminate
some research that could be done elsewhere, and beef up the areas
which will bring the most good to our armed forces.

Q: What impact is the DOD downsizing effort having on
the Army's medlcal R&D programs?
A: It's rather challenging right now
to manage and command wben there
is uncertainty about the budget and
which laboratories will be operational
and which will not. But, it's .not an unsurmountable task. We are planning to
become more efficient and, by consolidating certain functions, I think we
can still accomplisb all that is necessary
for our soldiers. We will not decrement
the research areas of prevention, sustainmenl, and treatment for our troops.

Q: How do you view the inclusion of members ofyour command
in the Army Acquisition Corps?
A: I think that including our folks
in the Acquisition Corps will help us
do a better job for the Army and DOD
and will also be a wonderful opportu·
nity for our staff to develop. So I view
it as a positive thing.

Q: Couid you discuss how your
command is working with other
DOD and Army activities in areas
such as chemical and biological
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As we deploy
around the world
in all types of environments,
it is important
to understand

what each environment demands
and how we can get
our soldiers to perform
to a maximum
without becoming ill.
defense, and environmental protection and cleanup?
A: We always look for ways of using partnerships and we play
supporting roles as well as leveraging against other organizations.
Let me start out, for example, with ARPA-the Adv,U1ced Research
Projects Agency. Some of our advanced technology development is
in partnership with ARPA, and much of the funding for this development acrually comes not from our command, but from ARPA.
We are also looking for partnerships with the Departmenl of Energy, and with Health and Human Services, so leveraging is very important to us; partnership with various organizations i very importanl
to us. As far as the environmental ageng' is concemed, we, of course,
have the Army Environmental Hygiene Agency that i charged with
dOing analysis and looking for environmental problems. We are putting
some additional preventive medicine asset into that organization
so they can take on additional missions. The Medical Command is
going to work very closely with the environmental agency to ensure
that they accomplish their mission. This effort, in turn, will support
lIS in various neurolOgical and other studies. Again, I personally beUeve that it is nOI good to box people in, but to have people crossutilized between various organiz.,tions.
Relative to the chemical and biological areas, we, of course, 'lfe
charged with developing vaccines and treatments for cllemiC:l1 and
biological exposures. Other agende are charged with developing
equipment for detection. It will be even more impomtnt for us to
work more closely with them because, for researchers to develop
better detecting equipment, they need 10 understand the threats and
problems as aciated with biolOgical and chemical exposures. By understanding each other's concerns, we both benefit and become mutually upportive. We are concerned with getting the most done with
limited resources.

Q: What are some of the ways your command is helping
to "sustain and protect" the force?
A: In the area of protection we have some very good scientists
working on various vaccines, such as the development of a malaria va.ccine. We have a great tradition in developing numerous vaccines to protect our forces, and we plan to continue doing that.
We're also looking for ways to protect against various biological
aod chemical agents. We have scientists working on a number of
experiments to continuously improve treatment and look for ways
of prevention. In areas of sustainment, at Natick, MA, near Boston,
we have scientists working on environmental hazards uch as cold,
heat, and high altitude. They are also trying to determine nutritional
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requirements, and evaluate tbe performance of soldiers in various
hazardous conditions. As we deploy around the world in all types
of environments, it is important to understand what each environment demands and how we can get our soldiers to perform to a maximum withom becoming ill.

Q: What do you believe are priority areas for Anny medical research?
A: As I stated earlier, we are putting a great deal of emphasis on
advanced technology. We are follOwing the lead of the Army chief
of staff. We want to digitize our hospitals and make use of information
management and modelling so that we can do more advanced research at a reduced cost. As I also noted earlier, we want to use a
great deal of sinmlation before going into a developmental praces .
A priority for Army medical research, again, is to concentrate on areas unique 10 the Army, that no one outside the Army can do. Our
focus will be on research for the soldier.
I want 10 stress that some types of medical expert! e don't exist
outside the military. Therefore, we are unique in that regard. That's
why it is very dangerous to dismande any of oUr efforts until we are
sure that someone else can pick up the mission. Again, research for
dle soldier involves three areas: prevention, sustainment aod treatment. To recap what I said, prevention involves vaccines and various antidotes against nerve and biological agents. Sustainment includes enhancement of performance, maintaining health in
hazardous environments, and combat casualty care. All of this makes
a difference in treating our casualties, all the way from early identilication to development of better resuscitation products, blood products, and medicines in order to sustain a wounded oldier longer
before he or she get to a treatment facility. So we have some visions dlat are quite advanced and innovative, and we are certain that
we will make a difference in the next couple of years.

Q: Critics of the Anny's R&D process have stated that contracting out a good portion of current in-house research would
be more cost effective. What is your response?
A: Most people don't realize that the Army Medical Research and
Development Command already spends half of its authorized money on outside contracts. In other words, we reallze that if we don't
have the expertise to develop military-unique products and solutions,
we mu t seek it in industry and at universities. CertainJy, if there is
an opportunity to get something done cheaper we're all for it
because we don't have unlimited resources. However, I want to point
Army Research, Development and Acquisition Bulletin
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out that some of the things we do no one wants to do. Let me give
you a specific example. You won't find much interest in developing an anthrax vacdne, because it bas no peacetime application. There
is no profit in it for industry; therefore U,ere is no out ide jmerest
in doing this work.
Also, we have asked NIH to take a look at our work ,md see wheU,er
they wouLd be interested in picking up some of it. We did that specificaJJy because people have asked us whether NIH could take on some
of our research, particularly infectious dise:lse and biologic.uresc-acch.
Nlli put a paneltogeUler and looked at what we do. They have stated that tbe researcb should remain within the military. So, what we
do is not more costly than comracting it out. This is because tI,ere
i nothing to compare it to-no one else is doing it, or is intere ted in doing it. However, it is still very, very important because if we
don't do it we are telling our soldiers we don't want them to have
the best care if sent into harm's way. We can't afford to do that.

Q: Are there any cooperative efforts with other countries?
A: We bave some cooperative efforts on certain projects, for exanlple with I rael and Sweden, and we are looking at other counerie to develop relationsbJps. We have a great deal of interest in the
Russian Federation, for example, in the areas of tele-medicine and
phaanaceutical . TIlis is obviousLy a very compHc.,ted issue whicb
has 10 be evaluated by a number of individuals. But, yes, I think our
philosophy is that we ought to know what is going on throughout
the world. Although tltis nation is a leader in almost every area of
medical research, in my opinion, there are certain places tllat have
expertise that we don't have, and we want to capitaHze 00 il. There
is always sometlling, e can learn, regardless of which country we
are working with.

Q: Could you comment on the suggestion that all the military services consolidate their medical R&D efforts?

A: As 1 alluded to earHer, we already have a number of consoLidated fw,ctioos, such as our AIDS and HIV research, which is a lriervice cooperative effort. We also have a number of otller projects
like cooperation with the Navy in malaria research. When talking
about consolidation, it is important to clarify what is meanl. Are we
talking about simply consoHdating into one building, or consolidating
functions? I tI1ink it's important to look at consolidation of functions
and work together as a team, raU,er tIlan two Or three groups working independently and not communicating. We doo·t have tIlat problem. We commwticale across ervice Hnes and work in pannerships
with the otller services and civilians. In the future, tIlere will certainly be an opportunity to see if we could do even more joint projects. Bm there are certainly ervice-lullque requirements-and we
want to make sure we doo't do away with those. There arell't many
Service-specific requirement in medicine, but there are some, so I
want to be cautious.

lo addition, as we consolidate, we want to be sure mat we doo't
pUt nlllctions in a place tIlat later gets closed and theo lose me capability. So, as ti,e BRAe process evolves we want to be ure we
don't put our eggs in a basket that's oat going to be there. rt's a very
complicated issue and we must be very careful oot to jump into the
swimming pool until we're sure there is water in it.

Q: In comparison to the dvillan community, howextensive a problem is AIDS in the military, or at least in the Anny?
A: ince we began tcstiI:!g tile armed forces for HIV, we are of
course not letting people into the Service who are positive, so we
have decreased the accessions who are already infected. However,
we still have a problem with people contracting AID . We are doing a reasonable job in educatioo and tmilling within tile Service,
so my feeli.ng is that we're a little bener off than the rest of the population. Our Service men and women are more aware of the problem and are probabl)' talcing bener precautions. However, since we
deploy around the world into areas where mere is greater prevalence
of it than in our country-as of today I suspect we have Service people in 70 different countries-tIleywill be exposed to tI1is. Therefore,
we are also inlerested in developing mccines to prolect our tmop .
Some people may ask why the Army or military Services should
be involved in AID researcb. In many ways it is the same as worki.og on a vaccine for Malaria. We certainly don't want to be lopsided
by putting more into AIDS researcb than is necessary, but we should
continue putting effort into prevention, education and training. Some
of tile institutes uch as NlH are more interested in treatment, so
tIley are doing researcl1 on ti,e mOre advanced tages of the disease.
Wouldn't it be wonderful if the Army or the Armed Services came
up with a cure or treatment for AIDS? As I mentioned, our focu is
on research for the soldier, but mere's notlting wroog if there are
spin-off: whicll beoefit the rest of our citizens. We're not losing ight
of our prinlary missioo, but at Ule ame time we would be happy
10 make a ontribution to tile rest of the COlLOtty-we are a part of
the rest of the country.
Q: Is there anything else you would like to comment on?
A: Yes. In spite of downsizing and reduction in personnel and
tile budget, I am very optinlistic about the future of tile Army medical department, as well as tile rcst of the Army. I t1link we have quality people-the people who are remaloJng in the Service are dedicated and embody aJj of the ",.uues of the Army: commitmeot,
competence, candor and coumge. I am very confident that, at least
in this command and the rest of the Army medical department, we
will reach new heights of excellence. I am most gratefullo bave been
giveo tile opportunity by the AmlY chief of staff to command this
wonderful group of people.
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ARMY
REORGANIZES
MEDICAL R&D COMMAND
The u.s. Army Medical Command (provisional) was eSGlbli$hed on Oct. I, 1993. TIle
provisional status of the command lasts until Oct. I, 1994. TIle surgeon general's mandate to establish a more efficient and effective organization has been fleshed out
incrementally during the transition year.
Major goal of the reorganization are to design 'l11 accessible, deployable, accountable
and integmted Army Medical Department
(AMEOD). Unes of authority are simplified
and clarified. Principles ofTolal Qualiry Management and good business pmctices :lre emphasized. People are organized afound work,
working on tile right things at the right level.
Reorganizlltion of the Army's medical research 3.nd development program is occurring as P3.rt of the overaU AMEDD reorgani7.ation. The U.S. Army Medical Research,
Development, Acquisition and Logi tics
Command (USAMRDALC) (provisiomL1) was
est3.blished March I, 1994, in 3. ceremony 3.t
Fort Detrick, MD. The provisional status of
this command al 0 lasts until Ocr. I, 1994.
11le new command includes the fornler U.S.
cmy Medica.1 Materiel Agency (USAMMA) at
Fort Detrick, and the .S. Army He,L1th Facilities Planning Agency (HFPA), located at
the Office of the Surgeon General.
TIle U AMRDALC i a major subordinate
commmd of !lIe U. . Army Mediea.1 Commmd
(provisional). The USAMRDALC expmds the
medica.1 materiel deVelopment mission of the
USAMRDC to include the USAMMA mission
of procuring, fielding 3.nd sustaining mcctical
equipment for the Army. The ncw command
also assumes the HFPA mission of planning,
programming md budgeting for construction
of new Army meclica.1 facWti s. Consotidation
of tile SAMMA md the U AHFPA into the
AMRDALC i consistcnt Witil the AMEDD
reorganization goal of con olidating all the
field operating activities in a customer-focused, bu iness management control system.
TIle medicaJ logistics mission i a complex
addition to til meclica.1 research md developmell[ mi ion_ The U AMMA is the AMEDD's
power projection platform. It focuses on IDateriel requirements of both fixed facilities (haspiUL!s in CO S and Europe), and deployable
field hospitals. The USAMMA is the lead agem
for AMIDD advanced teclmology initiatives, particularly the 1edicaJ Diagnostic imaging Support Systenl (MOlS), and telemedicine.
It is the AmlY'S war reserve manager for Class
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VTII supply, the AMEDD's operational executor for medica.1logisti s programs worldwide, and the tri-Service agem for medical
catalog development. For its medical logistical support of Operations Desert Sb.ield and
Storm, the USAMMA received the Army Superior Vetit Award.
TI,e mission ofule USAMRDALC is to pL'lJI,
progranl~ coordinate, manage, direct, execute
wd review the Army Medical Department Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
(RDTE) Program, the Army Medical Department logistics and MedicaJ Materiel Program,
and tile Army Health Faciliry Planning/Construction Program.
According to the proposed concept plan
for the new CO ololand , the com.mandcf,
USAMRDALC, will be dual-hatted as the
depury for medical systems in the Office of
the Assisl:lnt Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition
(OASA(RDA)). TI1is two- L1f position mirrors
the depury for combat service suppOrt
within the OASA(RDA), which is a dual-hat
for the Army Materiel Command's depury
chief of staff for research, development and
engineering. This po ition supports ule acquiSition management reorganjzation man-

dated by the Goldwater-Nichols Act.
The concept plan furtJler states tilat the
depury for medical sy terns will serve as the
conduit for medical acquisition-related business within the OASA(RDA), enhancing
day-to-day operations a.nd commwlication.
TIle position improves the Army Medical Department represent:J.tion within the Secretariat
,md the Army staff by providing a knowledgeable presence in lbe OASACRDA).
'Il,e deputy for medical systems will be the
direct link between the Army Acquisition Executive (AAE) and medical programs. He will
be responsible for executive program man3.gement and implemeotation of 3.cquisition
policy for medical products and equipment.
The USAMRDALC will retain contracting
aUlhoriry for medical research and development, and for medical logistics support. The
Medical Command has a separate contracting autilOrity for health services.

The concept plan lists these pecitic functions of the depury for medical systems:
• Exercise progr-...m management oversight
for the AAE for medical programs;
• Provide the principal progranmlatic
focal poinr within OASA(RDA) for medical
programs:
• Conduct periodic programmatic/resource assessmenLs;
• Ensure timely conducl of milestone
decision reviev.'s;
• Review 3.ll Planning, Programming,
Budgeting and Execution System (pPBES) subm-ission

for medical programs and assist

USAMEDCOM is preparing PPBES submissions:
• Prepare and pre ent Congressional testimony in justification a.nd defense of assigned
programs;
• Serve a the iniLial entry point for acquisition plans md justification and approvals
for medical progranl ; and
• Serve as the focal point to Congress, the
Office of the Secretary of Deft:nse, the media and the USAMEDCOM for justification and
defense of medical programs.
The major advantage of this realignment
is the consotidation of all stages of medica.1
materiel development. acquisition, and fielding, from basic research to delivery md ustainment-complete life C)'de management
of materiel-ll11der one command.
11le headqu3.J1ers of the new comm,md will
ren",in at Fort Detrick. Approximately 1,285
military and 1,450 civitian personnel are assigned to tile command. In addition to five
unit at Fort Detrick, the command operates
uniLS at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, DC; Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD; atick, MA; Fort Rucker, AL;
and Fort Sam Houston, TX. TIle Walter Reed
Anny Institute of Research also operate four
overseas laboraLOries, in Gemlany, Kenya,
TIlailand 3.nd Brazil.

CHUCKDASEY is thepublic affairs
ojjicerat the u.s. AnnyMedical R&D
Command. He holds a B.A. degree
in English from fordham University and is a !5mcluate of the Army's
Advanced Public Affairs Course.
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Army training helicopter, TH-67.

ARMY
AIRCRAFT
ACQUISITION
BY COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
The successful best value acquisition of the
Army' new training helicopter, the TH-67A
Creek, was done by commercial standards.
In this context, commercial standards in·
duded the full range of non-military documents applicable to the commercial aviation
marketplace. The government's purclJase description was a streamlined 14-page system
specification that used commercial standards
as the basis for describing the customer's priority system performance requirements.
The TH-67 is a good example of appropriate
consideration of circumstances in the application of standards, and shows that commercial standards can be successfully applied
to acquisition of military aircraft if, and only
ii, you understand their limitations.
illtirnately, successful acquisition is dependent on communication leading to full understanding of requirements by all parties, in
accounting for the customer's priority requirements without undue restriction of design solutions, and in employing risk management throughout the acquisition process.
Standards are, after all, a tool, not a substitute
for communication, understanding, and risk
management.
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By James M. Procyk

The Army has been flying 00-1 Hueys as
an interim trainer. The 00-1 proved to be an
effective trainer, but its main drawback is operating cost. A market survey indicated Utat
a non-developmental item helicopter could
do the job and provide a net cost savings. The
new training helicopter program was initiated with tbi imperative- reduce core initial entry rotary wing training cost by displacing the current primary trainer with a
commercial off-the-shelf helicopter that has
lower operating and suppon cost, but does
not degrade training effectiveness. The contract was awarded in March 1993, the first
aircraft was delivered in October 1993, and
the first class of students using the new trainers started in April 1994.
Circumstances wbich favored a non-developmental item and commerci.a1 standards for the TH-67 began with the imiIarity of initial entry flight training to commercial
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use. Commercial helicopters can perform all
the maneuvers needed to learn and practice
basic flying. The flight environment at Fon
Rucker is similar to a small hometown airpon, except for the larger volume of traffic.
The training helicopter doe not need
weapons or other combat mission equipmelll
cl1araaeristics unique to military specifications.
These helicopters will always remain at Fort
Rucker where the ambient weather environment is temperate southern United
tates. This temperate environment is typical of commercial standard in lieu of the extreme environments typically incorporated
in military standards. In addition, the single
stable location was compatible with contractor maintenance by a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certified repair facility and
COmmercial wholesale parts supply. The
TII-67 did not need the military support system's unique logistics capabilities. Commercial tandards for technical manuals
were suitable for Fort Rucker's contracted
certified repair facility.
The initial entry rotary wing training mission requirements were to ped'Oml basic flight
maneuvers using standard helicopter controls
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and carry an instructor, student pilot and observer. Mission requirements were well
within range of commercial mission requirements and available commercial helicopters. Only minor modifications were required to basic standard commercial aircraft.
One modification was an avionics suite to
meet navigation and communication perfoonance that induded the military radio frequencies in use at Fort Rucker. The other two
required modifications, crashwortby seats and
fuel system, were to commercial standards
that were in the process of being imposed
for new systems.
Commercial standards as used in this artide fall into three groups: "industry standards: "manufacturer's standards," and nonmilitary "government standards." Industry
standards are generated by industry associations, and technical societies. They represent the lowest common denominator of
agreement by their constituents which
sometimes results in incomplete definition
or loopholes. Some establish standards for testing which enables a common basis for claiming superior performance and others establish minimum accepted professional safety
standards, not for the user's protection 0
much as, for their own indemnity from liability.
Manufacturer's standards are internal to me

company and often incorporate proprietary
processes which give ri e to competitive
claims of superior characteristics, but the
question is are they the characteristics of real
value to me customer's priority requirements?
The primary government standards applicable to the commercial aviation market
are the Federal Aviation Regulations. These
are intended to assure a minimum level of
safety and safe operating limits, not necessarily an indication of mission performance.
One other significant difference between
commercial and military standards is that military standards usually measure performance
at environmental extremes, but commercial
perfoffilance is commonly measured at favorable, ambient conditions.
On the positive side, commercial standards,
induding the Federal Aviation Regulations,
are very design solution independent, compared to many military standards. This design
freedom encourages innovation, fosters
competition, enables dual use (both civil and
military) of basic aircraft designs, and enables
performance growth, all of which can lead
to superior performance. However, the
buyer beware, there i more risk involved in
this. The solution is through understanding
of the customer's priority system requirements, and managing the risk of other unexpected characteristics, rather than resorting

ALTITUDE RATE EXAMPLE
SYSTEM LIMIT

75

INSTRUCTOR's MARGIN

65
60
STUDENT MARGIN

50

o
SYSTEM LIMIT MUST BE EQUAl. OR GREATER THAN THE SUM OF
REQUIRED SKILL VALUE + STUDENT MARGIN + INSTRUCTOR'S MARGIN
Figure 1.
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to safe old design solutions.
11le most significant challenge to specifying
tile requirements for best value acquisition
of the new training helicopter wa defining
just what our customer, the smool at Fort
Rucker, considered high value training performance. The real challenge was not an issue of complexity, but to successfully communicate across cultural environments. The
training effectiveness del'mition had to be
equivalentiy understood in the instructor p~
lot's student learning, tile engineer' physical pelforrnance data, and the acquisition authority's dollar value cultural environments.
The definition, also, must be communicated
to the manufacturer to be understood by both
the engineer's physical performance data, and
the bu iness manager' dollar value cultural
environments. Ideally, the definition bould
provide a common vision, common experi-

ence basis for verbal communi.cation, and neither favor nor exclude any of the culrura! en·
vironments. The process for developing SUdl
a definition is show, tell, and li ten. Show a
picture of the definition, tell about It in terms
that are believed to be a common experience
base, and listen to detemtine if it was understood and can be related to me oilier cultural environments.

Tbe process was begun between tile engineers and the instructor pilots, ilien cyded
until everyone understood earn other. Initial
communications with the instructor pilots
identified the first priority of an effective ttaiJler was a safe learning environment. The system specillcation defines it as follows: • afe
Learning Environment is an aircraft flight envelope large enough to provide the nece
sary skill exposure and accommodate the initial student response errors (e.g. range of
control motion) expected when practicing
aU basic flight skills. The aircraft envelope allows the student to make mi takes; learn and
recover wiiliout incident." The engineers second face to face with me instructor pilots
identified a formula and figur which communicated ilie characteristics iliat would prlr
vide a afe learning environment.
As shown in the Altitude Rate Example in
Figure I, the foanula is: The system limit must
be equal or greater than: the required skill
value, plus the tudent margin, plu the instructor's margin. Assume the fligbt training
guide requires the student to demonstrare a
50 feet per minute climb. Starting from ilie
bonom up in the Altitude Rate Example, the
arrow shows that 50 (feet per minute) is the
required skill value. From ;0 to 60 on the scale
is the student margin. " tudent Margin is a
safe excursion area around the training standard with a magnitude equal to tile expected student overshoot wben initiating and executing the prescribed maneuver." From 60
to 65 on the scale is unallocated extra. This
can be used to increase the standard, allow
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STUDENT SANDBOX
altitude rate

yaw
angle

bank
angle

OUTER BOX: SYSTEM LIMITS

Figure 2.
more error or increase the insLeuctor's margin. From 65 to 75 on thc scale is the in·
structor's margin. The instructor's margin i
the safe area just below the system's Umit necessary for the instructor to recognize that the
student is out of cooLeol, react, and recover
control without incident. The system limit
is the safe operating limit for the sy tern. The
specification breaks d,ese definitions down
further into aircraft ontrol and human factors characteristic .
Figure 2 is called dIe "Student Sandbox"
because it represents a 'safe learning cnvironment" for the student pilot to practice p~
loting skills just as a child's play sandbox is
a safe learning environment to practice eyehand coordination skills. The figure shows
four- ided boxes where each side quantifies
a cha.racteristic counting from the center outward. Thus, the distance up, down, left, and
right of center rcpresent values of flight performance characteristics. From the center upward represents the A1titudc Rate Example.
To the right represents a bank angle control
skill with a 45 degree required skill value. The
left is a yaw conLrOI skill with a 10 degree
skill value, and down from center represents
airspeed conLrOI. In this notional example,
bank angle, airspeed and yaw angle are optimum for training. Altitude mte has a Uttle
extra, as described in dIe previous example.
There are more than four fUght chaJ"'dcteristics in the llight training guide, but four
is a reasonable number to draw and demonteates the necessary combination of characteristics to determine a safe leaming environment and in turn training effectiveness.
By drawing tudent and boxes for each proposed aircraft it was possible to portray the
four maneuvers representing critical combinations of the customer's highest priority
characteristics, and a visual overview of dleir
training effectiveness. The characteristics
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were measured bl' C"dtingS and comments by
20 insLrUctor pilots who flew each proposed
helicopter in perfoffi13nce of tbe critical maneuver prescribed by the llig1lt training
guide. tatistical plots for cadI maneuver and
dIe student sandbox were the communication tools dIat dosely linked instructor pilots,
to evaluators, and the decision makers and
kept all of them involved mroughollt the
process. Since lC"dining effectiveness was the
most inlpOltUlt criteria, this evaluation by the
customer, for the cu tomer, was the heart
and soul of dIe new training helicopter acquisition process.
The system specification was streamlined by priority specification of the customer's perfoffilance requirements. TI,e
only specific design solutions were a five strap
safety harness, conventional controls and turbine engines which the customer required.
Everything else was a perfonnance requirement further prioritized and identified as critical, non-critic.11 and optional. In short, critical meant mandatory, non-c.ritical meant
erious but not individually an automatic disqualification, and optional meant we would
consider it, if available. The specification included two industry standards, tbe Federal
Aviation Regulation airwordliness standards,
and not one single military standard or spec·
ification.
The exclusion of military tandards and
pecificatioDS was a lot easier said dIan done.
Many engineelS were sent back to determine
WI13t inlpoltLllt performance requirement renlted from inlposing MD.-xxxx. Only perfomlance requirements would be considered
for inclusion in me specification, ubject to
acceptance and prioritization by the customer.
'll1e offerors added their own company standards in proposing pedfic models features,
qualit)' processes and perfoffilance. Wid, the
offerors addition, the proposals contained ail
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three types of commercial standards.
The new training helicopters technical performance requirements, and Federal Aviation
Administration airworthiness certification,
then repre cnted a filter of minimum perfOffi13nce that had to be met in order to participate in the u tomer evaluation. TI1is illtering wa one risk management tool in the
acquisition, and assured the afety of the instructor pilots conducting the user evaluation.
TI,e potential offerors were given several opportunities to contribute via draft Requests
for Proposal, Pre-Solidtation, and Pre-Proposal
conferences and an opportunity to ob erve
an actual training session at Fort Rucker. Good
communication is anodler risk management
tool.
The user evaluation also served as a risk
management tool. We were very dependent
on me user evaluation to weed out any design solution that did not work or caused an
unexpected and unacceptable problem in the
training environment. The customer did in
fact find such problems in me Training Effectiveness User Evaluation which the evaluation criteria allowed lIS to consider as part
of me basis for award. Beside operating in
the training environment, a revealing maintenance demonstration was conducted including an engine, tC"dnsmissioll and tail rotor drive shaft rCDloval and replacement. The
user evaluation results, good and bad, were
ail accounted for in tbe best value ev;iluation.
In summary, .inteJligent application of standards is the key to successful acquisition, not
the type of standards utilized. Nothing can
replace me intelligent understanding and de-scription whidl full)' communicates dIe cu
tomer's priority sy tern performance requirements. Uninfoffiled blanket application
of any type of tandard is the road to catastrophe.

JAMES M. PROCYK is chief ofthe
Development Branch in the Directorate for Engineering at the Aviation Research Development and Engineering Center (A VRDEC), U.S.
Army Aviation and Troop Command.
He holds a B.S. degree in electrical
engineering from the University 0/
Illinois, U,bana, IL, and is a member 0/ tbe Army Acquisition Corps.
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ARMY HOLDS
19TH SCIENCE CONFERENCE
The Army research community must
abandon conventional thinking and become
entrepreneurs to help the Army draw on all
the scientific resources available in the nation.
Tbe Honorable Gilbert F. Decker, assistant
secretary of the Army (research, development
and acqui ition), delivered this message to
Army scienti ts and engineers at the 19th
Army Science Conference held last June in
Orlando, FL. In his keynote address at the
awards banquet, Decker said that declining
research, development and acquisition budgets and furute emphasis on dual-use technologies means the Army must capitalize on
o:ternal efforts to the maximum extent possible.
"Each one of you must become a scientist
'schizophrenic',' he told those at the banquet.
"You must think about military relevance as
you define your re earch project. You must
simultaneously think about the work with respeel to industrial applicability. No longer can
any of u think in one dimension," Decker
said. Decker praised the past track record of
Army research and added that the Army must
continue relevant world class research to provide direction in technology and advanced
concepts for Force XXI.
He highlighted three of the Army's critically important are-dS in science and technology:
• Battle/ield Digltizatton, which he
termed "critical to the Anny's efforts to win
the information war and maintain a small
armed force capable of decisive victory";

By William K. Brower Jr.,
David Seitz, and
David A. Davison
ments within Army laboratories and centers,
primarily through the presentation of technical papers, posters, and exhibits. The conference aimed to enhance networking
among those at the state-{)f-the-art; share accomplishments with academia, industry and
the Army leadership; and give recognition and
appreciation to Army scientists and engineers.
The conference was uncia sified and open
to industry, ac-ddetnia, and foreign nationals.
A total of 811 individuals attended the conference. Of these, 42 were from academia and
66 from industry. Foreign nationals representing PortUgal, Israel, Australia, Italy and
Canada aI 0 attended.
Conference attendees were able to view
a technology showcase featuring 55 exhibits
demonstrating the latest technologies from
Army laboratories, RO&E centers, command , and Defense agencies. Many of the
displays induded interactive hands-Qn demonstrations of new technologies. The conference
also featured distinguished scientists and leaders from academia, industry, and government
as keynote speakers at each of 12 concurrent

• Horizontal Technology Integration,

packaging new technologies so that they can
easily be integrated into current battlefield
weapon systems to result in cost savings; and
• Advanced Concept Technology Demons/rations for the Rapid Force Projection Ini-

tiativelEnhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missile
and the Precision Rapid Counter Mobile Rocket Launcher. "These two programs, and others like them, are at the essence of acquisition reform. In order to do them, a strong
science and technology base is critical,' commented Decker.
Decker's comments echoed the theme of
the conference, "Assuring the Competitive
Edge.' Sponsored by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition, the conference
is held every two years with the objective of
showcasing leading scientific accomplish-
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Dr. Harley D_ Balzer, director of Russian area studies, Georgetown University, was the keynote speaker at the Research and Development Achievement
Awards Dinner.

technical sessions and at the lunch and dioner functions.
Keynote luncheon speakers were Norman
R. Augu tine, chairman and chief executive
officer (CEO) of Martin Marietta Corporation
and a former under secretary of the Army,
and Dr. Roger l. McCarthy, CEO of Failure
Analysis Associates, Inc.
Augustine stressed the Importance of research and development during a time
when the Army is downsizing. He said the
most important priority should be breakthrough technology. He warned against
complacency and cutting funding due to the
success of weapon systems during the Persian Gulf War by pointing out this was a war
of unusual circumstances that probably
won't apply in the future. Augustine stressed
the need for researchers to take risks but
warned against making systems so complex
and user-unfriendly that they become unusable. He pointed out that wars are not won
in laboratories and that the key to success
is getting tecbnology to the battlefield.
McCarthy gave a highly entertaining visual
presentation on work performed by his company which is a unique engineering firm d voted primarily to the analysis of catastrophic
failures. He presented a number of examples
where human influence culminated in a catastrophic disaster and emphasized that manin-the-Ioop systems without mechanical
back-up will eventually result in disaster. He
noted that system designers and builders
should be alert that single-point human designs need mechanical back-up to allow for
fault tolerance. If not, he said, the failure rate
should be included in the performance specifications since failure will eventually occur.
Dr. Harley D. Balzer, director of Russian
Area Studies at Georgetown University, provided the keynote address at the Research
and Development Achievement Awards Dinner. TIle Awards Dinner honored the winners
of the 1993 R&D Achievement Awards, preViously announced in the January-February
1994 issue of Anny RD&A Bullettn. During
Balzer's address, he detailed the financial and
ecological problems that have arisen in the
Russian scientific community since the
break-up of the Soviet Union.
Two panels composed of technology
leaders from within the DOD were held on
the last day of the conference. During the panels, each panelist provided a brief presenta·
tion on their aspect of the topic. Following
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ARL scientist Dr. Mitra Dulta, principal
author of the winning research paper,
accepts the Paul A. Siple Memorial
Award from the Han. ASA (RDA)
Gilbert F. Decker.

Dr. Richard Chait, director of research,
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary (Research and Technology).
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the presentations, the panelists responded to
question cards submitted by attending indio
viduals. TI,e format provided the scientists
and engineers the opportunity to receive information on ubjects of panicular interest
to them.
George T. Singley m, deputy assistant secretary of the Army (research and tecbnology), chaired a panel on "Maintaining Technology Alliance: Technology Transfer-Dual
Use." ingley emphasized the inlportance of
tecbnology transfer to the Army today, telling
the scientists and engineers in arrendance that
technology tmnsfer can not he accomplished without their help. Panelists stressed
the need for the Army to huild partnership
with commercial industry to take advantage
of their technology development. Cooperative R&D Agreements; the Defense Technology Conversion, Reinvestment, and Transition Assistance Program; Small Business
Innovation Research Progmrn; and other programs were discussed as methods to achieve
tecbnology transfer.
Panel members included: MG Thomas L.
PratherJr., deputy chief of staff for research,
development and engineering, Army Materiel
Command (AMC); Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, prilldpal deputy for acquisitinn, AMC; Dr.
Robert W. Lewis, technical director, Natick
RD&E Center; Thomas L. Hnuse, technical
director, Aviation RD&E Center; Dr. H. Lee
Buchanan, director, Defense Sdenccs Office,
Advanced Research Projects Agency; Dr.
Lance A. Davis, deputy director, Defense research and engineering for tecbnology transition; Dr. Robert B. Oswald Jr., director of
research and development, Corps of Engineers; and COL John FrJ.Zier Glenn, executive assistant to the commander, Army Medical Research, Development, Acquisition
and Logistics Command.
Dr. Richard Chait, director of research, Office of the Army Deputy AssistiUlt ecretary
(Research and Tedlllology) chaired a panel
on "Rcsea.rch Quality: Striving for Excellence."
Panelists highlighted methods to measure, obtain, and maintain exccllence. Items discussed
induded roles of peer review, research staff
exchange, management and leadership, publications, recognition for accomplishment, frIcilities and equipment, and involvement of
the customer in the planning process,
among others. Management's responsibility
to provide a working environment where researchers can take ri ks was tressed along
with the need to recmit and retain the best
people. Panel members induded Dr. John W.
Lyons, director, Army Re earch Laboratory
(ARL); Dr. Gerald J. Iafrate, director, Army
Research Office; Dr. Arthur Ballato, principal scientist, Army Research I.Woratory's Beetronics and Power Sources Directorate; Dr.
Edgar M. Johnson, director, Army Re earch
Institute; Dr. Robert B. Oswald and COLJohn
Frazier Glenn.
A total of225 papers were presented during the conference. TIlese papers were selected from 594 abstracts through a highly
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competitive peer review process and represent the Anny's best research in sdence
and technology. Poster presentations of 175
selected papers were displayed throughout
the conference area.
In addition to the paper and poster presentations, each of the 12 concwrent sessions
featured a keynote address that set the tone
of e-olch session. Session topics and the
keynote speakers were as follows: Materials
and Manufuetwing-Professor Eric Baer, CaseWestern Reserve University; BioteehnologyProfe or Lynn Jelinski, Cornell University;
Photonics and Power Technology-Dr.
Charles M. Bowden, Anny Missile Command;
Environmental and Geosciences-Dr. Robert
B. Oswald, Jr., Army Corps of Engineers; sensors and Signatures-Dr. Rudolf G. Buser,
Army Communications-Electronics Command; Large Scale Sdentific Computing- Pr0fessor Paul Woodward, University of Min·
nesota; Engineering SCiences-General Glenn
K. Otis (U.S. Army Ret.), Coleman Research
and Engineering; Signal and Image Processing-Dr. Clayton V. Stewan, Science Applications International Corp.; Knowledge Base
Computing Systems-Professor AniJ Nerode,
Cornell University; Advanced Propulsion
Technologies-Professor Phillip S. Myers, University of Wisconsin; Life, Medical and Behavioral SCiences-Dr. Garth Green, Harvard
School of Public Health; and MicroelectroniCS
and Power Tecbnology-Professor George
I. Haddad, University of Michigan.
Of the 225 papers presented, 15 were selected for recognition. A silver medalJion,
three bronze medallions and 12 session certificates were awarded at the awards banquet
by the Honorable Gilbert F. Decker, assistant
secretary of the Army (RDA).
A team of scientists from the Electronics
and Power Sources Directorate of the Army
Research Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ, received the fmt place Paul A. Siple Memorial (silver medallion) Award. Drs. Mitra Dutta, Jagadeesh Pamulapati, Michael Wrahack,
and Monica Taysing·Lam, all of ARL; and Dr.
Hangen Shen, Geo-Centers, Inc., Lake Hopatoong, NJ, co-authored the winning paper titled 'Very High Contrast, High peed, Novel Polarization Sensitive Normal Incidence
Ught Modulator. " The paper describes a high
speed, high contrast multiple quantum well
light modulator for signal/data processing that
achieves an extraordinarily high contrast ratio of 7000: 1.
Three other papers were selected for outstanding achievement and awarded bronze
medallions.
• SCott Haye and Andrea MiUk, ARL,
Adelphi, MD, were honored for their paper
titled "Controlling Chao for Communication,
An Application of Information Theory to the
Control of Chaos."
• Dr. Walter Bryzik, Tank-AutOmotive
RD&E Center, Wanen, MI, and Professor
Naeinl Henein, Wayne State University,
were honored for their paper titled "Fundamental Cold Sta.rt Phenomena Within
September-october 1994

Advanced Military Diesel Engines."
• Dr. james W. Mink, Army Research Office, Research Triangle Park, NC; Dr. Felix
K. Schwering, Army Communications-Electronics Com.m.lIld, Fort Monmouth; Dr. P.L.
Heron, Dr. M.S. Steer, G.P. Monahan, A.
Schuenemann, and S. Zeisbert, North Carolina
State Universiry, Raleigh, NCo were honored
for their paper titled"A Hybrid Dielectric SlabBeam Waveguide, Theory and Experiment."
An additional 12 papers were selected as
the top papers in each session.
• Advanced Materials and ManufacturingDrs. Frank). Owens and A.G. Rinzler, Armament RO&E Center, Picatinny Arsenal, N];
Z. Iqbal, Allied ignallnc., Morristown, N];
and T. Datta, Universiry of South Carolina,
Columbia, SC, were recognized for their research documented in a paper titled "Synthesis and Characterization of Highest Temperarure Ambient Pressure Superconductor,
Hg-Pb-Ba-ea-Cu-o .•
• Biotechnology-Dr. David E. Lanar,
lisa A. Ware, Manhew C. Sequin, LTC W. Ripley Ballou, COL Gerald C. Sadoff, Walter Reed
Army lnstirute of Research, Washington, DC;
Drs. john A. Tine, Charles de Taisne, and Enzo
Paoletti, Virogenetics Corp., Troy, NY, were
recognized for their research documented in
a paper titled ·Construction of Effective Vaccines Against Malaria Using an Attenuated Vaccinia Virus Vector."
• Photonics and Power Technology-Dr.
Charles M. Bowden, Army Missile Command
RO&E Center, Redstone Arsenal, At; and Dr.
Govind P. Agrawal, Universiry of Rochester,
NY, were recognized for their research documented in a paper titled "Generalized
Maxwell-Bloch Fonnulation for Semiconductor Lasers: A Summary. "
• Environmental and Geosciences- Dr.
DOM j. Fry, Ronald T. Checkai, Megan Lynch,
Dennis Rohrbaugh and joseph j. DeFrank,
Edgewood RO&E Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, were recognized for their research documented in a paper titled "Bioremediation of Oil-eontarninated Soil by Mi·
crobiallnoculation of Surfactant Treatment."
• Sensors and Sigoatures-Vincent Sabio,
lynn Happ and CPT Keith A. Sturgess, Ph.D.,
ARL, Adelphi, MD, were recognized for their
research documented in a paper titled
"Army Research Laboratory Ultra-Wideband
SAR: System Overview and Results of Resonance-Based Target Recognition Studies.'
• Large Scale SCientific Computing-Dr.
Roger A. Wehage, Tank-Automotive RO&E
Center, Warren, MI, was recognized for his
research documented in a paper titled "De·
velopment of ymbolic and Numerical Methods for Real-Time Vehicle Simulations."
• Engineering Sciences-Dr. jubaraj Sahu
and Charles). Nierubicz, A.RL, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, were recognized for their
research documented in a paper titled"Application of Chimera Technique to Projectiles
in Relative Motion."
• Signal and Image Processing-Dr. A.
Brinton Cooper m, ARL, Aberdeen Proving
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Hon. Gilbert F. Decker, assistant secretary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition), listening to a
presentation on one of the exhibits featured in the technology showcase.
Ground, MD; and Professor Brian L.
Hughes, Johns Hopkins Universiry, Baltimore,
MD, were recognized for their research documented in a paper titled "Coding for 1mproved Tactical Channel Sharing. "
• Knowledge Based Computing SystemsCPT David A. Dampier, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA; MAJ Ronald
B. Byrnes and LTC Mark R. Kind!, Software
Technology Branch, ARL, Atlanta, GA, were
recognized for their research documented in
a paper titled "Computer-Aided Maintenance for Embedded Real-Time Software."
• Advanced Propulsion TechnologiesDrs. john A. Vanderhoff, Antllony). Kot1ar
and Steven H. Modiano, ARL, Aberdeen Proving Ground; M. WaJfield Teague, Hendrix College, Conway, AR; and Gurbax Singh, Universiry of Maryland-Eastern hore, were
recognized for their research documented in
a paper titled "Solid Propellant ComhllStion
Diagnostics Via Multidl3lUlel Absorption Spectroscopy."
• Life, Medical and Behavioral SciencesDr. R. Paul Schaudies and Lee D. Nelson, Waiter Reed Army In titute of Research, Washington, DC; Dr. Denis Nonclercq, Dr. G.
Toubeau, j. Zanen and Dr. Guy Laurent, Universite de Mons-Hainaut, Belgium, were recognized for tbeir researcb documented in a
paper tided "Increased Soluble Epidermal
Growth Factor Precedes increased DNA Synthesis Following Ischemia-Induced Acute Renal Failure.'
• Microelectronics and Power TecbnologyDr. F. Barry Mclean, Dr. james M. McGarriry,
C. Wesley Tipton, Charles j. Scozzie and W.
Merle Delancey, ARL, Adelphi, MD, were
recognized for their research documented
in a paper titled "Silicon Carbide Transi.stors for Radiation-Hard High-Temperature
Electronics .•

Other awards included the Best Poster presentation which went to Robert 1. Wade,
Army Missile Command, Huntsville, AL, and
CPT Gregory W. Walker, Aviation and Troop
Command, Hampton, VA, for their presentation titled "Fuzzy Logic Adaptive Controller·
Helicopter (FLAC-H): A Multi-Platfonn, RotaryWinged Aerial Robotic Control Sy tern"; and
the Best Exhibit which went to the Army Research Laboratory for its exhibit on Digitizing the Battlclield.·
Also presented at the conference were the
Small BllSiness Innovation Research (SBm)
Phase n 1994 Qualiry Awards. These awards
recognize SBm companies for dleir technological achievement and contributions. In the
first of what will become annual awards, ti,e
Army presented five small business companies and their sponsoring Army laboratories
Witll an award in recognition of the excellenttecllnology provided to the Army by the
small business communiry under the SBm program. Award winners were selected on the
basis of originaliry and innovativeness of the
technology; relevance of the technology to
the Army and its mission; and the i.mmediate commercialization potential of dle technology. Those receiving awards and their
sponsors were as fOllows: Analytic Power
Corp. for innovative fuel cell technology ponsored by the Army Research Office; Elcatech,
Inc. for a system to detect very low concentr.ltions of daogerollS toxins uch as those
which cause botulism sponsored by the Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectiou
Di eases; Iterated Systems, lnc. for devel·
opment of fractal image compre ion techniques sponsored by the Army Research laboratory; Ralcon Corp. for a full color, stereo
helmet-mounted display ponsored by the
ARL; and Yankee Scientific,lnc. for a dieselfueled refrigerator sponsored by atick
RD&E Center.

WILIJAM K. BOWER JR. is a project engineer for the Tank-Automotive RD&E Center and is on an intern assignment to the Office Q! the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Armyfor Research and Technology.
He holds a B.S. degree in agricultural
engineering from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State UniveJ'sity.
DA VID SEI7Z is a member ofthe
Technology Integration Office at the
Anny Research Office. He holds a B.5.
degree in chemistry from the Universily of Georgia.
DA VID A DA VISON is a public affairs specialistfor the A rmy Research
Laboratory in Adelpbi, MD. He
holds a B.5. degreefrom Youngstown
State University.
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DOD
NUTRITION
RESEARCH PROGRAM
By LTC Nancy King,
COL Eldon W. Askew,
and Gerald A. Darsch
Introduction
As part of the Depanment of Defense
(DOD) Nutrition R=rch Program, new and

improved rations are tested for soldiers' acceptability, nutritional adequacy, and their
effect on human health and performance prior to their introduction into the militaty supply system. This process is part of the unique
relationship between the U.S. Anny Research
Institute of Environmental Medicine
(USARJEM) of the U.S. Amty Medical Research. Development, Acquisition and L0gistics Command (USAMRDALC) (provisional) and the U.S. Amty Natick Research,

Development and Engineering Center (Natick ROM Center) of the U.S. Amty Aviation
and Troop Support Command (ATCOM).
Wotking together at Natick, MA, these
agencies ensure the nutrition allowances and
standards CAR 40·25/NAVMEDCOMINST
101l0.I/AFR 160-95) are met for all opera·
tional rations, thus ensuring optimal nutritional support of combat operations for all
U.S. militaty Services.
The primary responsibilities are divided as
follows: Natick ROM Center performs operational ration development and determines acceptability of both food and pack·

Figure 1.

Chronology of DoD
Nutrition Research Activities
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aging. USARJEM performs human nutrition
research on soldiers, testing new rations and
nutritional supplements developed by the Nat·
ick ROM Center,
These two mutually supporting functions, operational ration development and
medical research, are accomplished under the
DOD Food and Nutrition Research, Devel·
opment Test, Evaluation and Engineering
(ROTE&£) Program and the USAMRDALC
Amty Systems Hazards Research Program.
These programs manage ROTE&E on new
food and food packaging, food service
equipment. and complele food service systems as well as biomedical nutrition research
related to human health and performance.

Background
DOD nutrition research activities began in
1917, when the Nutrition Division was first
established in the Office ofThe Surgeon General (OTSG) of the Army in Washington. DC.
Although the nutrition laboratory moved to
various locations throughoUI the United Stales
(see Figure 1). the major objectives of military nutrition research were retained in or·
der to determine actual food consumption
versus waste, and to determine if the food
provides the proper amount and distribution
of nutrients to support the unique nutritional
requirements of m1Jitaty personnel. This triService responsibility remains an important
consideration today and is discharged by the
surgeon general of the Amty, and the
USAMRDALC, a subordinate command of the
U.S, Amty Medical Command (prOVisional).
Prior to 1963, the food ROTE&E program
was conducted by the Quartermasler Food
and Container Institute in Chicago, 11.. From
1963 to 1970, the mission was moved to what
is currently known as the Natick ROM Cenler in Natick, MA. Until 1970, the ROTE&E
September-{)ctober 1994

program was concerned primarily with supporting the U.S. Army's requirements.
The DOD Food RDTE&E Program was established as a joint Service program at Natick,
MA, in 1970 to provide for a coordinated and
integrated program supporting the requirements of the four Setvices and other DOD components. Efforts conducted by the Natick
RD&E Center provide the science and technology base as well as the engineering support lD satisfy the unique feeding requirements
of each military Service. The food program encompasses the design, devdopment and
evaluation of operational rations, packaging,
food service equipment, and feeding systems.
Established by DOD Directive 3235.2 in
1983, the DOD Food and Nutrition RDTE&E
Program prOvides a science and technology
base to support the formulation and execution of food service system management decisions in both the established dining facilities and the military operational environment.
It also provides the scientific base for military ration design, e.g. what may be desirable
functionally, operationally and nutritionally
under a variety of operational situations. The
food and nutrition RDTE portion of the program provides a research base for investigation and establishment of needs, including
nutritional aspects for all subsistence items
introduced into the Defense Logistics Agency
inventory and the military Services' supply
system.

Program Management
To insure a single. responsive food and
nutrition research and engineering program, the DOD Food and Nutrition RDTE&E
Program is conducted by the Army as the Executive Agent for all DOD components. The
under secretary of Ddense for research and
engineering (USDR&E), in concert with the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(ComptroUer (OAS(C)), apportions funds for
food and nutrition research to the Army using the annual food and nutrition research
and engineering plan.
Nutrition research is included in Program
VI (Research and Development) under 6.1,
6.2, and 6.3 categories. The 6.1 category consists of basic researcb in nutrition; 6.2 includes
nutrition exploratory developments such as
applications of nutrition standards to food devdopment. assessment of prototype ra·
tions, and performance factors rdated to food
intake; and 6.3 comprises nutrition advanced developments. Some 6.3a category
can be Initialed by government scientists without an approved military requirement as exploratory research while the 6.3b category
can only be Initiated in response to an approved military requirement, such as a Service requirement for the development of a
specialized ration.

Food and Nutrition Board
The Food and Nutrition Research and Engineering Board (FNREB) was established under the deputy under secretary of Ddense
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Major Army Programs Supported by
Military Nutrition Research
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Army Science and Technology Objectives
Medical Technology Base Master Plan
Soldier Modernization Plan
Army 21 Wartime Feeding Plan
Air Land Battle 2000
Army Health Promotion (AR 600-63)
DOD Health Objectives for the Year 2000
Army Nutrition Initiatives
Figure 2.

(for advanced technology) (DUSD(AD) by
DOD Directive 3235.2. The board is chaired
by the director of environmental and life sciences/director for Defense research and engineering (DDR&E)/Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Technology
(OUSD(A&D). Its purpose is to integrate all
food and nutrition research and engineering
requirements into the DOD Food and Nutrition RDTE&E Program. Board membership
consists of Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, and DIA personnd, each agency having one vote in establishing food and nutrition researcb priorities. A representative from
the Office of The Surgeon General of the
Army, usually the chid dietitian of the Army,
attends the meeting as a non-voting advisor.
The DOD Food Program is reviewed and updated by the FNREB semiannually and approved by DUSD (AD.
From 1978 to 1984, the DOD Food Program did not have a human nutrition research
component. 1bis activity was eliminated from
USAMRDALC in 1978 as a cost-cutting measure. This proved to be unsatisfactory in light
of sweeping changes being made in military
rations and field feeding systems. As a result,
in 1984, the Nutrition Task Force was organized at USARlEM (to facilitate close coor-

dination with the operational ration developers coUocated at Natick) to conduct an extensive meclical evaluation of the New Combat Fidd Feeding System (now the Army Field
Feeding System (AFFS))_ This was the largest
evaluation of the AFFS in U.S. history, and it
led to the development of the current field
feeding doctrine, I'M 10-23 (Basic Doctrine
for tbe Anny Field Feeding). In 1986, the
temporary Military Nutrition Task Force at
USARIEM was replaced by the current Military Nutrition Division and given the mission
to conduct military nutrition research and to
advise the Army surgeon general on military
nutrition research issues.

Military Nutrition Research
AU studies conducted by the Military utrition Division at USARlEM are in direct support of the Army surgeon general-as the
DOD executive agent for nutrition. The requirement and authority for the Army surgeon
general to act as executive agent for nutrition is found in DOD 1338.10 and 1338.10M,
DOD Food Seroice Program; AR 70-3, DOD
Food RDTE Program; and AR 4025/NAVMEDCOMlNST 101l0.1/AFR 16095. NutrltionADowances, Sta.ndards and Education. The mission of the Military

Nutrition

1

Physiology

"-..
,/"
Psychology

Biochemistry

/

MEDICAL EVALUATION
OF RATIONS

1

\

Immunology

'-Medicine

Figure 3.
Medical evaluation
of rations
involves
various
scientific
disciplines.

Computer
Science
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utrition Divi ion is to:
• define the nutritional standards for operational rations;

• perform nutrition research in support of
the DOD Food ROTE Program;
• medically evaluate ,dtions and feeding
systems for effects on nutritional status, health
and performance; and
• develop nutritional strategies to support
and enhance military performance in environmental extremes. Components of several major Army programs are supported by military nutrition research (Figure 2).

Operational Ration
Development
The development of operational rations is
a concerted effort between the Natick
RO&E Center and USARIEM. When a decision
is made to develop a new operational ration,
the necessary RDT&E support is programmed
by the Natick RO&E Center and carried out
in the ROT&E portion of the program. Based
upon current U.. recommended dietary allowances and relevant military nutrition research, the nutritional standards for rations
are defined, taking into account factors such
as environment (heat, cold, altitude), biomedical (acclimation, training/fimess/health,
nutrition and hydration), and mi sion (task
and work rates, mieroenvironments, sustained
perfonnance requirements), that may impact
military operations. The ration developers use
the nutritional standards recommended by
OTSG as one of the key elements in the design of a ration prototype.
USARIRM is the lead laboratory for medical testing of the capabilities of the military
field feeding system to deliver adequate nutrition co military personnel in temperate and
extreme environments. Metabolic anellor liJDited scope field resting is performed by
usARIEM scientists using prototype rations. The
prototype ration is further refined and the
operational ration is field tested in temperate and extreme environments. The medical
evaluation of rations involves an amalgam of
scientific disdplines (Figure 3) which permits
a biomedical evaluation of the ration/soldier
health and performance interface. Assessments are made of acruaJ nutritional intakes,
changes in body weight, body composition
(e.g., percent body fat and fat-free mass), hydration, blood chemistry, immune function,
and mood tates.
In addition to developmental testing of rations, current fielded rations and the Army
Field Feeding System are evaluated on an annual basis. This program of cyclical testing
of fielded rations was initiated in 1990 at the
request of the Anny vice chief of staff and
the deputy under secretary of the Anny, operational research (DU 0, OR) to ensure that
the current Army Field Feeding System and
rations are capable of supporting military field
operations in all extreme operating environments.
Recently, tests were conducted in extreme
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cold (Fort Greely, AK), at high altitude (potosi, Bolivia), for a long duration (3O<Iay Meal,
Ready-to-Eat (MRE) test at Fort Chaffee, AR)
under bigh physical activity and stress (Ranger
Training, Fort Benning, GA; Fort Bliss, TX;
Dahlonega, GA; Eglin AFB, FL) and in a hot,
humid environment (Special Operation Forces
Assessment Course, Camp Mackall, GA).
Nutrition research studies at USARlEM are
usually published in USARIEM laboratory technical reports (avallable through the Defense
Technical Information Center) as weU as in
the open scientific literature. These technical data are also reported to the OTSG where
the results are used to set nutrition policy and
make nutrient recommendations to the operational ration developers.

Joint Science and
Technology Objective
The Natick RO&E Center and USARIEM are
coUaborating on a science and technology objective (STO) on performance-enbancing rations. This is an example of the close cooperation between the operational ration
developers and the nutrition scientists collocated at Natick. Programs and projects on
this STO are intended to enhance physical
and/or mental performance by supplementing field rations with nutrieots that are
especially effective in the environment in
which the soldier is conducting his or her
mission.

utrients currently under consideration and
testing include: tyrosine to enhance performance in cold and high altitudes; glycerol 10
enable hyperhydration prior 10 cold or heat
exposure; caffeine to enhance physical activity Or mental alertness; carbohydrates 10
permit prolonged periods of physical activity; choline to enabl sustained periods of intense physical activity; and glutamine to help
the immune sy tem cope with high stress situations that depress immune function. Once
scientists at USARlEM establish that one or
more of these nutrients is effective in enhancing military performance, atick RO&E
Center food scientists wiU engineer tile nutrient into a food supplement or ration component before field testing. This coUaborative research program began in 1992 and is
scheduled to continue through 1996. The discovery of new nutrient functions and food
products may make this joint engineeting research a useful and continuing adjunct 10 the
ration development process.

sonne! whose fitness and performance are
complemented or enhanced by good nutrition. This strategy fuels the service member
to enhance battlefield performance and allows the achievement of maximum combat
effectiveness.

LTC NANCY KING is a U.S. Army
medical specialist corps officer and
a research dietitian at the Military
Nutrition Division of the Occupational Health and Performance Directorate, u.s. Anny Research Institute of Environmental Medicine,
Natick, MA. She holds a B.S. degree
in nutrition and diet therapy from
the University ofPuerto Rico, an M.S.
degree in nutrition from Incarnate
Word College, and a PhD. in nutrition from Texas A&M University.
COL ELDON W. ASKEW is a u.s.
Army Medical Seroice Corps Officer
and is chiefofthe Military Nutrition
Division ofthe Occupational Health
and Peiformance Directorate, U.S.
Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, Natick, MA.
Askew holds a B,S. degree in agricultural science from the University ofIllinois, and a Ph.D. degree in
nutritional biochemistryfrom Michigan State University.
GERALD A. DARSCH is a supervisoryfood technologist and is chief
ofthe Ration »Istems Division ofthe
Sustainability Directorate at the
U.s. Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center in
Natick, MA. He holds a B.S. infood
science and nutritionfrom the University ofMassachusetts, and an M.S.
in food and nutrition from Framingham State College.

Summary
TIle objective of the DOD food program
and military nutrition research is to utilize nutrition as an effective performance enhancer
(combat extender). For our soldiers, sallors,
Marines and airmen, the end products of this
research program are: enhanced effectiveness
and extended performance of military personnel on the AirLand Battlefield; nutrition
doctrine tailored to operationaVenvironmental scenarios; and healthier military per-
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A
CULTURE

OF
ACQUISITION
By MAJ Lillian A. Pfluke
Editor's Nole: A response to the following article appears 011 page 20 oJ Ihis issue
oJ Army RD&A Bulletin.

Organizational Cultures
Thomas Peters and Roben Waterman, in
their best selling book In Searr:b ofF=ellence,
identified ooe characteristic common to many
diverse yet extremely successful companies:
all members of the organization understand
what the company Stands for; what the value system is. Th.e book POinLS out the importance of a strong organizational culture.
Since then, mum has been written about the
informal atmospbere that pervades Nike, the
aggressive individualism legion at Macintosh,
and the cradJe-to-grave security of ffiM. Clearly, organizational culrure exists and is critical to excellence.
An organization culrure-shared norms that
influence group and individual behavior-performs several importanr functions. It sets an
organization apart from other organizations
and conveys a sense of identity to its members. It fosters commitmem to something
greater than an individual's self-interest. It enhances social system stability and serves as
a control mechanism to help shape 1I1e attitudes and behavior of members of the organization. Who gets promoted, what people wear, how people communicate, even
how they act at the Christmas party are all
reflections of the organization's culture.
An organizational culture is communicated in a number of ways, including stories, rituals, material symbols, and language. Stories
inform new members about !he organization,
affirm importanr values and norms, and reveal what is unique about !he organization's
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function in society. Rituals are repetitive activities that reinforce the key values of the
organization, which goals are paramount, and
which people are most influential. Symbols
are the most explicit indicator of organizational culture and include dress codes, office
decor, logos, emblems, and even parking
space allocation. Finally, a distinct language
identifies members of an organizational culture and, more impoltaJllly, allesLS to a member's acceptance nf that culture.
The Armed Services are certainly not
strangers to strong organi7.ational culrure. The
un.ifomls we wear, the training we go
through, the oath we swear to, the parades
we marcb in and, even the specialized vocabulary we use, all reinforce what we stand
for as defenders of the nation. Because of the
aII-encompassing nature of our profes ion,
some would sal' !hat the culrures of !he
Armed Services are among !he most distinct
and most weU-defined organizational cultures
in existence.

Earn of the Services has a unique yet very
powerful culture. The Navy is renowned for
iLS rich traditions and decentralized decisionmaking. The Marine Corps derives its
strength from irs powerfi.~ discipline and Wlquestioned loyalty to the Corps. The Air Force
is oriented toward technology and the wonderful phenomenon of manned llight. The
Army focuses on seIness service to country
and the depth of iLS root with the citizenry. These are different orientations to be sure,
but each is reflected and reinforced in everything we do, from Our basic training to our
retirement and includes all the lriumphs and
challenges in between.
Within the Army, there are distinct sub-

cultures in the different branches. To "snakeeaters" of the Special Forces, the green beret
represents special teams of highly trained men
capable of independelll action throughout the
world. The "Queen of Battle" infantry soldiers
are physically 6t, mentally tough warriors who
take special pride in the hardships !hey must
endure to wear !he special blue braid of an
infantry unit. Armor soldiers consider themselves the deci ive mobile combat arm. They
care for their 70 ton behemo!h tanks with
loving care-after aU, they sleep on, cook
willl, shower behind and fight in them for
weeks on end. Army aviators display the
unique elan of pilots everywhere.
Of course, one could take lIlis one tep further and examine the distinct cultures of various units within the Army. The 82d Airborne
Division is the mOst striking cxample of a
strong unit culturc. TI1Cir diStinct and illustrious hi tory is evident everywhere on Fort
Bragg. They wear a unique uniform, engage
in special training, speak a distinct language,
and display an elite and confident paratrooper
altitude. Similarly, cavalry units, air assault
units, and light infantry units have each developed an organm,tional culture which emphasizes their unique contribution to the
Arm)'.

The Army Acquisition Corps
Tbe Army Acquisition Corp is a new organization within rhe Army. As such, it has
no heritage, nO behavioral nomlS, no rites of
passage, and hence no culture. To make matters worse, men1bers of me Acquisition Corp ,
by virtue of their stringent assignment and
rraining requirements, are physically and psychologically distanced from the culrnre of the
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charter
of uniformed
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is to
provide
an intellectual
bridge
between
the government
and contractor
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who design
and purchase
our weapons
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and
the soldier
who
uses
them.
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Army. A separate assignment pattern, separate schooUng, separate promotion and
command consideration, and separate career
milestones all erve LO remove acquisition officers from the mainstream Army culture. 1bis
is not good for the Army and not good for
the Acquisition Corps!
The special charter of uniformed acquisition professionals is to provide an intellectual bridge between the government and contractor civilians who design and purchase our
w~pons systems and the soldier who uses
them. If acquisition officers lose touch with
the soldier they are supposed to represent,
the acquisition system will not work as intended.
There are many well-m~gand intelligent people involved in the acquisition
process, but mo t of them simply have never experienced a soldier's life the way a uniformed acquisition professional has. TIlese
uniformed acquisition professionals need to
keep psychologically close to the soldiers they
represent. The way to insure that this happens is to keep these officers tied in with the
culture of the Army and the culture of the
Acquisition Corps.
Certainly, given time, a culture of acquisition will develop. But if allowed to develop haphazardly, it rnay not devdop along lines
best suited for the long term health of the
Acquisition Corps. It becomes much harder
to change an estabUshed culture than to create a new one! Accordingly, current members of the Army AcqUiSition Corps should
careful1y examine the type of culture being
created and make informed and conSCious
decisions 10 insure that the culture will contribute to the excellence of the organization
for y = to come.
What follows are a number of ideas to deal
with this problem. While some are obvious
and others may seem obscure, all are intended
to stimulate thought and discussion for the
continued devdopment of an organization
we should all take enormous pride in: the
Army ACquisition Corps. What, then, will
make up our acquisition culture'

Acquisition Corps Culture
First, we need a chief. a general officer
who, at the peak ofhis or her profession, symbolizes everything that young acquisition officers aspire to be. The chief is the mentor
and voice of experience for the entire corps.
LTG Willianl H. Forster is the top uniformed
officer in our chain of command, but YOU'd
never know it from his title: m{lftary deputy

to the assistatlt secretary Of the Army for
research, deveIopmetl~ alld acquisition Such
a title surely doesn't inspire or give one a
sense of belonging. Sometimes he is called
the director of acquisitioll career mallagetlletlt which, while better, still doesn't sufficiently convey his symhoUsm 10 the corps.
Just as in the title, chiefofillfantlY, or Chief
ofordnance, how about ju t the chiefOfac-
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quisition or the chief ofAm.y acquisition?
Second, we need a home. Our "basic
course" is the Materiel Acquisition Management Course at the Army Logistics Management chool at Fort Lee. Our "advanced
course" is the Program Manager Course at the
Defense Systems Management College at Fort
Belvoir. Our war college is the Industrial College of the Armed Forces at Fon MacNair. Our
Proponency Office is in a dark hallway of the
Pentagon. Where i our home, our "center
of excellence," the place we return to for information, advice, expertise? It is obviously
not practical to move these chools around,
but surely the Proponency Office and journal could be collocated at the Defense Systems Management College to give us some
sense of home base.
Next, we need a clearly identified and properly focused professional journal. The journal of the Army Logisti Management College is Anny Logistician. The journal of the
Defense Systems Management College is Prcr
gram Manager. The journal of the Defense
Acquisition University is the new Acquisition
Review QuclI'terly. However, none of these
fits tlle bill. The journal that comes closest
to fulfilling an overall unifying function seems
to be Anny RD&A Bulletin, the professional bulletin of the RD&A community. But, even
this publication has some serious deflden·
cies to correct before it can be considered
tile unifying voice of the Army Acquisition
Corps.
For example, the very name Army RD&A
Bulletin is cumbersome. TI,e bulletin is pubUshed by the Army Acquisition Corps Proponency Office, and the terms research and
development are inherent in the term ac·
quisition. Thus, we should just keep it simple and call it Army Acquisitioo.
What about the jOUnlal's tag line? Anny
Communicator calls itself "The Voice of the
Signal Corps." Field Artillery is "A Professional
Bulletin for RedJegs." Quartermaster, "L0gistics Warno.r" inspires. Acquisition needs
a catchy tag line as well (better devi ed by
someone more clever than Ii).
On the first page of Annor is the "Commander's Hatch" written each month by the
commandant of the Armor School to com·
municate directly with every member of the
branch. likewise, Aviation has "Warfighter
6," Engineer has "Clear the Way," and Mit·
itary Intelligence has "Vantage Point." In
these turbulent times, there is much that the
chief of acquisition can tell us every montb.
Thus, a montWy column in Army acquisition
is an ideal way for our chief to increase his
visibility as our boss and mentor.
Finally, one of the last sections should be
a "professional development update." This
section should not be an occasional column
Usting recipient of Meritorious Service
Medals as it is now in the Anny RD&A Bulletin. Rather, it should be a comprehensive
and informative set of columns written by the
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Proponency Office and the PERSCOM brandl
managers detailing assignment policy, promotion trends, board dates, dmwdown infonnation, and professional development information. One currently has to read
Ordnance magazine for information from the
acquisition assignment officer.
The Army leadership purposefully did not
form a separate acquisition branch, in part
so that officers would cominue to identify
with thei.r accession br'.lJ1ches and that associated heritage. Acquisition Corps Branch
insignia is clearly inappropriate. However,
there is currently no symbol on the uniform
to identify someone as an acquisition specialist. Two powerful symbols are possible:
a unit patch for "cquisition assignments or
a regimental insigrllit for acquisition ..mliation.
Both would serve as " tangible symbol of allegiance to and skill in acquisition.
Surely we could take thi argument to its
logical extreme and talk about an acquisition
motto, hynm and battle streamers. The point
is that there is very little symbolism unifying
the diverse members of the new Army Acquisition Corps, ""d rectifying the situation
is falrl y e"sy.

Staying Close to Army
Culture
The uniform itself is one of the most powerfuJ symbols of the Army cuLture and way
of JlJe. It is certainly the most vi ible tie we
have with the Army. Yet, it seems tbat Acquisition Corps members shed the uniform
as often as possible. On business trips, in conferences, at award ceremonies, at cocktail parties, even at ChllOl, there are more businesssuited Acquisition Corps members than
unifonlled ones. Why (other than for security re.,sons in some classified progl",UllS)
would an Acquisition Corps officer forsake
the instant recognition and credibility afforded
by the llJliform in a meeting with a contractor?
There is no ambigUity when you are in uniform. Everyone knows who you are, who you
represent, whOlt your background is, and whOlt
you srand for.
Likewise at the Defense Systems Management CoUege COSMe), civilian clothes are
tile nOrm. Why? Because it i "" "acadenlic
enviroJUllent.," to encoumge "free discussion,"
and to be more "comJortable." On the other hand, the milltary fights like it trains, and
the Infantry School doesn't wear REI jackets
and Reeboks in their acadenlic environment.
If acquisition officers can't take on colonels
or genemls in a free discussion just because
they are in uniform, these offtcers may h"ve
trouble with the vice presidents of their contractors as weU. And, after !G-plus years of
service, AcqUisition Corps officers hould all
own a comfortable unifoml.
Next, it seems that acquisition conferences
always take place in plush hotels or fancy research parks of major cities. Why not hold
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We in the AcqUisition Corps
have the unique opportunity
to create a lasting legacy
in the form of
a new culture of excellence.
them at Fort Hood, Fort Bmgg or in an
envi.ronmenr 'where we can take the dvilian

contractors On a walk and remind tl,em who
we all re"Jly support? After all, th"t is our special charter as uniformed acquisition personnel...to proVide dL" intellectual bridge between the scientists, engineers accountants,
and tl,e soldier we aU serve. Such conferences
could be convened at Army facilities surrounded by Army equipment, Army troop
commanders to speak to, and an overall Army
atmosphere (you know, where they blow retreat at 1700 and you have to get out of your
car and sa.lute the flag!). Thi would enable
all particip"nts to keep focused on tbe real
1

see LTG Forster's mUlle (it would be even
more motivaLional if his Litle were "dlief of
Army ,Icquisition"!) hanging a few rows to
the leJt of my own. What h"s become of the
people in your organization? Are any of them
now in a reginlental hall of fame or medal
of honor winners or elected officials? Display
them!
Everyone needs a logo-get one' Contractors are great at creating logos, and we
should take a cue from them. Patche·, stickers, pLaques, hats ""d pens should all proudly show off the program and hould be given out fnr jobs weJl done.

Conclusion

mission.

Acquisition Unit Culture
Acquisition Corps units are somewhat
unique in that they are by definition temporary program oftices which manage specific systems. However, dus is nor a reason
to abdicate any sense of heritage or symbolism. The people in d,e program office
for the MI lank today should take pride in
their heritage which dates back to the very
first Army tank.
Program offices should work with the OrdnaJlce Corps Museum at Aberdeen Proving
Ground or the Aviation Museum at Fort Rucker as weU as the Army Hisrory Office in \Vashington, DC, to get copies of v:trious photogrdphs and documents to display in office
hallways. Old radios, pistols, and jeeps are
aU a celebl"dtion of American miUtary ingeIlltity and a means to trace OUf acquisition
heritage back for many years. Acqui ition offices should be fuJi of such memombilia.
Another way to reinforce acqui ition unit
culture is ro hold an organization day. Every
unit in the field celebmtes an organization
day-so should progmm office . What is d,e
d"te on your charter' Do you celebmte that
anniversary every year' It doesn't have to be
" formal dinner dance! Just some sort of ceremony to acknowLedge and remember the
unique hislOry of d,e organization.
Who are your organization's heroes :lI.ld
heroines? The program office I juS! left had
an honor roll in the front haJJ of everyone
tlut had been assigned to the progrdm since
its inception. [t was always motivational to

OrgaJlizational culmres do make a difference. They are one of the most useful ways
to understand the chamcter of an organization. 11,e culture reveals and explains so
much-yet is so easy to gmsp and remember. We in the Acquisition Corps have d,e
unique opportunity to create a lasting legacy in the form of new culture of exceUence.
We need to take this aspect of our profession as seriously as we do any other and ystematicaUy insure a heald,y cultural start for
our organization.

MAj LJLLlAN A. PFLUKE. PE, i an
Army AcquisiUon Co'rps Officer. She
has a B.5. from the U. . Militmy
Academy and an M.S. in mechanicai engineering from the George
Washington University. She is cu.rrently attending the Marine Corps
Command and Staff College in
Quantico, VA.
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Letter to the Editor . ..

FROM THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR
ACQUISITION CAREER MANAGEMENT
[ read the artide •A Culture of Acquisition"
by MA] Ullian A. PfIuke, which appears on
pages 17-19 in this publication. Although
some isSUes are worthy of consideration, others, in my opinion, miss the mark.
First of all, I believe the vision of MA] PfIuke
is too narrow. The Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) is far more encompassing than an organization for military project managers. The
AAC encompasses large numbers of dedicated
civilian employees and 10 other career fields
in addition to program management. This diversity is beneficial and important in taday's
environment.
·Cultures," as de cribed in her article, are
both beneficial and necessary. However, even
tbough ber statement that the Army Acqui·
sition Corps lacks a clearly defined culture
may be partia1Jy true, it i a bit uufair. A proper review of Army history focusing on the
Quartermaster Corps, from the very foundation of our country, and later the Air and
Ordnance Corps, provides a rich culture of
contracting, technology development and
rapid solutions to the country's warfighting
needs. The dedication to supporting the soliller has been an integral subculture of the
Army ince the first revolutionary war arsenal. Today, all acquisition officers sbare the
first sLx to eight years of service (often as many
as 10 years) in an identical assignment pattern with every other branch or functional
area officer. Additionally, acquisition officers
attend tbe same Army culture producing
schools (CAS3, CGSC, AWC, etc.) with
their contemporaries. Also, career milestones (i.e., promotions, central selection) remain the arne. The only difference worthy
of discussion might be the comparison of reponsibilities for battalion/brigade commanders ;Uld project/product managers. It is
important to note that the pre-commandiprePM ttaining is considered to be equally important and now provides for designated PMs
to attend bl1mcb pre-command courses to
maintain a focus on developing solutions to
battlefield problems. 1 agree that one major
benefit of the military is to represent the soldier who we all erve. Therefore, we are all
working very carefully to ensure that those
previous cultures are retained in the present.
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It may be of interest to note that upon two
recent occasions, 1 have personally observed
the beginnings of the "Acquisition Corps culture" built upon the top of those cultures
which previously existed.
I also think the Major misses the mark with
regard to her comments about the director
for acquisition career management. The in·
dividual in that position is not chartered to
serve as a symbol for the Acquisition Corps
membership but, rather, as the ·commanderin-chief" and purveyor of policy for the organization. I personally think that mission is
currently being performed extremely weU.
Incidentally, the director for acquisition ca·
reer management also serves as the director
of the Army Acquisition Corp in addition to
serving as the military deputy to the
ASA(RD&A). I am very pleased to serve as his
deputy for acquisition career management in
service to both the military and civilian workforce. [n response to the Major's appeal for
symbolism, I want to emphasize that the MC
does have its own logo, prominently clisplayed
on the front cover of every issue of the Army
RD&A Bulletin.

I see no reason for a major issue with the
Pentagon being our "bome" for acquisition
proponency. This builcling has served DOD
and the U.S. Army well over the years and
continues to do so. The arguments made to
create a separate place for the AAC seems
to go against the earlier arguments that we
must all be in the same Army. It )]lay be noted that while Our Proponency Office is on
the "E" Ring of the Pentagon, the Arnry RD&A
Bulletin is located at Fon Belvoir, VA.
Finally, in defense of the Anny RD&A Bulletin, I believe it important to point out the
foUowing:
. The Bulletin doe in fact have a tag line
conspicuously displayed on the inside front
cover of every issue- "Professional BuUetin
of the RD&A Community."
- For the past 7 ye-MS, the Bulletin has included-in virtually every issue-a distinct
section, titled "Career Development Update."
This section includes acquisition career development information from a broad nmge
of career management sources such as
PERSCOM and the Office of the Deputy Di-
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rector for Acquisition Career Management.
- A new section, titled "From the AAC Career Manager," was recently established within the Career Development section of the Bulletin to convey information specifically
germane to the MC membership.
- During the tenure of the fonner ASA(RD&A),
Stephen K. Conver, the Bulletin began publication of a column, titled "From the Army
Acquisition Executive," to convey the
thoughts of the Army's senior acquisition of·
ficial. The new ASA (RDA), Gil Decker, continues this column beginning with this issue
of the bulletin.
With regard to some miscellaneous aspersions made, I will provide brief replies:
Broad generalities sbould never be made
based upon a narrow base. Wearing Or not
wearing uniforms while attencling 0 MC is
a personal choice, not a mandate by DSMC.
Regardless of whether or not a student is in
uniform, DSMC fosters a non-attribution environment and encourages the tudents to explore controversial issues. 1 am certainly not
familiar with any retribution for canilld expression of opinions by a uniformed officer
in any OSMC classroom.
Our AAC conferences are held in numerous locations with varying degrees of comfon. This does indude both civilian accom·
modations and military insta1lations. In all such
occasions, the civilian contractors are not included.
I agree that displays of system memorabilia and organization days are important. Most
program offices are already involved in such
activities and events. I agree that more activities would be beneficial.
I agree that cultures are important. However, I believe these cultures should pull us
all together, not separate us funher. In urnmary, I believe we are making progress and
I bope we can make more as we work as a
team in the future.

Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley
Deputy Director for
Acquisition Career Management
Office of the Assistant secretary
Of the Army (lU>A)
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ENGINEERING
INFORMATION
FOR FORCE XXI
Introduction
Fifteen years ago, most people reading this
article would have relegated computers and
information technology to the realm of the
short-sleeved, hom-rimmed, pencil-pocketed,
right-brained social outcast. Today, one
would be hard pressed to find any Department of Defense (DOD) employee who does
not personally own, or who does not use, a
state-of-the-art personal computer which, in
most cases, is also linked to some higher information sharing system.
This igo.ificant rumabout in events has occurred because modern society realizes that
harnessing information is the key to success
in an increasingly competitive world. Armed
with the right facts, at the light time, and at
the right place, an individual increases the
probability of making the correct decision the
first time. Making the light decision en ures
the optimal and most effective applic-dtion
of scarce resources. Tills is the challenge
which faces America and the DOD. The days
of plenty and excess capacity are gone as
America faces the rest of the world on a truly level playing field.
Information technology is one of the last
bastions in which the United States still daims
world leadership. It is a powerful tool America can and must leverage to its advantage.
As competition for market and military superiority becomes keener, the nation willch
moves first, fastest, and most efficiently will
secure the competitive edge required to win
in flJtun: contests both on and off the battlefield.
Corporate America has recognized this fact
for some time and has been retooling and rethinking how it does its business so il can
remain competitive. More recently, the
Clinton administration inaugurated a similar
course with a National Perfonnance Review
designed to overhaul critical government
functions. A key catalyst for this restructuring endeavor will be the National Information Highway initiative.
For several years, the Army has been the
DOD pioneer leading the way in leveraging
information tecbnology to support a new,
more efficient force. Officially recognized by
DOD as the leader in business reengineering
and information management, the Army has
been slowed for want of one ingredienthighest level support and direction. In January 1994, that direction was announced by
Army Chief of Staff GEN Gordon R. Sullivan
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By LTC John R. Grobmeier

at a meeting of the Association of the United States Army (AUSA) Institute for Ulnd Warfare. Sullivan has been a consistent advocate
of information technology's critical role in
both the combat and sustaining bases. In conjunction with secretary of the Army Togo D.
West, he announced formation of a Special
Task Force on Digitizalion which will be comprised of members of the Army Acquisition
Corps (AAC), the Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC), the Army Materiel
Command (AMC), and the Army's Battle illbs.
According to the chief, the special task force
will be "dedicated to harnessing the power
of the Information Age" and "will enable us
to redesign the force for tbe 21st Century."
Providing digitization to Force XXI will be
no easy task. There are numerous components which comprise the successful digitization equation. Many of tho e components
are technical in nature; however, several are
based in common sense and are applicable
in almost every development discipline
with the Me. Of utmost importance, according to Sullivan, is "tlle ability to pas data
in real-time." Tills article addresses four cornman sense parts of the digitization formulaall of which are linked to data: creating infonnation using corporate datal identifying

and defining data elements, sharing information. and real time information for real
needs. Understanding these components is
crucial to tlle success of the Special Task
Force and Force XXI.

Corporate Data
The most basic building block of information is data. Data is comprised of facts and
meanings. Unless both items are understood
and defined up front, data in and of itself is
of little value. Data may then be combined
with other data in a myriad of ways resulting in information. The utility of combined
data is somewhat analogous to the table of
chemical elements. Every schoolboy and girl
knows that if two parts of Hydrogen (H) arc
combined with one part of Oxygen (0), the
result is Water (H20). Data behaves in a similar fashion. If, for example, the Army identified 400 pieces of basic data it wanted to

use to form information, it could in faCI create 10'" combinations of that data. That is
a JOt of information. In the past, computer
based systems were built to manage all the
combinations of data and it is exactly those
combinations that have led to ineffective, incompatible computer systems that have reSulted in information overload-information
pollution.
What makes infinitely more sense i for
computers to house the basic data elements,
allowing tlle computer programs to create
the many combinations of data into information as and when the user deternlines tbe
information is necessary. Such an approach
is designed to address the current, real needs
of the users. No longer will staffs be required
to spend countless nights pouring through
reams of computer-generdted paperwork sifting out management information. Consequently, identifying the basic data thaI creates Army information is the flfSl task in
supporting a digitized, information ba ed
Force XXI.

Identifying Data Elements
Identifying and defining basic data is nOL
a trivial task. Ultimately, it involves users and
technicians alike from all area of the Army.
Consider the follOWing question: "r-low
many seconds are t11ere in a year?" Sounds
ridiculously impIe, doesn't it' Simply multiply 60 seconds times 60 minutes in an hour.
Then multiply the result times 24 hours in
a day and finally times 365 days in a year. Answer: 31536.000 seconds. Unfortunately, the
question was: "How many seconds are
there in a year'" The real answer is 12 (there
is a 2nd of January, 2nd of February, and a
on).
While a seemingly absurd example, this level of review is critical to identify the basic
data elements upon which Force XXI information will be engineered. DOD has pent
the last three years trying to resolve issues
like the one above. Only recently was the decision made thaI you are an individual instead
of a person (or i it the other way around?)
The Army Staff is st.ill trying to sort out what
a IC is.
Once agreement has been made on the
type and definition of data to be managed,
the "form" of the data must also be agreed.
Soldiers in-process at innumerable offices
when assigned to a new station. And at each
office, duplicate data is requested but not in
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International
Artillery
Interoperability
The United States, United Kingdom,
and Germany recently completed an in·
ternational document, the Common
Technical Interrace Design Plan (CIIDP).
The three nations, now joined by France,
bave targeted 1997 as the year to linish
fielding their respective national artillery battlefield information systems using the CIIDP as the baseline for inter·
operability. The }'stems, America's
MAIDS, Britain' BATES. Germany's
ADLER, and France' ATlAS will represent the largest, forward deployed international C41 information sharing capability on the modern battlefield. A full
test of this interoperable milestone is currently scheduled for late 1997. Among other things, the CITDP deflnes the data reqUired to achieveinternarional artillery
interoperabWty. The CIIDP is another example of the importance of real time data
for the warrior.

.

I

a consistent fashion. The hospital may want
hi name-"first name followed by last name,
soldier!" uter at vehicle registration it's-"Iast
name this time, soldier, then first name." It
didn't make sense then and it definitely doesn'r make sense now. uch a parochial approach makes information sharing difficult
if not impossible!
To dare, approximately 2,100 data elements
have been approved for use by DOD with
over 7,000 data elements waiting in the queue
for inspection.

Sharing Information
Early users of computers were usually sci·
entists Or flnanciers. What happened after
their initial fO,dyS is basic to an understanding of the challenges to information sharing.
One day over a lunch counter, the personnel director for century XX bemoaned the
labor intensive nature of inputing data into
the personnel system. The company treasurer
overbeard the conversation and suggested a
better way forward. Finance couJd spin off
a tape of data already resident in. their system by writing a simple program. Personnel,
in turn, could write a program stripping off
the information it needed and reforming the
darn elements into the correct format for the
personnel department.
This was a great step forward and saved
time and money. Other departments developed their systems and eventually discovered
the treasurer's secret to sharing information.
Century XX was definitely on the leading edge
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of information technology. The same scenario
OCCUlTed as other systems came on Une.
One day, the U.S. Post Office announced
that it was going to expand its zip code from
five digits to nine. The century XX treasurer, keen to save money on mailings, asked
bow much money it would cost to upgrade
the company's computer systems accordingly.
Much to the treasurer's chagrin, tbe bill was
several million dollars for what appeared an
easy task. Not only did the fmancial system
require rewriting, but so did all the systems
for other departments. Files, application programs, translation and housekeeping routines
a.ll needed to be revised because each department implemented its programs slightly differently and had created band aid interfaces between systems to facilitate
information sharing.
cenrury XX made the classic mistake of
trea ting information as departmental property. In so doing, the same information was
duplicated many times over in slightly dif·
ferent fonnats and for different purposes. This
led to inconsistencies, incompatibilities,
and also resulted in conflicting, unreliable in·
formation. century XX's challenges pale compared to those of DOD.
The lesson learned from scenarios like this
is that data, and the information it creates,
should be universally approved, defined, and
regulated. Successes using this approach are
now coming to fruition (see the sidebar on
International Artillery Interoperability). A di~
itized Army relying heavily on information
must go beyond parochial functional in·
formation boarding and must agree upon
a central information arcbltecture-a
blueprintfor success. Without it, a central
information nervous system is just a dream.

Real Time Information
No doubt you have witnessed automation
for automation's sake. Fortunately, this
wasteful trend is going by the wayside as a

generation of computer literate users are assuming the leadership helm of the nation.
BUI a more sinisler trend has replaced automation for automation's sake. Many of the
processes and functions present in the
Army combat and sustaining bases have been
buill up over the years and once instituted,
have never been revisited. Some functions
have little utility, minimal rerum on invest·
ment, or represent inefficient duplication of
efforts. Automating these functions and
processes can improve how they are executed, but do not address the more important, underlying systemic problem that the
process itself may require overhauling, updating, elimination, or almagamation with other processes. The procedure by which an organization accomplishes overhaul is
commooIy called business reengineering.
Force XXI warrants such introspection prior to applying valuable automation reo
sources. OoIy the lean, efficienl, and necessary shouJd be funded.
Mike Hammer, a leading pioneer in the
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reengineering movement, noted that automating business processes without reex·
amining our basic ways of doing what we do,
is akin to 'paving cow paths. "
This message is very important not ooIy
to Force XXI, but also to every endeavor the
MC undertakes. Farce XXI must not be built
based on digitiZing the past It sbould be
engineered witb an eye to future needs.

Summing It Up
Force XXI is th.e next generation in thinking and action. It will be built on the legacy
of successive revolutions-Shone, Agrarian,
Iron, Bronze, Industrial, and most recently,
Information. America is poised to capitalize
fully on the Information Age and the U.S.
Army will lead the way in a digitized era.
The fundamental building blocks of information on which the Army will plan and
operate all rely on data. Every member of the
Army will need to understand the intricacies
of darn, how it is defined, engineered, and
shared if it is truly serious about digitization.
Using the information resulting from this effOrl, the MC will be required to acquire those
products and services which support the most
capable fighting array on the bce of the
earth-Force XXI.

LTC JOHN R. GROBMEIER, a
memberoftheAACsince 1988, is the
U.S. Army exchange officer on assignment as the deputy program
manager, Interoperability, with tbe
Royal Artillery Command Information Systems Group at Larkhill, England. He is serving with HerMajesty's
Forces under the provisions of the
U.S.lUK Personnel Exchange Program. Grobmeier served as part of
the UK delegation which created the
Common Technical Inteiface Design
Plan.
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Operating Uke a Business
Agencies across the federal government
have resolved to operate more like a business.
Reinventing government, total quality man·
agement, and now reeingineering have
been embraced in an attempt to gain efficiencies comparable to those enjoyed by successful American corporations. Defense laboratories, in particular, have been leaders in
this change, due in part to a new-found aware·
ness of competition. Most laboratories now
realize that they can and will go out of business if they do not perform. In this environment of acknowledged competition the
question arises, how far can a laboratory or
any federal agency advance towards operating
as a business without practidng marketing?
Marketing is a dominant character in American business practice. [t is inherent to business practice, whether a company has a marketing office or not, because marketing is
inherent to competing for customers. Mar·
keting offices exist to give the marketing ef·
fort focus so that it can be constantly improved. Marketing efforts are also inherent
in the practice of a Defense laboratory. Very
few laboratories have established marketing
offices, providing the effort no focus and, as
a result, very little improvement. There are
few marketing offices because very few laboratory leaders have accepted that laboratories
can market.
The argument that Defense laboratories
cannot market arises by confusing means with
ends, Or method with principle. Business
schools have for decades developed methods and principles for private sector mar·
keting. Although the current methods of mar·
keting developed for corporate America have
very limited applicability for a Defense laboratory, the principles of marketing are extremely applicable. The challenge is to de·
velop new methods for Defense laboratories
ba ed on the same principles.

A Broader Concept
Marketing and advertising are not synonymous. Confusing the two is a carry-over
from the Industrial Age when America's production capability did not match consumer
demand. The seUer's market reached a
fevered pitch in the late 19505, before German and Japanese corporations began ex·
porting quality consumer goods. Every
household demanded a car, a television, and
a toaster, and they took what they could get.
For a manufacturer, the challenge to making
sales was increasing customer awarenessa golden age of advertising. As production
eventually matched and many cases exceeded
customer demands, the power within the market shifted from the seller to the buyer, from
producer to cu tomer. No longer did the
household member line up for any toaster
he or she heard about. The cOnsumer could
weigh the decision and choose the product
that best suited his or her particular needs
and expectations. The consumer became a
customer.
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MARKETING
CONCEPTS
FOR
ARMY
LABORATORIES
By Jeffrey M. Ricker

A watershed event in this shift from consumer to customer was Ford Motor Com·
pany's debut of the Edsel in 1957. Accord·
ing to Business Week, its launching was more
costly than any other product in its time. Ford
succeeded in gaining the attention of the en·
tire American public, only to disappoint it.
Sales, expected to meet 200,000 in the first
12 months alone, never reached 110,000 total before the line was discontinued in November 1959. Ford lost $350 million (John
Brooks, Fate of the Edsel and Othet· Busi·
ness Disasters, 1964.)
American corporate leaders learned that
the challenge to any business is to develop
customer loyalties and satisfaction, and the
key to this challenge is to focus on the customer's needs and expectations. Corporate
America established a new, broader concept
of marketing: to sensitively serve and satisfy customer needs (phillip Kotler and Sidney
J. Levy, "Broadening the Concept of Mar·
keting," Journal of Marketing, January
1969.)

Defining Customers
This broader concept of marketing begins
with a fundamental question-who is the customer? Many Army Materiel Command or·
ganizations have struggled with this question
while deploying their Total Qualiry Management programs. Discussions about iden·
tifying Army laboratory customers have be·
come quite heated at times because the
participants struggle to define the customer, where, in truth, a laboratory has many
customers.

One concept used in the private sector to
understand different customers is the product food chain. In very few cases does a product go directly from resource to cnnsumer.
Vendors and suppliers add value to a product in uccession from resource to .final conumer, with each value added affecting the
consumer. For inStance, green beans move
from farm to cannier to di tributor to grocer
before reaching the household. [n Figure I,
a simplified technology food chain for an automobile manufacrurer is compared to that
of a program manager. Note t1ut a food chain
is defined by product and cash flow, not necessarily by organization. Army laboratories
may have different food chains for different
products.
Another. more e sential concept for identifying customers is market sectoring. For
sound marketing practice, cu tomers are
grouped according to buying behavior,
which is defined by their priOrity of expectations. These groups are called market sectors. Customers are not grouped according
to what is convenient to the corporate organization, such as geographic location or
size. Conceivably, a marketing sector could
be defmed by customer location, but only if
location dictated a different buying behavior.
At the largest level, Army laborarories have
four market sectors: soldiers, government
leaders, other federal government organizations (such as program managers), and private industry. Each of these sectors can be
divided into subsectors, but again, by buy·
ing behavior and not by simple convenience.
The soldier is a consumer, a final user of
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the laboratory's product. Congress is also a
consumer, the final source of all funding. In
this way, Army laboratories face the same
predicament as a toy manufactUrer. One custnmer has the purchasing power, another customer is the actual user of the product, and
the two may have very <lliferent expectations
of what defines a good product. It is the toy
manufacturer who must resolve the difference
hetween the parent and the child's expectations if the company is to remain in business. How can an Army laboratory dismiss
its responsibiliry of resolution and expect to
receive missions and funding?

Establishing Customer
Superiority
The concept that marketing is a process
of sensWvely erving customer needs is a
corollary to the premise that organizations
exist for customers. The culture ofmany AmIy
laboratories is that organizations exist for the
product. This is not a subtle difference or matter of semantics. This is a complete and vital shift in perspective. Customers are not a
matter of coincidence to creating products,
but rather the opposite, that is, the particular product one creates is only a matter of coincidence to fulfilling a customer need.
An Army researcher recently stated to me,
"I don't need soldiers in here telling me how
to design a tank." Such a perspective is prepo tcrous and, I fear, prevalent. Establishing
the perspective of customer superiority is especially difficult with engineers and scientists,
not just in Army laboratories, but throughout industry as well. The difficulty must be
overcome.
In reviewing tile Edsel debacle, it is noted that customer surveys were never con-
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Customer superiority cannot be over
stressed in the government leader market sectnr. The American people entrust elected re~
resentatives and the appointed officials th.ey
approve with the common Defense. The
elected and appointed in tum aUocate resources to Army laboratories to execute particular elements of the common Defense. It
i the people's representatives who define
a quality product, not the laboratory. If the
product does not meet the expectations of
the Congress or DOD appointed officials, it
is discontinued. The customer is always right.

sulted during the design phase_ Rather than
defer to the customer que tions of aesthetics, answers were drawn from internal comminees. This process is familiar to Army design tearns. When a corporation's product
developers do not satisfy customer expectations, such as the Edsel team, the corporation takes a loss. However, when military
developers do not satisfy the soldiers' expectations, soldiers may die.
The American soldier is a professional and
the recognized world expert in how to wage
war conclusively with the least cost in human life. The U.S. Anny, as Army Chief of Staff
GEN Gordon R. Sullivan has stated, fights at
the Ph.D. level ofwar. The soldier is the expert in design crite.ria, not the Army research
engineer, because of a great disparity of experience with the product and its environment. This disparity is rare in the private sector. For instance, General Motor's Corvette
de ign team is not cnmposed of men and
women who ride the bus to work. They
drive automobiles everyday and are more than
likely driving enthusiasts. Anny scientists and
engineers, on the oth.er hand, do not operate M1 tanks or depend on SINCGARS radios
to get to work every day. It is tile soldier who
has the experience to understand what is reqUired of equipment, not the engineer. More
critical than experience, however, is doctrine,
and for this requirement there is no ready analogy from industry.
The Army' doctrine lies at the heart of its
professional competence. It is a concise statement of how the Army intends to conduct
war. Doctrine is the ends to which a certain
technology is but one means of achieving.
Customer superiority dictates that doctrine
must drive technology.
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Army laboratories can no longer wait passively for soldiers to define their needs and
expectations. Doing so simply is not focusing on the customer. 0 corporation could
survive with tlle board of directors asking
such questions as, "When is the American Satiety of Coffee Drinkers going to publish their
requirements for a coffee maker? \Ve need
to get started on designing our next model
line." It would be absurd. Yet, tile engineers
and scientists in the U.S. Army Materiel Comm.and sit and wait for the captains and
colonels of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to publish a mission needs statement.
It is not the responsibility of the customer
to define his or her requirements. 11 is the
responsibility of the product development organization to assure it knows and understands
the customer's needs and expectations. Assuming such responsibility is marketing, that
is, sensitively serving and s.~tisfyiJlg customer
needs.
TRADOC claims to be the soldier's re~
resentative. In reality, de ign engineers never deal with TRADOC, but with assigned individual within TRADOC.
0
ingle
individual can represent the entire customer
base. Would a manufacturer ofwashing machines rely on nne housewife to define the
requirements of a new model? The colonel
Or sergeant in one of TRADOC's combat development centers h,~s only his own experiences, perspective, and knnwledge to
draw upon. How much experience does a
colonel have in driving an MI A2 tank'
To truly represent customer needs,
TRADOC would bave to conduct market research just as any corporation would. It i illogical for an organization created to train so~
diers to be conducting extensive product
research. Market research hould be a core
competency of Army laboratories.
AmJy laboratories will need to conduct market research for each sector and subsector.
The methods used will vary. The soldier market sector is very sinillar to a con umer market in the private sector, so methods used
for consumer goods will generally apply. The
other federal agency market sector, which
includes program managers, is sinlilar to business-to-busiJless marketing, and methods have
been developed which wiU be applicable.
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The most challenging research will be the
government leader sector, for there are no
readily available similarities in the private sector. Researching the govemmentleader sector, howevet, is essential to resolving the toy
maker's dilemma. An Anny laboratory must
know and understand the government leaders' needs and expectations of its research
efforts. Many of these expectations do not
necessarily affect the soldier in the field, but
the nation as a whole. These expectations include encouraging math and science in secondary schools, assisting historically Black colleges and universities, and transferring
technology that can be tumed into consumer
products to small businesses.

Responsibility to
Communicate
If one laboratory is chosen over another
to accomplisb a particular research or development project Simply because the customer was unaware that the unchosen laboratory was capable of accomplishing the
project, whose problem is it? It is certainly
not the customer's loss; he or she will receive
a product. It is the loss of the laboratory not
chosen. Can the laboratory stalf complain that
"it isn't fair?" Well, can one running sboe manufacturer complain that "it isn't fair" that customers are bUying another company's prodUCt based imply on name recognition?
Just as it is an organization's responsibility to assure it knows and understands its customers' expectations, it is also the organization's responsibility to assure its customers
are aware that it can meet those expectations.
An Anny laboratory must communicate its
capabilities and accomplishments to customers. It cannot assume its customers and
potential customers know what it is doing
and why. The responsibility to communicate
extends to all market sectors-government
leaders, soldiers, other government agencies,
and private industry.
Responsibility to communicate stems
from the inherent competition of research
and development. Boundaries that are complete and consistent cannot be drawn between disciplines of technology because no
discreet boundaries exist. All disciplines are
interdependent within a product's deVelopment, as concurrent engineering purports.
There will always be mission overlap amongst
laboratories; it is unavoidable. For example,
if the Anny wishes to develop a ground rObot controlled by radio, does the ground vehicle laboratory get the mission or the communications and electronics laboratory? As
it turtts out, the missile laboratory does because it has more effectively communicated
its capabilities to the customer, that is, to the
government leaders who make the decision.
Then: are 721 federal laboratories, each having several on-going projects that require funding. The Anny alone has 199 such projects.
Name another market in which 721 brand
names are competing. Imagine 721 brands
of laundry detergent competing for your pur-
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chase. The communications challenge in the
federal research community is one ofthe most
daunting mced by any organization, and yet, the
resources dedicated are among the lowest.

A Specific Concept of
Marketing
American business schools have devoted
considerable effort in creating marure concepts and practices for marketing in the private sector. No such attention has been given public sector marketing, nor can the public
sector wait idly for the business school com·
munity to fill the challenge. The specific concept of market for Army laboratories proposed
here is a simple one to be marured through
discussion and shared e.xperiences. At the
concept's foundation are the premises already
discussed:
• Laboratories exist because of and for customers, not products.
• It is the laboratory's responsibility to assure it understands the customer's expectations,
• It is the laboratory's responSibility to asSure the customer understands the laboratory's capabilities.
Marketing is the process of sensitively serving and satisfying customer needs. From the
perspective of a laboratory's marketing director, this process has three major actions:
• Find out what the customer wants (mar-

ket research);
• Do what the customer wants; and
• Let the customer know you are doing
what he wants (corporate communications).
The first and last actions are in essence communication and are the responsibility of the
marketing director. The second action is normally the technical director's tesponsibility.
All effective processes have an end goal.
10 the private sector, the end goal of sensitively serving and satisfying the customer's
expectations is to increase profits. The end
goal for an Army laboratory's marketing efforts is to assure proper investment in its field
of technologies. Some may dispute this as a
sound goal on the basis that the natural inclination of any laboratory would be to ask
for more investment than is proper. 10 truth,
the goal works exactly because of tbat
natural inclination.
Market forces and anti-trust laws counter
any company's efforts to maximize profits,
providing a balanced system that seeks effiCiency. Similar forces counter a laboratory's
efforts in maximizing investment, again creating a balanced system that seeks efficiency. The main counter force is that the laboratory does not allot the investment; Congress
and government leaders do. Also, according
to the above premises, the laboratory does
not define the technology investment requirements, the soldier does. Just as a company cannot force or coerce a customer to
buy its products (the essence to anti-trust),
so also a laboratory cannot force or coerce
investment into itself. A company can only
make sales if it is able to convince customers

that they will benefit from the purchase, and
it does so through effective communication.
The same holds true for laboratories; they
must convince government leaders that the
Defense will benefit from the investment.
Through market research, a laboratory determines the soldiers' expectations. These expectations are COnSidered along with capabilities and resources to define the laboratory's
sales objectives, that is, what it considers proper investment. These sales objective in rum
define the laboratory's communication objectives. Laboratory or corporate communication is a cumulative effect across many media, among them advertising. If a laboratory
does not meet its sales objectives, it can be
for one of two reasons; either its calculation
of proper investment was wrong or its communication with the customer was not com-pletely effective.
The natural inclination of tbe laboratory
to maximize investment and to use marketing to effect this inclination should lead to
improved definition of customer expectations
and improved communication with the customer. The result is a bottom-up improvement
of the Army's research and development
process. Soldiers receive products tbat more
strongly match their expectations. Just as important, government leaders gain a better understanding of the Defense research capabilities through more effective communication on the laboratories' part. Better understanding affords sounder judgment, a vital necessity in this age of decreasing Defense
resources and increasing Defense technological requirements.

JEFFREY M. RICKER seroed as chief
marketing officer of the U.S. Army
Tank-Automotive Resem-cb, Development and Engineering Cente)'
(TARDEC) from December 1993 to
March 1994. He is a reseroe annor
officer and bolds a B.S. degree in mEchanical engineering from Tulane
University.
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NEW
AAC
MEMBERS
ATTEND
WORKSHOP
Approximately 200 new military members
of the Army Acquisition Corps (MC) attended
the Army Acquisition Corps New Accessions
Orientation WorkJihop, May 16-18, in AUanta,
GA. Sponsored by the director, MC, the
workshop was designed to acquaint these officers with the challenges, demands and opportunities of the Me.
Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, deputy clirector for
acquisition career management, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research, Development and AcqUisition) (OASARDA)
opened ti,e conference with an overview of
the Army Acquisition Corps. He said, "I truly believe we are currently providing a worldclass approach to acquisition. But I U,ink we
can do even bener by building competency
through experience, training and education."

He outlined MC experience, trairung and education requirements and opportunities, in-

cluding those mandated by the Defen e Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWIA).
A briefing on the RD&A budget was provided by Maurice R. Donnelly, director, plans,
program and re ource , OASARDA. He explained tl1at in spite of reduction in resources, the Army must be ready 10 respond
to new worldwide threal , such as nuclear
or regional dangers. To do so, he s,'lid, it will
be necessary to concentrate on upgrad s,
such as the hori7.omal integration of like tech·
nology into ystems that must fighl together on ti,e battlefield. Donnelly also discu ed
R.D&A budget Irends such as the substantial
and professional downsizing of the military

Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley,
deputy director
for acquisition
career management,
OASARDA,
opened
the conference
with
an overview
of
the Army
Acquisition Corps.
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workforce.
LTC(P) John Holly, a' istant to the direc·
tor acquisition education, training, and career development, Office of the Under Sec·
retary of Defense (Acquisition and
Technology), discussed DAWIA. He explained that this law focuse on providing
civilian and mj[jtary members of the acquiilion workforce a better set of tools to car·
ry out their day-lo-day mission of placing qualiry equipment in the hands of the soldier. He
outlined policy on the structure of the work·
force, improving profes ionalism through
means sum as education and training programs, and management of the acquisition
workforce.
COL William S. Taylor, program manager
(PM), Multiple Launch Rocket System, gave
a presentation on being a PM. He reCOm·
mended treating progr..m management as a
business, stating, "Ultimately, the responsi·
bility in this business is to provide the best
service you can to the soldier and to the taxpal'er." According 10 Taylor, PMs should also
pay particular anention to their bud et, lever·
aging money through means such as foreign
military sales. He said that problems with the
"ilities"-supportability, maintainability and
reliability-can harm the program, while the
budget can kill it.
A briefmg on contracting and industrial
management was given by COL Michael R.
Jorgensen, acting director of contracting,
OASARDA. He said that hmctional area 97
MC officers should seek a broad range of assignments, avoiding positions as procurement
staff officers early in their careers. Instead,
he recommends work in contingency con·
tracting. According to Jorgensen, as the Arnly
downsizes, the contracting workload in most
installations either remains constant or increases; the dollar value of contracts written
is down, but the number of actions is up. Jorgensen emphasized that MC members in any
branch should take advantage of every
l
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opportunity they have to stay in touch with
the soldier.
Commander, U.S. Army Information S)'stems Software Center COL Ra)'ford B.
Vaughn Jr. discussed perspectives on the MC
aUlOmation officer. He panicularly empha;zed the importance of technical proficiency,
but added that it is important to tal' current;
to have relevant education such as a degree
in computer science, computer engineering,
or electrical engineering; and 10 gain experience in development. He said that the MC
automation officer must enjoy automation,
because the field involves evening work and
require that the offi er read a great deal of
technical Iiterdture 10 sta)' current.
LTC(P) Rick Bailer, cbjef, Military Acquisition Management Branch, U.S. Total Arm)'
Personnel Conunand (I'ERSCOM), spoke
on career management for the MC officer.
He explained his organization's role in representing MC officers; maintaining dleir files;
nominating officers for assignments; a signing thean Army-wide, world-wide; and managing boards for promotiOn, schools, and PM
positions. He said that the assignment officer tries lO match an individual's skills, experience and preferences with an assignment.
Bailer said that d,e officer's role is to ensure
ru or her records at PERSCOM are in order,
but emphasized that manner of performance is the most inlportant thing he or she
can do to get promoted and into d,e best jobs.
Also on the fltSt da)' of the conference, the
officers broke into gr ups to ruscuss d,e particulars of their functional area (51, 53 or 97).
FoU wing dUs, PERSCOM interviews were
conducted by Bailer.
MG Otto). Guenther, conunander of the
U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM) and Fort Monmouth, NJ,
opened d,e second day of the conference

Director for Acquisition
Career Management and
Military Deputy to the
ASA(RDA) LTG William H.
Forster provided a
perspective on Army
modernization.
Photo by Don Parker

with a presentation on the role of the major
subordjnate command. Guenther described
the materiel development community, whkh
includes me Army Materiel Conmland, its major subordinate commands Rnd laboratories,
the Infonnation S)'stems Conunand (lSC), and
the COIl'S of Engineers. He also discussed
CECOM's mjlitary professional development
progr.un for entf)'-Ievei captains and majors,
as well as me lifc c)'c1e management S)'stem.
Guendler provided man)' tips for succeeding
as an MC oUicer, such as maint,'ining high

technical competen 1', understanding financial managenlent, and taying involved
wim the soldier.
Cal Daniel Bartlett de cribed rus experience as a procurement commander at d,e Defense Contract Management Command
(DCMC), a position he has held for approxinlatel)' two )'ears. Bardett explained mat
DCMC's role include managing customer interests, SUcll as cost and quality; ensuring that
the contractor i paid; and assessing the industrial base. He said, "Here i DCMC's vi'jon: to be me proVider of choke for contract management for the Department of
Ddense, other federal and international org;miZations, and a valued customer to our suppliers.•
A briefing on battlefield digitization was
provided b)' Director, Program Integration,
OASARDA COL Michael imonich. He characterizes digitizarion as an evolutionary
proces , stating "We will build some equipment, take it Ollt and test it, use it, put it in
the hands of me user and get some feedback,
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A briefing on the RD&A budget was provided by Maurice R. Donnelly, director,
plans, programs and resources,
OASARDA.

MG Otto J. Guenther, commander of
the U.S. Army Communications-Electronics Command and Fort Monmouth,
NJ, opened the second day of the conference with a presentation on the role
of the major subordinate command.
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build d,e next set, and SO on: inlonich commented that it takes a long tin,e to acquire
equipment from concept to fielding, and that
technology changes quickly during d,at
process. "if you're not careful, ),OU wUl end
up, after 10 or 20 years, buying old equipmem.- he warned.
COL Chuck Adams, pecial projects officer, Acquisition Reform Office, Office of me
Secretary of Defense, spoke on acquisition
rcroml. He Sllid that refom] is neces ary because the world in which Lhe military operates has changed so mat the existing acquisirjan s)'stem can no longer suppan DOD.
According to Adams, for DOD to operate in
the current environment of declining budgets,
mpidly-ch,mging technol b'Y. and unpre-
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"Our bottom line
is to deliver
a piece of equipment
to the American soldier
that will save
his or her life
on the battlefield."
-MG Dewitt T. Irby Jr.

MG Dewitl T. Irby Jr.,
program executive
officer,
aviation,
gave a
dynamic
presentation
on the life
of the PEO.
Photo by Don Parker

dicrable regional threats, streamlining is necessary. Taking advantage of current and fulUre commercial teclmology, using design instead of performance specifications, and
replacing rigid rules with guiding prindples
can help bring about the necessary change,
he said.
A presentation on Advanced Civil School·
ing was provid.ed by CPT(p) D-dvid Baker, who
wa then advanced civil schooling officer,
Functional Area Management Development
Divi ion, PERSCOM. He said that universities
are evaluated based on a variety of degree,
cost to the government, and quality of the
program. Baker recommends that officers
whose undagradU3le grade poinr average was
less than 2'; rake courses in their weak areas prior to attending graduate school.
Director for Acquisition Career Management and Military Deputy to the ASA(RDA)
LTG William H. Forster provided a perspective on Army moderuization, stating tbat the
Army modernization vision is alfected by a
new, unpredictable security threat. Thus, the
Army must be ready to fighr in any environment, on any terrain, against high technology weapons, a mix of high and low technology weapons, or a rudimenrary force. "We
want to make the light forces more lethal and
the heavy forces mOre deployable,· he said.
Forster is an advocate of horizontal technology integration-the application of COmmon technology across all of the elements
that fight together. "Don't put money into
new platforms when existing equipment can
be upgraded instead," he said.
For ter's peech also touched upon other aspects of the acquisition business, including acqui ition reform, Roadshow,
which stress to Army organizations and industry the importance of streamlining ( ee
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July-August 1992 andJanuary-Februaf)' 1993
issues of Anny RD&A Bulletin), and PM chaI·
lenge, uch as integrity and discipline.
MG Dewitt T. lrby Jr., program executive
officer (pEa), aviation, gave a dynamic presentation on the life of the PEa. He said, "In
managing the different programs, you're
down where the rubber meets the road, accountable for the weapon systems." He said
tl,at change dictated by the budget is a daily challenge. Reg:trding this dlange, lrby said,
"It gives us some opportunities. It promote
creativity. It chauenges the expected and the
accepted and you can regain a 10 t edge in
some leadership just by fadog the reality that
dlaDge is going to take p"'ce." He added, "Our
bottom line is to deliver a piece of equipment
to the American soldier tllat will &1Ve his or
her life on the battlefield"
Irby also emphasized rhe importance of
winning the in.formation war. investing in
training, and carrying out SOlUld business practices.

COL Henry 1eyer, dean, School of Acquisition Management, Army logistics Management College (ALMC), discussed ALMC
and tl,e Defense Acquisition University
(DAll). ALMC is comprised of four schools:
the chool of logistics cience, the School
of Management Science, and the School of
Acquisition Management, all at Fort Lee, VA,
and the School ofMiliw)' P'dckaging and Tt.·chnology at Aberdeen Proving GrollJld, MD. TIle
DAU is a consortium of several Defense and
Service choo! , which includes ALMC. An
overview of the aval Postgraduate School,
an accredited member of DAU, was provided by LTC(P) Albert J- Hamilton m, instructor of systems acquisition and program management. He said that the school's curriculum
includes seminars given by distinguished
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members of the acquisition community, inclUding LTG Forster, MG lrby, PMs, members
of industry, and contracting people. He aid
that students graduate with a deep, broad understanding of the acquisition business.
Dr. Jerry G. Davis, director, Center for Professional Development and Training, University of Texas at Austin, discussed categories
of professional development available to AAe
officers. These include tl,e Executive MBA
Program, the Senior
rvice College Fel·
low hip Program, scientific and technical
courses, symposia, conferences and work·
shop, and an International Exchange Program. He said that most programs, including
the MBA, are moving away from pure man·
agement and into the technical arena.
CPT Kelvin Wood, AAC Training With In·
dustry (TWI) program manager, Proponency Office, U.S. Army Contracting Support
Agency, explained the Training With industry (TWI) and I-GRAD programs. In the T\V1
program, AAC officers spend 10 months (September:/une) working in industry. During tills
time tlley gain varied experience and achieve
learning objectives. I-GRAD is a two-year program which allows offi ers to participate in
TWI and eam an MBA at the same rime.
A description of the University of Texas
at Arlington, the only school currently participating in the I-GRAD program, was pro\~ded by James E. Walther, director of grad.
uate advising. He said that the I-GRAD program
is an opportunity for officers to apply,
internalize, and use wbat they are learning.
Dr. Bennie Pinckley provided brief dosing remarks, urging the attendees to keep :1
field perspective. He also emphasized d,e importance of teanlwork. "Be proud to be a
member of the Acquisition Corps. e can
no longer afford discu sions of user vs. developer, discussions of functional area vs.
functional area, r1iscussions of PEa vs. functional support, military vs. civilian, or branch
vs. acquisition. We're au in this together. Il
is necessary to work as an Army team:
Pinckley concluded.
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HELPING TO BUILD A STRONGER
AND MORE EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP FOR
MEETING TOMORROW'S ACQUISITION
CHALLENGES

"BUILDING TODAY'S FOUNDATION FOR
TOMORROW'S FUTURE"

Introduction
The Army's Communications-Elec(fonics
Command (CECOM) and its community team
partnership (Team Fort Monmouth) recent.Iy implemented a scries of professional development initiatives that provide clullenging and rewarding developmental a ign
ments and cross-functional job opportwuties
for its civiUan and military acquisition workforce. Two such programs will be highlighted
in tlus article. One program offers value added
developmentalassigmnenr opportunities for
lugh level civiUans in Our community partnership, and the other provides entry level
Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) milit;uy officers the opportunity to close the experience
gap and rapidly gain the tools of the acqui-

PROF SSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVES
By Dawn Massabni
and CPT Kirk Vollmecke
there anything that an organization can do
to complement the major components of ti,e
Me?" The answer lies in creating meaningful professional development programs.
Philosophically, professional development
combines m investment strategy and training dynanucs that focus on a combination of
functional development, broadened skills and

cross-functionai job opportunities. It is important to realize that 'professional development is not an expense but a multiplier."
In t,lking a proactive approach, Team Fort
Monmouth estabU hed two oversight groups
to facilitate a communications condltit for exchanging ideas. The £hst group, AAC Executive Council, gathers ideas and infonnarion

TEAM FORT MONMOUTH'S
CIVILIANIMILITARY
TRAINING PARTNERSHIP LOOP

sition trade.

Team Fort Monmouth (Figure 1) capitalizes Oil a proactive civiUan and military training partner hip that focuses on building an
organization of world-cia s acquisition professionals, AS)'nergistic teanl effort is the succes mech:uusm that allow all activities to
contribute towards a common goal.

Background
The framework of the MC is based upon
four functional areas: education :Uld training,
professional developmenr, experience, and
career management. These functional area
are the pillars of the MC as well as the major components for the promulgatioo of poUcies md procedures for managing the Me.
In looking at tlus complex network of poUcies and procedures, the question arises, "Is
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"KEY TO ORGANIZAnON.U SUCCESS"

Figure 1.
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in order to provide direction that enhances
the professionalism of Our civilian and military acquisition workforce. The otller group,
the Senior Professional Development Committee, provides new professional development, leadership, and educational oppom,·
nities of common interest and benefit 10 the
community's workforce.
tn concert, these steering groups have t:hn.-e
common goals for profe i nal development:
• Providing challenging and rewarding developmental assignments;
• Enhancing the profe ional knowledge
of the acquisition workforce; and
• Improving long-term working relationships and belter cooperative support.
With these goals, we are able to derive substantial workforce benetits uch as diversi·
tication of skills and team building, while developing bold and innovative people. TIle net
effect is to build a stronger community alliance and keep our acquisition workforce
informed.
To better ilJustcate the multitude of professional development opponunities that have
been developed in our community's partnership, let's explore two model programs
that not only enhance the quality of our workforce but cultivate bold and innovative acquisition individuals. As mentioned earlier,
the ticsl program is the Civilian Professional

Development Program. This program offers
value added developmental assignment opportunilies for our high level civilians. The
second prob'Tam, the Military Officer Professional Development Program. enhances the
profe sional knowledge of our entry level military officeno and hetter enables them to go
"ooe-on-<lne" with tileir industry countetparrs.

Civilian Professional
Development Program
TItis prog'Ml1 pro\'ides shon·term acqui·
sition arreer training, acquisition broadening,
and cro s-functional deveiopmenUlI assignment opportunities (Figure 2) for selected
civilian in our community parrnership.lfwe
look at the complexity of the Defense acquisition process and the multitude of acquisition related CMCer fields, it becomes dear
why it is impemrive to prm'ide such broadbased "cquisilion developmental opponunitie . TIlis program crosses the imaginary
boundaries of conventional slove-piping
that characterized the past. Team building and
diversification of skills are key ingredients for
success.
The program'. srrucrure allows participants
to complete a 120-<1,,1' acquisition-related
cross-ftmctional assignmem for the purpose of career development and enhance·
ment. Participants are elected by the Senior

LOGISTICS

award and post-a\vard activities.
• Example 3: Legal advisor trained in the

PEOs

~

i:

CIVILIAN
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
ASSIGNMENTS

DCMAO

ACOUlSlno;;-r

CEHlER

Figure 2.
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Professional Development Committee. The
selection pro e is highly competitive and
particip.mt are cho n for their high moti·
vation and demonstrated excellence. TIle program is designed for GS-12 to GS-15 grade levels and offered on a voluntary basis. TIle
progrnm allows for fleXibility and rmiquely
tailored developmenml assignmems LO meet
hoth I he organiz.ltion's and individual'
needs_
Developmental assignments are agreed to
by the participants and the organiZations involved. A key point is that tbese agreements
are individually lailored and cover a variety
of aU'eer tields th.lt are complementary to the
person's acquisition career tield. ot only do
participants receive challenging and rewarding assignments, they also gain a greater
understanding and appreciation ahout how
organizations interface, which correlates intO
improved long-ternl working relationships and
better coopemtive support among dle team
ptayers.
let'S consider a couple of example
which are ilJustrative of the henefits and success of this program.
• Exampie 1: Acquisition Center branch
chief trained in a program management p0sition at a progran1 executive office. TIle Acquisition Center brancJ1 chief gained inv-.tluable insight about the customer's vantage
point and support needs.
• E,.-..:ample 2: Procurement contracting
officer trained in the Defense Contract
Management Area Operation (DCMAO)
New York. pon return, the contracting ofticer had a better understanding about the
imertelationship that exists between pre-
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Directorate of Materiel Management. As a reult, the legal advisor gained a bener insight
intO the m"terieJ management process. Materiel management personnel also gained an
appreciation for the legal considerations whicJ1
must be U1ken as actions are generated.
These are just a few examples of many successful career broadening developmental asignments. The program i a "win-win" sil·
uation for all, and a model program that can
be adapted to any organization.

Officer Professional
Development Program
TIlis program prepares an entry level military officer for the tOugh acquisition cJ1a1.
lenges of tomorrow. When entry level officers enter the acquisition atreer field, dley
share a common frustration "nd realization:
they are well trained to be managers, but the
requisite technical kill and experience base
is missing. The focal poinl of this program
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is to close the gap between education and
the mi sion experience (Figure 3). nus program stresses the importance of acquiring ti,e
"tools of the acquisition trade."
Tlus program is designed for entry level
captain and majors. Entry level officers are
provided wiib broadened 'kills and crossfunctional acquisition experiences while stiU
supporting the acquisition mission of the respective organization.

The training philo ophy is to establish a
program that preserve flexibility and aUows
for individuaUy tailored programs as needed.
Further, the program encapsulates a degree
of "mentorship" and avoids the fOffilalities
of "classroom" instruction. The program also
balances au of the requirements and qualification goals mandated by tile Defense
AquiSition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWIA), Public L,w 101-510.
Witil future downsizing and greater dependence on matrix suppor!, the over-Mching benefit of this program is ti,e improvement oC [ong·term working relationships and
better cooperative suppon among the different acquisition-related organizations within our training partnership. More importantiy,
tile individual functional area officers (FA 97,
53 and 51) directly benefit. The different profe ional development experiences enhance
ti,e knowledge of the officer as well as ofCer greater insight and better understanding
about tile Defense acquisition system.
In de igniog the program, we recognized
that tile participating organizations had different size "pools" of entry-level officers and
specialized needs. TIlerefore, the program is
not a one-to-one exchange program, but
rather a program tailored to meet the needs
of each functional area officer. The AAC Executive Council provides oversight for this
program. Each organization enroUs its newly assigned entry level officers into the program. The military training coordinator in ti,e
organization meets with the officer and immediate supervisor to determine the scope
of the officer's professional development program. The Individual Developmenl Plan (IDP)
is the stepping stone or planning document
that facilitates tile development by carefully nL'pping out the officer's unique program
need and goals.
In participating, the different functional
area officers follow one of the training plans.
The training plans provide tile baseline objectives and strategies to aid earn participating
organization in executing a solid reciprocal
program. TIle majority of training is accomplished by hands-on experience. A reference
training guide is provided by earn organization to facilitate the officer's professional
development experience. To illustrate ti,e
scope of each rotational training plan, let's
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Figure 3.

con ider CECOM's Acquisition Career FA 97
Officer Plan.
TItis pian provides a comprehensive Acquisition and Conmct Management Program
til;lt prepares entry-level FA 97 officers for
wammt qualificalion and supervisory level
positions. TI,e training includes functional and
broad based developmental assignments. Developmental assignments include going to DCMAO Springfield and a PEO/PM office. TIlis
professional developmelll plan provides entry-level officers witil ti,e acquisition tools and
experience needed to accomplish the job.
Again, lhis program is adaptable to any organ.iz.1tion's needs and structure. The inlport.11ll poilll 10 remember is that tilis program helps to develop top nOlch acqui ition
officers ready to meet all future challenges.

Conclusion
The illlent of this article was to share the
benefits that our conumutiry has received
from taking proactive steps in providing professional development, leadership, and educational oppomlOities for our workforce.
TI,e two particular professional development
programs highlighted clearly demonstrate tile
importance of cultivating a professional and
dynamic acquisition workforce and building
a stronger, more effective partnership for
meeting tomorrow's acquisition challenges.
The civilian and military professional development programs offer a best value approach
to professional development. They are programs that invest in the future willl a rate of
rerum thaI has demonstrated to be greater
tilan anticipated. Any organization can adapt
these programs and other professional development oppomonities to enhance tile quaJ..
iry of its own workforce. Readers wanting

additional information on the professional development, leadership, and educational o~
portunities at Team Fon Monmoutil, please
write tile Communications-Electronics Command, C31 Acquisition Cenler, ATIN: AMSElr
ACSB-AAC. Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703.

DA WW MASSABM is a procurement analystfor the Command, Control Communications and Intelligence Acquisition Center, HQ
CECOM, She has eight years of conlracting experience, and is pursUing
a master's degree in management at
Florida Institute of Technology.
CPTKIRK VOUMECKE, is a conI ract managemenl offi:cer for the
Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence Acquisition
Center; HQ CECOM. He is currently detailed as a contingency contracting officer in the Republic of
Honduras. He has a master's degree
in managementfrom the Naval Post
Graduate School.
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AGRICULTURE MAY HOLD KEY
TO BETTER TIRES AND DIESEL FUEL
A maU, wild desert bu h may someday become a major domestic source of natuml rubber and lead to better tires, and the soybean
ntight make improved diesel fuel possible.
That is the opinion of engineers at the U.S.
Army Tank-Automotive Re earell, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC), Warren, MI. who are teaming up with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture to evaluate a1.
ternate sources for these products.
The rubber-producing bush i an herb belonging to the aster family and is known as
the guayule plant. It reaches a maximum
height of three feet in about two ).ears and
yields 10 to 15 percent rubber. In ti,e U.S.
it grows in the arid and semiarid areas of california, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas.
It has been known for nearly 70 yeatS that
the phUlt produces nlbber. However, this nIbber contains severa.l resins that, if not removed, adver ely affect its properties, and
until about 20 years ago, removal of these subtance was extremely difficult and expensive. This made large-scale guayule mbber production economically inlpractical.
Since the 19
not only have methods
been developed for extracting the resins, but
the resins themselves have become marketable by-products, tllereby making it pos.sible to process guayule mbber for a less prohibitive cost compared to the tree-grown
rubber of Asia and South America.
The resins have natur.u biocides tllat can
control termites, marine borers and fungus.
(A barnacle-resiStant paint ha been developed.) One of the cost-effective products of
the rubber itself i hypoaUergenic surgical
gloves, replacing the often troublesome ordinary latex variery.
In the U.S., high-quality guayuJe mbber now
available in experimental quantities wa produced at a currently mothballed Firestone facility in acaton, lIZ, on ti,e Gila River indian reservation. Also, shrubs are now being
grown for experimental purposes in Arizona,
California, Texa and ew Mexico.
Gerard B. MCCauley, chief of the Truck
Branch in TARDEC's Systems Engineering Directorate, said the Army's interest in guayule
stems from the premise tbat guayule rubber
compounds may have superior wear characteristics over similar current compounds
which use a blend of synthetic and hevea (the
natural tree-grown rubber).
"Before World War n, Army tires and track
pads were made of natural rubber," Mccauley
said. "Bm during the war, the]apanese took
control of the countries in southeast Asia that
had been supplying us with much of our nat·
ural rnbber and it became scarce. 0 gua)'lde
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By George Taylor

plant were grown in California to produce
enough rubber to ger us through the war.
"This rubber worked weU," be continued,
"but because of its high cost at the time, its
u age was ab,mdoned, and we have since
gone to the hevea rubber compound. This
has been doing U,e job, but we are looking
for better performance and durability."
McCauley said tests are now under way to
evaluate guayule rubber as a replacement, and
in tests conducted so far, the results have been
good. -11,e tests included comparisons of
guayllle and st.1ndard tires on Commercial Utilit)' cargo Vehicles (CUCVs) at Yuma Proving
Ground, AZ, to evaluate braking, maneuvering, ride handling and tability. and laboratory tests at TARDEC. "In both the Yuma
and laboratory rests," aid Mccauley. "tbe
guayule and standard tires performed equally weU."
According to Mc auley, tJle final phase of
tests is now under way at Yuma and is expected to be completed by the end of the
fiscal year. It consists mainly of cross-country operation and is aimed at me'lSuring ti,e
tread life of the guayule CUCV tires.
"If tbe tests prove tilat guayuJe rubber is
better than what we bave been using, we
hope to acllieve two goals," Mccauley as.serted. "One of these is ro increase the average tread life from the 4,000 miJes we get
now on the bias.-ply tire used on many tactical trucks to 10,000 miles for tbe new radial tires we buy for replacement. Also, we
"'3I1t to start using guayule rubber on our tire
retreads in hope of getting better tread life
and performance man we get now."
Mccauley pointed out that if guayule rnbber is found to be superior to other kinds of
rubber, adopting it for use in military tires
would result in additional benefits. For one
tJliog, he said that since the material can be
produced domesticaUy, the Army would al·
ways be assured of adequate supplies of natural rubber-an important consideration during wartime. Also, he added, unlike me
synthetic compounds, which are made from
petroleum, an irreplaceable source, guayule
rubber comes from a source that can be replenished easily by planting new bushes.
The same CUCVs taking part in the
guayule rubber tests are also helping engineers from the newly acquired Fuels and Lubricants Division of TARDEC's Mobiliry
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Technology Center to evaluate the performance of diesel fuel made from soybeans.
(l1lis di vision was formerly part of the Belvoir
Research, Development :Uld Engineering center, Forr Belvoir, VA. Earlier tllis year, however, it was rran ferred to TARDEC as part
of the 1993 round of Defense Department
b,rse closures and realignments.) Throughout
the tire tread life tests, the trucks will run on
a mixture of 20 percent soy diesel fuel and
80 percent ]p-8, the tandard military fuel.
Mccauley said the purpose of the tests is
[Q determine if soy diesel fuel could be used
as a military fuel to help meet tough, new
diesel exhaust-enlission standards.
He explained that government and industry are facing two problems in dealing with
these t<1ndards. One of these has to do with
a requirement that took effect last January
calling for a 6O-perceot reduction of partictdate matter in diesel exhaust emissions. "This
reduction is reaUy drastic, and the industry
evaluation is that some of the new diesel engines will require catalytic converters to be
certified," Mccauley said. (Unlike gasoline engines, diesels are currently not reqUired to
use catalytic converters.)
The other problem, he said, involves a standard inlplemented in October 1993 that requires a lowering of the u!fur content of
diesel fuel to reduce particulate emis ions.
Mccauley explained, "The 10w-suJfu.r fuel is
causing a severe problem because it has less
lubricity than what we were using before,
and tI1is is causing certain engine partS to wear
out faster. We tllink that the soy diesel fuel
can solve tius problem by giving us better
lubricity, and we already know th.at it produces lower particulate emissions.'
Wh n asked about the cost of soy diesel
fuel, Mccauley said it is currently about three
times more expensive than the standard petroleum-based fuel. He added, however, that
if only a 20 percent mi>.1:ure of soy fuel is
needed to solve the lubricity problem and allow diesels [Q pass emission standards without catalytic conveners, it may be worth the
additional cost.

GEORGE TAYLOR is a technical
writer in the Marketing Office ofthe
U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center, Warren, MI.
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Background
The Detroit Arsenal located in Warren, MI,
was built in the early 19405. TI,e first M3 "Lee"
tank was literally designed and built concurrently with the tank plant. In JUSt seven
month, the Army and indu try had built a
massive 1.3 million square foot faclliry. Designed by the preeminent industrial architect
Albert K.~l1n, the Detroit Ar enal rolled out
the fIrSt tanks on ApriL 24, 1941. 'n,e location of the tank plalll was chosen becau e
of the strength of automotive teclllJology and
manufacturing in the area. Leveraging this
strength, rhe An:ny was able to produce these
newly-developed tanks at a pace elf surpassing
the world's production.

Creation of an R&D Facility
The years following World War IT would
set the stage for the inception of the TankAutomotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center (fARDEC), This first occurred in 1946 widl the expansion of the Development and EngineeriJlg Department to
include a Components L;tboratories Division.
This was established at d,e recommendation
of the Chrysler Corporation.
ill 1950, d,e commanding general invited
the Automotive Manufacturers Association
(AMA) to establish a committee to studl' future needs of the Development and Engineering Department based on experiences
and advance during and after the war. The
AMA's newly-formed committee consisted of
the automotive industry's leading engineers,
The corporate representation included
Chrysler, Continental Aviation and Engineering, Ethyl, Ford, Hudson Motor Car, [nternational, Pllckard, Studebaker, Timken-Detroit Axle, and General Motors.
TI,e recommendation of this group was that
DetrOit, as the center of the automotive industrY, would be an jdea1I<X.~ttion lor this new
laboratory. The committee further cited d,at
t1ch a facility in the area would strengdlen
the relationship between industry and the
Army, which had been out tanding during
World War O. At dIe S:lflle time, tbe existence
of surn a facility would supplement the com-

TARDEC
ACHIEVES
SUCCESS

BY
NURTURING
ITS
ROOTS
By Alexander J. Farkas
and CPT Matthew J. Barr

mercial facilities available to the automotive

industry in their own laboratories.
"nlC committee also reconunended thar en·
gineers ofU,e automotive industr)' be aUowed
to conduct tests in the laboratory on equip,
ment being developed for the Arm)'. Facilities whirn the commercial sector did not have
would be made available to the alllomotive
industry.
The newly-created research and development facility was extremely successful. An
exanlple of collaborative work included dIe
first heavy vehicle automatic transmission.
However, as time went on, the relation hip
between the cD.lnmercial automotive industrY and the specialized military lab beean1e more
distant. A few reasons were the changing
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law of contrActual relationship ,a well as
the tendency of organizations-especially
those involved in developing new technologies-to become more isolated.

The Winds of Change
AJs the Cold War ended, TAltDEC aw the
need to change its direction, and began to
nunure its roOts. Under the direction of Dr.
Kenneth). Oscar, the organization began to
reestablish itself with those entiries that
helped create it. Oscar, along with his "top
team," developed TARDEC's road map for the
21st century. The road map consisted of a
vision, mission, and strategic goals and objectives.
One of the goals was to fonn a task force
whose ole mission was to begin to reestablish ties with the automotive industry. The
task force is now a reality, and is called the
National Automotive center ( AC). TIle AC
focuses on seeking new collaborative ground
vehicle initiatives, ba ic researdl, agile man·
ufacturing, and personnel development. It
serves as the catalyst linking industry, academia, and other government agenCies in all
aspects of ground vehide development.
The numerous succe es of the AC include the first ever exposition of government
technologies to industry in Michigan, working dosely with the Army Materiel Command
in establishing a blanker cooperative researdl
and development agreement (CRDA) with the
automotive "Big TIJree," a blanket CRDA with
small businesses, awarding mOre than 40 new
dual-use technology contraCts, being recognized as a "best practice" by the Federal Uboratory Consortium, and leading the Army's
efforts in the president's NeA't Generation Vehicle.
The NAC teanl consists of less tban 10
members. The real strength i. in its amplification of tile efforts of tilOse individuals within TARDEC, Some of the accomplislunents
include TARDEC scientists winning the
Army's Research and Development Award for
three straight years, numerous awards and
accolades for contributions to the engineering
community, and the development and roll our
of the component advanced technology test
bed. These contributions culminated most recently with TARDEC being honored with the
Quality Improvement Prototype Award by the
Federal Quality Institute.

processes. In a hort period of time, TARDEC
has nurtured its roots and ach.ieved tremendous success. Tbis will significantly enhance
our mission of automotive ground vebicle development as we move into the next millennium.

ALEXANDER]. FARKAS is lhe director of the Detroit Arsenal's Nalional Automotive Center in Warren,
MI. His career at the Detroit Arsenal
spans three decades, with posts as director of TARDEC's Advanced Systems
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proVide dual-use technology tmnsfer to andjrom industry and academia.
CPTMA TTHEW]. BARR was a National Automotive Centerprojeet officer at TARDEC w/Jen he wrote this
article. He is now on a Training With
Industry assignment with United Defense (FMC and BMY) in York, PA.
He is a member ofthe Army Acquisition Corps and holds a B.S. in business administration/rom the Florida Institute of Technology, as well
as M.S. degrees in systems management, human resources management, andpsychologyfrom the University ofCentral Texas. Barr is also
a doctoral candidate with Nova
Southeastern University.

Future Direction
During tile past five years, TARDEC has received world-wide recognition as the nation's
labof"dtory for ground vehicle research, development and engineering. The labof"dtory
is customer-oriented and i continually improving its quality. The bendl marking of top
organizations continues, as does the constant
improvements to TARDEC's tedmologies and
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THE
SENIOR
SERVICE
COLLEGE
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF TEXAS
AT AUSTIN
By Dr. Jerry G. Davis
and MAJ Steven E. Lopez
Introduction
The u.s. Army has

"

designated the University of Texas at Austin (U1) a host university for the Army's Senior Service College
(sse) Fellowship Program. The Center for Pr<r
fes iona! Development and Training (CPDT)
at ill manages the fellowship, which is specificaUy designed to support the activities of the
Army Acquisition Corps (Me) and officers
in the U.. Army Reserves (USAR) and National Guard with similar duties and kills. Fellow reside at the University of Texas for one
academic year and receive the award of Military Education Level One (MEL I) upon completion.
This year's class included two USAR officers, marking the first time Reserve officers
have attended a SSC Fellowship Program of
this type. LTC Josef Schroeder commanded
an annor bartalion in the lOOth (TRNG) Division, USAR, Louisville, KY, prior to anendlng
the fellowship. His civilian position is operations research analyst in the Directorate of
Combat Developments, Fort Knox, KY.
LTC Lewis Roach commanded a quartermaster petroleum supply banalion prior to
the fellowship. He is a member of the technical staff at Sandia National Laboratories in
Albuquerque, NM, serving in the Trans--
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portation Technology Development Program. The remainder of the class was composed of three active Army officers, one National Guard officer and one Department of
Army (DA) civilian.
The fetlowship features a unique trilateral focus, with the fellows studying the relationships between national security, the
Army's critical technologies, and the Defense
industrial base. "The program is comprehensive, but also flexible in that it aUows each
fetlow to tailor his program for maximum emphasis in a given area," says Jim Pollard, program coordinator.

National Security
This module places national objectives in
their geopolitical content, explores aU facets
of national power, addresses the organizational structure for national security, examines militaty strategy, and reviews the force
deVelopment and acquisition process. "This
portion of the program gave us the perspective that we need for future assignments,
and aUows us to approach problem-solving
from a national strategic level," said LTC
Schroeder.
The core of the module is built around a
series of Lectures by guest speakers of national

prominence_ Past speakers have included:
LTG William H. Forster, military deputy to
the assistant secretary of the Army (research,
development and acquisition) and director,
Army acquisition career management; George
Singley, deputy assistant secretary of the Army
for research and technology; BG John Longhouser, program executive officer (PEO) Ar,
mored Systems Modernization; BG David
Gust, PEO Communication Systems; MG (ret.)
William F. Burns, former special envoy to
states of the fonner Soviet Union for safe and
secure dismandement of nuclear weapon;
LTG (ret.) William E. Odom, director of national security studies, Hudson Institute; and
ADM (ret.) B.R. Inman, former deputy director
of the Central [ntelligence Agency. Fellows
also audit graduate courses at the LBJ School
of Public Affairs and the UT School of Government and participate in a number of ongoing conferences and symposia such as the
World Affairs Council.

Critical Technologies
The Critical Technologies and Military Applications module focuses on key emerging
technologies such as micro-electronlcs, robotics, directed energy, advanced propuLsion,
advanced power generation and space
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Senior Service
College Graduates
Se\'en fellow recently became the
second graduating class of the Senior
Service College Fellowship Program
at the Center for Profe ional Development and Training, The University of Texas at Au tin_ This War
College (MEL 1) equivalency program
11lIs been pecially designed for Army
Acqui ilion Corps members. The
academic approach is a tructured,
trilateral tudy of relationship between national security policy and
proce s, the leading edge technologie and the Defense industrial base
and policy.
Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, deputy director, acquisition career management, Office of the
istam Secretary of the Ann)' (RDA), poke to the
graduating class. Approximately 40
guests and sraff members attended the
June 3 graduation program, in which
Or. Pinckley served a the keynote
peaker. TIle Fellowship program is
conducted by the Center for Professional Development and Training, an
autonomous organization of The
University of Texas at Austin.
111e 1994 Senior Service Fellowship
graduates are: LTC Lewis . Roach
(Army Re erve), LTC(P) John C.
pencer (Army National Guard),
LTC(P) oble T. Johnson (Army Acqui ition Corps), Jo Ann Hathaway
(Army Acqlli ition Corps), LTC Josef
Schroeder (Army Reserve), COL
William D. Knox (Army Acquisition
Corps), and LTC Mark W. Russell
(Army Acquisition Corp ). The class
for 1995 ha been selected and coni t of the follOWing 11 members:
Active Army, Acquisition
CorpS-LTC Roger 1. Carter, LTC
cipio deKanter Jr. and LTC(P)
Donald D. Newlin; Army Acquisition Corps Civilians-Roxanne C.
Brown, Gordon D. Little, Garfield
Boon, William N. Washington and
Donald C. Barker: Army ReserveCOL Carol A. Miller and COL Kenneth
D. Herbst; and Army National
Guard-LTC Craig 1. Lowman.

technology. Acombination of professors, expens and leaders in dle specific technology
areas present survey courses dlat provide an
overview of the technology and its military
applications. According to LTC Roach, this
module was "a real boost to my knowledge
that I can directly apply to my civilian job at
Sandia."

Industrial Base
The Industrial Base module explored the
relationship between dle government and the
Defense industry. Fellows receive an orientation to industry through internships with
local high technology corporations and consortium, such as Texas Instruments, lockheed, Tracor, Trimble DACInternational,
MCC, Sematech, and dle University of Texas
Manufacturing ystems center. "1b.is module showed us some of the best practices of
industry that we can apply to dle military, "
said LTC SChroeder.

Political-Military-Industrial
Simulation
The capstone to the program is a computerassisted simulation exercise in which fellows
serve as political, military, and indu trial role
players. During dle simulation fellows are
called upon to make political-military-indu trial policy decision as tlley respond to
a series of regional crises.

Research Activities
The SC Fellowship Progranl is productoriented and fellows are required to submit
a research paper, report, or analysis to the
Army War College (AWC) in order to receive
MEL 1 de ignation_ Fellows select their own
topic in consultation widl the Center for Professional Development and Training and the
Army War College. Fellows can use the outstanding reference sources of the University, make research related trips and conduct
their own research.

portunity for top level professional development and education. 1b.is class provided
a great mix of active component, National
Guard, OA civilian, and USAR students who
gained a greater appreciation from each odler's perspectives," said LTC Roach.
For more infonnation on the program, contact Dr. Jerry Davis, Center for Professional
Development and Training, (512)471-9060.

DR. JERRY G. DAVIS is the director
of The Center for Professional Development and Training and assistant directorfor education, Institute
for Advanced Technology in Austin,
TX. He is a colonel in the U.S. Army
Reseroe and a graduate of the U.S.
Army War College Fellows Program
at TUfts. He holds a Ph.D. from Ohio
State University and has done postdoctoral work at Harvard.
MAl STEVEN E. LOPEZ holds an
M.BA.from The University ofTexas,
where he was selectedfor the George
Kozmetsky Award as one ofthe outstanding graduates ofthe Executive
M.B.A. Program. He is assigned to
The Center for Professional Development and Training where he coordinates and manages specialprojectsfor the Army Acquisition Corps.

Role of the CPDT
The CPDT is an autonomous element of
the university widl an Army mission of education and training, with emphasis in research and technology subjects. CPDT is collocated with the Institute for Advanced
Technology (lAn, the U.. Army's university research center for electric gun technology. CPDT provides full service administrative upport to the SSC fellows throughout
dleir course of study. Along widl the SSC Fellowship Program, SPOT offers workshops nationwide, technical courses, and support to
specialized management and technology degree programs. SSC fellows also have the opportunity to interact with a variety of distinguished scholars, scientists, and military
leaders associated with CPDT and lAT.

Summary
Comments on the program have been extremely positive. "The program is a great op36
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Introduction

•

One of the key military advantages of the
United States involves producing technologically superior weapon systems to offset
an enemy'S numerical advantage. After the
superb performance of its equipment during
Operation Desert Storm, the military has a
key challenge to maintain its technological
and qualitative edge wltiJe facing resource restrictions in funding and personnel.
Due to this reduced funding, maximum value must be received for procurement doUars.
Realizing development and acquisition procedure were outdated and seeing examples
of private industry's success, the Department
of Defense (DOD) adopted the philosophy
of Total Quality Management crQM) in the
late I 98Os.
The DOD published its "Total Quality Management Master Plan" in January 1989. out1ining the goals and milestones for TQM implementation. Today's challenge is to equip
a superior military with weapons that continue to provide a technological advantage
over adversaries.
Product and process quality are absolutely imperative to maximize scarce resources
and to produce quality, reliable. and effective equipment, which will save lives during
the Army's numerous missions. Essential parts
of the TQM migration consisted of the in-plant
quality evaluation system, quality improvement techniques and strategies, and Contractor incentives. Before discussing the TQM
evolution. it is important to review the previous procurement process and the need for
adapting TQM.

DOD
AND
THE
EVOLUTION
OF
TQM
By CPT James R. Nagel

The Previous System
The programs and pbJIosophy that industry
and the DOD adhered to for equipment acquisition dated back to post World War II.
In order to ensure efficient spending of over
even hundred billion doUars, the DOD used
Contractor Quality Assurance Program methods. This system based itself on standard
American industry prindples, relying on product inspections at rigid intervals, detailed written proce s standards for contractors. and
strict inspections of contractor actions. Producers certified their products as error-free
by signing a Certificate of Quality Compliance.
Only a few selected critical items went
through source or process in pections.
The Packard Commission's 1988 report issued grave warnings on th.e declining defense
industrial base and the growing reliance on
foreign suppliers for vital components and
parts. At that time, the DOD accounted for
II percent of U.S. manufacturing output and
employed almost 4.3 rni1lion people.
In January 1987, Aviation Week and Space
Technology reported that lack of an effective
quality control program within the DOD industrial base. wasted 10-30 percent of the
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DOD weapons budget. as much as $10-30 billion annually! In 1987. the Defense Logistics
Agency (DlA) found 79 percent of major contractors received "unacceptable" ratings for
their quality conlCOl and prevention systems.
This is not entirely the contractor's fault. The
DOD forgot its use of statistical methods and
quallty control that greatly assisted the in·
dustrial effort during World War II.
These methods were considered so critical. that they remained classified as military
secrets by the Allies until after the war. Following WWII and despite the warnings of
men like W. Edwards Deming and Homer
Sarahson, mass inspection became the common technique of ensuring quality in a product. Prevention philosophy thus gave way to
acceptable quality levels (AQLs) and end item
sampling. which was a contractual obligation
of MIL STD-105 ("Sampling Procedures and
Tables for inspection by Attributes").
Before the early 1980s. the DOD materiel
acquisition process focused on weapons system performance, with costs and scheduling
sometimes neglected. Key system fielding

Product and
process quality
are absolutely
imperative
to maximize
scarce resources
and to produce
quality, reliable,
and effective
equipment,
which will save lives
during the Army's
numerous miSSions.
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EARLY DESIGN DECISIONS CRITICAL TO COSTS

10%

-

%OF
LIFE CYCLE
COSTS

FIXED

I
20%

TIME

The design and development phase is crucial to controlling system costs because
most of the life cycle costs occur when concurrent engineering offers the greatest assistance.
decisions often did not emphasize industrial processes of design, manufacturing, and
transition from the drawing board to the production floor. Concurrent engineering was
virtually nonexistent. Insufficient initial
phase funding often resulted in cutting corners in the design process, leading to after·
production engineering design changes and
driving up the cost of the weapon system to
the taxpayer.
The correct definition of qualiry includes
conformance to correctly defined requirements that satisfy user needs. This includes
the absence of manufacruring defects and
meeting or exceeding all perfonnance criteria
for reliabiliry and malntainabiliry. Howeve.r,
for the military, cost can not be the only consideration. If a rifle, munitions, radar, or other item does not petfonn to standards, it could
impact military readiness and ultimately cost
lives. Six sigma performance (3.4 defects per
million) means a lot when a plant produces
several million rounds of ammunition or pack·
ages of MeaJs.Ready·to-Eat.

In-Plant Evaluation
The critical component of the TQM im·
plementation strategy was the In-Plant Qualiry Evaluation System (lQUE). IQUE is implemented by government quallry assurance
representatives (QARs) through Defense
Plant Representative Offices COPRO). The
DPRO is the customer representative for the
government and ensures that only qualiry
products are accepted.
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The DPRO collocates with the civilian
company and is responsible for ensuring compliance with the contract's terms and specifications, and assisting th.e contractor and program management personnel. The DPRO
office has wolk sections with responsibiliry for
contracts, engineering, and qualiry assurance.
Each section contributes to the IQUE system. The goals of IQUE are: customer satisfaction, continuous improvement, improved
product qualiry and performance, and reo
duction of overall costs. The QARs use statistical analysis, review of contractor systems
and processes, product audits, teamwork, and
many other TQM principles and tools.

Quality Improvement
Strategies
Statistical process control procedures are
imperative to lowering costs and being competitive. The contractor and the QAR work
together to discover out of control processes and detennine methods to reduce variance.
Previously, the contracting company was responsible for identifying deficiencies and enswing improper materials or products did not
get shipped to the government. Upon delivery, the military would conduct acceptance
sampling, based on specitJed AQLs. Any deficient products were shipped back to the
producer.
The QAR now concentrates on correcting
problems at the source, working in conjunction with contractors during the design
and manufacturing stages. Only if a process
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is found to be outside of statistical tolerances
are product audits conducted. The focus is
on prevention, not mass inspection. The contractor ultimately saves money when adapt.
ing the prevention strategy and can invest the
savings in other areas.
Automatic machine inspection, used for
pecific mass-produced items, is also extremely reliable, thus reducing inspection variation and increasing product qualiry. Automatic sampling size ,'aries with the number
of rejects encountered under Sampling Plan
CSp·T in Mil-S1D-1235.
The larger the number of rejects found, the
greater percentage of each lot is inspected
until the problem is identified and the process
brought under control. This rype of inspection system and equipment upgrade proved
extremely successful at the Mississippi Army
Munitions Plant with the manufacture and inspection of hand grenades.
Automatic machine 100 percent inspection
increased the safery and qualiry of the prod·
uct shipped to th Army and saved the con·
tractor $798,720 annually in rewolk and scrap
costs. Minimizing costs from rework ultimately lowers the price to the government_
Continuous process improvement became important. "If it ain't broke, how can
we make it better" is the guideline QARs operate under. Other strategies used in TQM
are: user focus, concurrent engineering, justin-time inventory management, top down implementation, communication across departments, qualiry function deployment,
teamwork, failure mode effect and criticality analysis. statistical process control, re-engineering, and cross functional skill building.
Design development and concurrent engineering are essential for minimizing costs.
Decisions made early in the development
process, fix the majority of the ijfe cycle costs.
The "80/20 rule" deSCribes this outcome,
since 80 percent of the life cycle costs are
usually locked in after only 20 percent of the
development time. The accompanying figure
depicts the 80/20 cost curve.
The technique of "basketing," which is procurement of similar itetns grouped into a single multi-year contract, offers flexibiliry and
securiry to civilian contractors and provides
the military with lower life cycle costs.
Contractors must go through on·site valldation to make the DOD qualified manufacturing list. DOD IQUE teams work with private industry to develop quality management
plans and then assess its effectiveness
through a Baldridge Award-sryle analysis.
Teams review actual signs of improvement,
such as yield charts and cyde times, providing
reliabiliry indicators of manufacturing process
reliabiliry.
Data coUection is highly stressed. For
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example. the Defense Logistics Agency
found in 1985 that 155 of 663 (23 percent)
major M1L-A-9858A suppliers bad no prognun
for coUecring and analyzing costs of scrap,
rework, and repair. Pareto analysis in 1987
revealed that 40 percent of Air Force nOnconformance costs came from equipment failures. Ali a result of the eme.rgence of TQM,
organizations began using failure cost data
as an analytical tool for measuring reliability and in detennlning optimum preventive
maintenance schedules.

Contractor Incentives
Numerous methods and incentives exist
within the [QUE to enhance product quality. QARS now require contractors to specifically identify the changes to correct OUl of
control processes. By being specific, the QARS
ensure that the contractor clearly understands
the problem before makiDg any adjustmenrs. The govemmenr now works as a member of the industry team to help improve efficiency, rather than as an inspection
"policeman.•
Request for Proposals (RFP), which specify product standards were once exclusively written by the government. Now the DOD
builds quality up front by writing the RFP in
conjunction with industry and utilizing the
philosophy of concurrent engineering. The
DOD e1lm.lnated unnecessary military specifications and standards that did not add any
value to the final product. In several areas,
commercial specifications are similar to or
higher than the military·s. When specifying
unnecessary pecifications, the DOD pays the
additional cost of contractor retooling. By involVing the manufacturer up front, design
changes and related costs decrease In the long
run.

Establishment of the Exemplary Facilities
Program was designed to favor contractors
who produce quality parts. Past performance,
including qualiry. cost. and delivery play an
important part in awarding contracts. Gone
are the days (and the joke) of the sole criteria being the lowest bidder within generalized standards. A company receives a noaward recommendation if it fails to have a
quality management system, has a histoty of
product problems, or late deliveries. Due to
the specialized nature of the defense industry, this can not always happen. The recent
problems with the C-17 cargo plane illustrate
difficulties In procurement with a single manufacturer.
In the past, government officials even proposed relating product quality to the contractor's profit margin. The intent of the Industrial Modernization Improvement Plan
(lM1P) was to improve quality and reduce
overall weapon system costs. The program
allowed industry to take advantage of advance
manufacturing technologies, many of which
apply in critical areas such as microelectronics
and advanced materials. The program guarSeptember-october 1994

Quality can not be
tested into a productit must be designed.
In today's environment
of re-engineering,
the initiatives of
total quality
management
must be kept
in place.
anteed contractors a higher internal rate of
return if they invested in manufacturing technology improvements and received bonuses based upon the amount of money saved
through implementation of new processes.
M-1 tank engine production costs dropped
at the Stratford Army Engine Plant as a result
oflMlP. Unfortunately, the prognun was canceled in September [992.

Key Events
Since the DOD's decision to adopt the TQM
philosophy in 1988. several significant milestones occurred. In May [988, W. Edwards
Deming spoke to 500 top military officers and
established a DOD senior executive TQM
training course. Top industry executives and
quality experts, such as Roben Galvin and
Joseph M. Juran, assisted the military in its
procurement quality program. Also available
to the DOD are the resources of the Federal Qualiry Institute and the Defense Systems
Management CoUege.
The Presidential Award for Quality and Pr0ductivity, established in 1989, recognizes government organizations that achieve quality
exceUence. The award mirrors the private sector's Baldridge Award and applies to manufacturing and management organizations.
The Defense Science Board developed "crit·
ical path templates" for engineering and manufacturing processes. These templJltes describe key lessons learned on inlproving
quality and productivity, areas of risk. and
proven practices to reduce design and manufacturing problems.

Summary

quality designed and produced equipment.
Quality can not be tested into a productit must be designed. In today's environment
of re-engineering. the initiatives of total quality management must be kept in place.
By adhering to the TQM techniques and
processes, the fiscal challenge can be overcome. The military's commitment and following ofTQM phlJosophl.es. in concert with
the defense contractor, will continue to translate quality goals into reality.

CPT JIM NAGEL is the infantry
technology manager in the Human
Engineering Directorate ofthe Army
Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Protr
ing Ground, MD. He has a B.S. degree in engineering from the United States Military Academy and an
M.S.£. degree in industrial engineering and systems management
from Arizona State University. An infantry officer and member of the
Army Acquisition Corps, he has
served in the 7th ID(L), the 9th ID,
and the 199th Infantry Brigade.

A great challenge exists in equipping and
maintaining a technically superior military in
the face of reduced budgets and resources.
The industrial base will get even smaller, but
the DOD must continue to receive reliable,
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ROBOTIC
FILAMENT
WINDING
COMPOSITES
MANUFACTURING
By Diane S. Kukich

Introduction
omposite materials offer a number of advarmlges for Army applications, induding light
weight, durability, high strength, and corro ion resistance. Researchers at the University of Delaware Centet for Composite MateriaJs (UD-CCM) are investigating a variety
of composites manufacturing processes under the Center's Army Research Office/University Research Initiative (AROIURI) Program. With the ARO/URI Program supporting
the development offundamental knowledge
arld technology lr:u:1sfer on these processes,
UD-CCM is collaborating with a number of
Army laboratories in the application of
these findings to Army needs.
The robotic filament-winding and tapeplacement processes, for example, are potentially applicable to the fabrication of component for ground vehicles, missiles, and
rockets. These processes offer such advantages as automation, low capital and tooling
costs, a high degree of repeatability; and the
capability to build large structures.
Originally used only for thermoset mate-
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rials (which are formed by irreversible
chemical reactions, or cross-1inking),1iIament
winding is now being adapted to thermoplastic composites, which can be repeatedly melted and solidified. Thermoplastics e1imInate the need for costly and technically
complicated autoclave ancVor oven cure, and
they are more damage tolerant than thermosets. They also offer the potential for realtime inspection and repair to make composites more affordable for Army applications.
In geneta1, howevet, the technologies for processing them are less mature than those for
thermoset materials. UD-CCM researchers are
attempting to reduce that lag in the technology.

The Filament Winding
Process
Classical ftlament winding for thermoset
materials involves drawing fibers through a
resin inlpregnation bath, winding them
around a mandrel of the desired shape, curing the part in an autoclave, and men re-
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moving me finished part from me mandrel
after cooling. However, two inherent limitations in thermoset winding-one related to
me positiOning of me fibers, the other to the
mandrel geomerry-motivated researchers at
CCM to develop a technique and equipment
to wind thermoplastics.
First, thermoset winding requires me fibers
to follow the geodesic path, or the honest
distance between two points on a given mandrel surface. If an attempt is made to deviate from this path, the fibers will. "slip;" thus,
the positioning of fibers on geometries with
changing diameter is limited, and the mandrel design is restricted to convex curvatures.
In addition, traditional filament-Winding machines are unable to wind mandrels with multiple axes of rotation, sum as T-sections, so
designs are generally limited to simple conical and cylindrical shapes_
Robotic thermoplastic filament winding offers solutions to both of these limitations.
Thermoplastics can be consolidated on-line
during winding, allowing me designer to deviate drastically from me geodesic path. Concave mandrel sections can be mastered by
"welding" me new material to the mandrel
or the already-consolidated substrate_ And a
multi-asix robot manipulator allows for
great flexibility in placing the 'pay-out eye"
of the fiber delivery system, whicl1 means tllat
fibers can be placed along arbitrary shapes
with multiple axes of rotation.

Development of a Prototype
Winding Head
Led by Assistant Director Karl V. teiner,
development of a robotic thermoplastic winding head at the Center began in 1990. A prototype head based on a bot-gas torcl1 system
was designed and constructed at UD-CCM and
men used to make a variety ofcompJex-geomctry demonstration components from
glass/polypropylene "prepegs" (fibers that
have been pre-inlpregnated wim a matrix
resin to form a composite).
Wim me goal of process optim.ization, me
researchers examined such critical parameters as consolidation pressure, temperature,
and winding speed. Initially, a large number
of rings were wound while me processing
paraDleters were varied. Microscopic analysis and mecl1anical testS were men performed
to evaluate the specimens and determine the
optimized parameters. The findings ofme experimental program were used in me design
and construction of the next-generation head,
which took the technology from filament
winding to tape placement.

Tape Placement Head
Development
The primary d.ifference between the two processes is tllat filament winding is continuous,
September-0ctober 1994
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while tape placement features cutting and
restarting capabilities. UD-CCM's most reo
cently designed and constructed head opeI2tes at higher speeds, can process higher·
temperature composites like gI2phitelPEKK,
and features a cut-and-resran mechanism. The
latter capability enables near·net-shape manufacturing and more-v-dried orientation of the
fibers than possible with a filament winding
head_
One additional challenge with on-line consolidation of thennoplastics is the constant
presence of a he-dt source, which can dCgI2de
the material-the hot-gas torches used to heat
the tape cannot be shut down insUlltaneously, and they are too heavy to be moved
back and forth easily. To alleviate this problem, the UD-CCM team developed an ad·
justable hot gas torch nozzle for rapid heating control, for which a patent application
bas been filed.

Models provide
an understanding
of the physics
and chemistry involved
In a process
and explain
the relationship
between

dependent and
independent
variables.

Process Optimization
This redesigned tape-placement head is
now used at the center as a testbed for verification of advanced oo·line process-control
models and simulations under the direction
of Associate Director John W. Gillespie Jr.
In the thermoplastic tape-placement
process, incoming tape is laid down on a substrate-previously laid down material on a
base plate Or mandrel. The freshly laid tape
is heated and then consolidated under a roller.
UDCCM bas developed a set of process mod·
els for the five primary phenomena that occur during this process:
• heat transfer, which takes place throughout the process and is the dominant mech-

anism;

• polymer degI2dation, which is a cumulative effect of exposing the polymer matrix to high temperatures during the process;
• intimate contact, which refers to the removal of voids between layer ;
• healing, which indicates molecular diffusion across the interface between layers (in
other words, the formation of a bond); and
• consolidatiOn/squeeze flow, a mechanism
by which voids between the layers are expelled by pressure_
Models provide an undersUllding of the
physics and chemistry involved in a process
and explain the relationship between dependent and independent variables. They can
help in answering "what-if" questions-for
example, "What happens ifwe raise the temperature of the hot-gas torches?" or "What
will be the effect of decreasing the pressure
of the consolidation rollers?"
Models can also reduce the number of ex·
periments that need to be conducted (or the
number of production trials to be run) by
identifying an optimum 'process window"i.e., the time, temperature, and pressure values thar will most efficiently and cost-effectively yield the best product. Definition of the
process window requires a delicate balance
among these values. If the tempemrure is too
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low, for example, tile material will not melt
sufficientiy for intimate contact to occur. On
the other hand, if it is too high, the polymer
will degI2de or even burn. TIle sanle is true
of the other critical parameters, pressure and
time.
The UDCCM researchers have used the
process models developed for the five dominant upe-placement phenomena dcsc.ribed
above as ti,e basis for a real-time process sim·
ulator. TI,e user can interactively explore the
process bounds by varying the control pammeters and observing the model Outputs
without conducting actual experiments.
The models currently serve as "soft sensors"
for ti,e computer-based sinJUlator, but the ultimate goal is to replace them with non-intrusive sensors (ultmsonic devices, fiber optics, etc.) for on-line feedback and control of
ti,e process.
Once process models are developed,
they need to be verified through experimentation and then refined. For example, if
it is discovered that the tape laydown velocity
"recommended" by the model is too rapid
to remove voids and enable production of
high-quality parts, the model will be revi ed
accordingly. Experiments conducted thus far
are in good overall agreement with the models. In some cases, the results have suggested the need for modifications to either the
process or the hardware. For example, to produce a better quality part at higher velocities, which will also lower manufacturing
costs, recently completed experiments show
that it may be necessary to improve the mechanical performance of the workceU by stiffening the connection between ti,e robot rna·
nipulator and the head.

illy and test potential non-intrusive sensors
for the tape-placement process as well as for
other composites manufdCluring methods under investigation in ti,e center's Composites
Manufacturing Science Laboratory.
Finally, applications will be sought for ti,e
technology so that it can be rransferred to
the commercial and military markets. Curremly, ti,e U.S. Army plans to use the tapeplacement technology for its Composite Armored Vehicle-Advanced Technologl'
DemOnSlrdtor (CAV-ATD) Progmm, which is
aimed at demonstrating improved combat effecriveness through integI2tion of advanced
technologies (i.e., lightweight structure,
signarure management, and lightweight armor). Advanced compOSites will be used extensively on the AV·Aro, with a minimum
of 33 percent weight reduction required.
TIlermoplastic structures also offer the p0tential to improve the durability and damage
tolerance of heLicopter fuselages/tallcone
structures. ptans are underway to introduce
the tape-placement technology to the Army's
aviation sector, with the intent of inscrting
thermoplastic structures on the RAH-66 Comanche through an engineering change. TI,e
center's close ties to tile Army through the
ARO/URI progmm and direct link to Army
labs will contribute to the effective transfer
of these teclmologies to end users.

hoI' more information about the
fiber placement research at the
Centerfor Composite Materials, contact Karl C. Steiner at (302)831-6703
or}ohn W. Gillespie}r_ at (302)8318702. Both can be "eached by fa.;"
at (302)831-8525 or in writing at
201 Composites Manufactw'ing cience Lab, Un iversity of Delaware,
Newark, DE 19716.

DIANE S. KUKICH is editor at the
Centerfor Composile Materials at the
University of Delaware.

Future Work
UD-CCM researchers will continue to validate and refme the process models as input
to ti,e simulation. Concurrently, they will iden-
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THE FUTURE
SOLDIER SYSTEM:
AN ENERGY
PERSPECTIVE
By Dr. Robert J. Bunker
Introduction
The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (SlPE) Advanced Technology Demonstration (AID) has proven to be an ambitious
and farsighted proj ct. It is based on a mod·
ular subsystem approach which paves the
way toward the development of a head-totoe integrated fighting system for the dismounted infantry soldier. This system is com·
posed of the soldier and everything worn,
consumed and carried for use in a tactical environment. Having successfully proven itself,
the SIPE ATD will now tranSition into followon programs which will field and demonstrate
soldier system prototypes.
The implications of these SIPE foUow-on
progranl on the conduct of war in the 21st
century are staggering. Wbat is In some ways

mOre slgrlljicant, however, Is the fact that
these implications ulttmately stem from a
proposed future Increase in non-lethal energy availabLe Lo tbe individual foot soldier
Oil the battlefield. This is a form of energy
increase for the foot soldier which has never before taken place and one that will provide the foundation for the follow-on pro-

grams which will help alter the face of war
as we now know it.

Individual Soldier Energy
Historically, energy has proven to be the
underlying factor which determines the level of technology attained by a society. This
technologic sophistication, in tum, influences
what form of soldier will be fielded and how
war will be conducted. To support this state·
ment, we will view the development of in·
dividual soldier energy (ISE) over the course
of the last 2,500 years ofWestem civilization.
For analytic purposes, we will say that sucb
energy is the energy available to a soldier system for the requirements of mobility and peripheral functions such as communications,
climate control and target acquisition.
The energy needs of the soldier system's
weaponry will not be factored into this estimate although it can be assumed that as non·
lethal energy needs have increased so have
the lethal energy needs required for the functioning of more advanced weaponry. The development of individual soldier energy can
be divided into three stages which correspond

with the classical, medieval and modern
epochs of Western civilization. These are
shown in Table 1.

Classical Soldier Energy
Individual soldier energy during the classical epoch was primarily based on human
muscle. The Greek hoplite and the Roman
legionnaire both relied upon their own power for mobility and the use of such weapons
as the pike, javelin and short sword. No form
of peripheral functions existed because of the
primitive level of technology which characterized this era. In estimating (SE, we can say
that a classical foot soldier generated about
0.1 horsepower (hp). This was equivalent to
the energy basis of classical sodety since the
prime motive source for the economy was
founded 00 slave energy which also produced
0.1 hp.
Classical cavalry, even though it existed in
only limited numbers, should also be taken
in consideration because of the great influence it could have on the battlefield. Alexander's Companion cavalry was a devastating
force as was Hannibat's Carthaginian

Table 1.0 Individual Soldier EnerlV (ISE)
Individual Soldier
Ener2v (Foot)
Individual Soldier
Energy (Mounted)
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Classical E1>Och
Hoplite/Legionnaire
0.1 htl
Catapbract
0.66 bp
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Medieval EpOCh
Non-Existent
Knight
0.66 to 1.0 b.p

Modem Enoch
Rifleman
0.1 hD
Tank Crewmen
10.0 b.p to 375.0 hP
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cavalry whose performance at Cannae is legendary. Horses in the ancient world were
smaller and weaker than the larger medieval
breeds. For this reason, a mounted classical
cataphract generated about 0.66 hp.

knighrs. TItis was made possible because the
castle had replaced the infantryman as the
rallying point for cavalry and provided a
refuge which was invulnerable to conventional attack.

Medieval Soldier Energy

Modern Soldier Energy

The medieval epoch witnessed individual
soldier energy shifting away from the foot soldier and fully over to the mounted soldier.
This change in focus was a result of animal
energy dominating feudal society. The dif·
fusion of the stirrup to Europe allowed the
cavalry a secure platform for shock combat.
Wearing heavy armOr and wielding a lance
and a longsword, this cavalryman developed
into the feucLl.I knight who dominated the bat·
tlefields of Europe.
The knight rode war horses which, in some
cases, had been selectively bred over generation . The amount of energy generated by
these war horses therefore differed and thus
the energy available to this soldier was at
times greater than that available to the mounted classical soldier. ormalJy, the speedy and
agile courser, a common breed like that used
in the classical world, can be estimated at 0.66
hp. The stronger breeds, such as the Belgian
whose immense size and weight made it the
perfect charger would, on the other hand,
be able to generate 1.0 hp. Even with this
increa e in individual soldier energy, no peripheral functions existed dUring this epoch
for the soldier system beyond mobiliry due
to the low level of technology. The energy
generated wa equivalent to the energy utilized by the mature medieval economy which
was organized around manoralism. The
prime motive source of that economy was
initially the ox which only generated about
0.5 hp. Later, the horse was u ed, generating from 0.66 to 1.0 hp as it became plentiful enough for pursuits other than waging
war.
During a long span of the medieval
epoch, the infantry-for all practical purposes-did not exist on the batdefield. These
troops were no longer even considered soldiers, a distinction belonging nOw solely to

The foundations of individual soldier energy have been gready altered during the rnro
ern epoch although this has only taken place
during the last century of our era. This is be·
cause the modem world has witnessed the
rise of two distinct periods of mechanical energy dominance. The initial period was based
on wind and water machines which generated somewhere between 5.0 and 15.0 hp.
During that period of Western civilization,
great advances were made in the lethality of
the soldier sy tern although no progress was
made in I E.
The age of mercenaries and the age of lim·
ited warfare which existed in the wind and
water maclline period witnessed the reo
assertion of infantry on the battlefield and the
organization of the economy around mercantilism. TItis was initially made possible because many attributes of classical warfare such
as pike formations were resurrected. These
events were ultimately overshadowed by advances in gunpowder based small arms and
siege attiJJery. Siege attiJJery blasted tile knight
from his no longer inlpregnable castle.
mall amlS such as the arquebus, later musket, cleared the knight from the battlefield
and eventually promoted the rise of linear formations of foot soldiers for its proper fielding.
The later energy period was founded on
steam and then internal combustion engines
and the economy was based on capitalism.
These engines generated a low of about 75.0
hp for a Newcomen engine on upward to beyond 500.0 hp for a steam turbine and into
the thousands of h rsepower for gas turl:>ines.
Advanced, large scale turbines, in tum, gen·
erated tens and hundreds of thou ands of
horsepower. Late 18th and 19th century war·
fare issued in by apoleonlc France saw the
rise of weapon lethality based on field artillery

and, later, on rifles and early fomlS of machine
guns. Railroads represented an eatly fornl of
engine based troop transpon providing the
soldier with strategic mobility, a significant
event in itself, but it was not until the First
World War that a significant increase in individual soldier energy became apparent.
This increase stemmed from the development of the armored figbting velticle of
which the premier battlefield system is the
tank. The tank represents a weapon sy tern
which ultimately provided enhanced mobiliry
and full peripheral capabilities sucb as target imaging and ranging, air filtration and communications. Early tanks uch as tJle French
St. Chamond and British Mark TV generated
between 90.0 and 105.0 hp respectivel)'. A
World War n Sherman generated 450.0 hp,
a more modem M60 750.0 hp and a tate·
of-the-art MIl 500.0 hp. These horsepower
ratings while impressive must be adjusted by
dividing the horsepower gener.ted by ti,e size
of the tank crew for determining individual
soldier energy estimates. Thi ha been done
in Table 2 and yields ISE figures ranging from
10.0 hp to 375.0 hp
What is glaringly absent during the modem era is an increase in individual soldier energy for foot soldiers. The e troop , while
armed with semi·alllomatic and automatic
weapons, when dismounted differ little
from the classical soldier in terms of their mobility and peripheral capacity because tlley
still only generate 0.1 hp on the battlefield.
Only a select few individuals carry communication gear while climate control and tar·
get acquisition options for the foot oldier
are basically non-existent. The reason for tltis
is because internal combustion engine and
turbines, our modem principle generators of
energy, are too large to benefit individual foot
soldiers.

Future Soldier Energy
For the future soldier system to become
a reality, advanced forms of energy genenltion are required. A solution to this dilemma is now on the horizon because the basis
of individual soldier energy is once again

Table 2.0 Modern Individual Soldier Ener2V (Mounted)
Tank
St. Chamond
Mark IV
Sherman
M60
MI
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hp
90
105
450
750
1500

Crew Size
9
8
5
4
4

ISE
10
13
90
187.5
375
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Table 3 0 Parametric Model Scenarios
Scenario
1

Year
1994

2

1998

Averal!e Power
0.074 hp
(55 Watts)
0.322 hp
(240 Watts)

Peak
0.168
(125
0.503
(375

Power
hp
Watts)
hp
Watts)

Total
1.777
(1325
3.218
(2400

Power
hp
Watts)
hp
Watts)

1 Watt ;: .001341 Horsepower (hp)
radically changing. Seven candidate power
sources based on either high technology batteries, engines, radioisotope, Orfuel cells were
outlined in •A Parametric Model for Soldier
Individual Power' by Dugas, awrocki, and
Raskovich, published in the July-Augu t
1993 issue of Army RD&A Bulletin.
This article also outlined !WO mi ion scenario whicb portrayed soldier system power requirements. These parametric model scenarios, as shown in Table 3, portray part of
the first step toward an increase in energy
available to dle individual foot soldier.
While the projected 0.074 hI' average mission power requirement in the 1994 scenario

We have
witnessed
that
historically,
during
the classical,
medieval,
and modern
epochs,
the energy
available
to society
determines
what form
of soldier
will be
fielded
on the
battlefield.
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and the projected 0.322 hI' average mission
power requirement in the 1998 scenario appear trivial compared to an MI tank crewmen ISE figure of 37;.0 hI', they are nol. The
1994 scenario represeots a 74 percent increase in I E output for the modem foot so~
dier while the 1998 scenario represents a 322
percent ISE increase.
Another litcror to consider is dlat initial tank
ISE increases were minimaJ compared to later developments because it takes time to work
out new technology. These p:tmmetric model scenarios, while portraying early soldier
system energy requirements based on advanced power source potentials in their infancy, already represent immense future
thresholds of energy aVlLilabile to the foot soldier.

Summary
We have witnessed that histOrically, during the clas iclL1, medieval, and modem
epodls, dle energy available to society detennines what form of soldier will be fielded on dle battlefield. In the pa t, dtis proces
has benefited both the monnted ,md the foot
soldier in the area of weapon lethality. In the
region of non-lethal energy availability,
which is the major focu of this artide, this
pr ess has only benefited me mounted soldier whose r Egenemtion bas increased from
0.66 hI' to 37;.0 hI' while the foot soldier's
rSE output has remained ince the dawn of
classical civilization at 0.1 hI'.
With the advent of the future soldier system, we are at the threshold of a new era;
an era which will see for the first tinle in history a non-lethal energy increase for the foot
soldier since initial model projections call for
an increase in foot soldier ISE by 0.074 hI'
in the 1994 cenario and by 0.322 hI' in the
1998 scenario. II is no coincidence tbat this
event will be taking place soon. The increasing amount of references made by mlJitary and acadentic scholars to post-modem
warfare and urban terrorist warfare pOint taward a shift in not only the foundation of
individual soldier energy bm also, in turn, in
the energy foundations of Western civilization.
This is a shift whose signific.lIlce cannot
be overlooked because it provides the energy
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basis for SIPE follow-()n programs. These programs will contribute to the transformation
of war in the 21st century and will set the
stage for an eventual increase in individual
soldier lethality based on beam weaponry.

DR. ROBERTI BUNKER is an adjunct associateprofessor with A merican Military University. His grad·
uate-level course on the Energy
Foundations of War encompasses
2,500 years of weapon system developmentfrom tbe Greek hoplite to
thefuture soldier sy tem. He holds a
B.A. in hist01Y, B.A. in behavioral
science, B.S. in social science and
B.S in anthropology/geographyfrom
California State polytechnic UnitJe1'Sity, Pomona and an M A. in government and a Ph D. l:n political sciencefrom the Centerfor Politics and
Economics at the Claremont Graduate School.
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The Intelligent Fault Locator has been developed "by the soldier, for the
soldier" for trouble-shooting all of the Apache's systems.

INTELLIGENT
FAULT LOCATOR
By SFC T. Chad Morgan
Introduction
The mission of the Army in these everchanging times remains relatively clear: "Be
ready for anything, anywhere, anytime."
While this is a very unclear statement when
addressing such a complex issue, there are
a number ofconstants that can be drawn from
it. Training, logistics, and maintenance are
but a few of lhe absolute essentials in order
to have a combat-ready unit. Should one consider the advanced technologies with which
modern weapon systems are made, the challenges in maintaining lhem become self-evident. Many programs are currently underway, in as many organizations. to address
these challenges. This article describes one
tool that is certain to change the face of aviatioo maintenance-lhe Intelligent Fault
Locator (lFL).
The AH-64A Apache is a very sophisticated, deadly, combat proven weapons platform.
Maintenance of the complex systems aboard
this aircraft requires a great deal ofexperience,
knowledge, and technical data. During Operations Desert Shield and Desert Stoml, the
density of civilian contractor support needed
to keep lhe Apache fleet mission ready clearly attests to the validity of this statement.
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A Powerful Tool
TI,e Intelligent Fault Locator, under developmenr by the Aviation Applied Technology Directorate (AATD) , U .. Army Aviation and Troop Command al Fort Eustis, VA,
is a powerful tool for use in c1iagnosing malfunction in the subsystems of the Apache.
Diagnosing a particular fuult frequently requires
sub tantial amounts of time, a fact dlat any
aviation m:tintenance officer will attest to. The
c1iagnostic prece s require an appreciable
amount of se-dIch time using numerous technical manuals consi ting of thousands of
pages, knowledge of sub-componcnt locations
on d,e aircraft, and very often previous experience with a imilar malfunction.
A couple of trip back into the hangar to
retrieve a different manual or ask for advice
will eat away at precious man hours, which
literally translates into money down d,e drain.
Another way funds are unnecessarily expended on the flight-line i in No Evidence
of FaiJure (NEOf) component replacements.
1llis is usually caused by a lack of experience
in reacling wiring diagrams but. when an air-

craft i desperately needed, component
swapping does occur and will devastate a
budget by burning up perfectly good component because a faulty wire has not been
isolated and repaired.

A Diagnostic Expert
The IFL is a diagno -tic expert system
housed in " laptop computer and, withjn it
program, are the knowledge, experience, and
technical data to solve troubleshooting
problems. Six of these computers are in use
by soldiers m:tintaining Apache helicopters
at Fort Hood, TX; Fort Canlpbell, KY; and Fon
Bragg, NC; as weU as d,e Orol Carolina and
South Carolina ationa! Guard. (1\vo IFL
units are at Fort Campbell.) These units have
been u ing lhe IFL since january 1993, which
inlplemented ti,e first subsy terns within the
knowledge base.
The development concept has, from the
progIanl'S inception, hinged OD use of the
expertise of soldier/subject matter experts
(SME) and their collective experience with,
and knowledge of, ti,e Apache. This metllOd
of system developmcnt ensures that not only
does AATD know what soldiers want and
need for t1ightline c1iagnostics. but that the)'
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future updates.
Additionally, the [Fl records each keystroke
made while in use. The information gained
by review of this file can be used to verify
notepad suggestions, generate report data
such as trouble-shooting time and trend analysis. The soldier is not required to take any
action for the "Logfite" operation to function.
Periodic downloads provide AATD personnel with "Notepad" and "Logfi.le" data.
The menu options appear at aU times that
they are available. Whenever an option is not
available for use, it does not appear on the
computer screen, thus reducing user confusion. Other options available include:
"How," "Why," "Help" and "Restart." This system operates curretly in an MS-DOS environment, allowing for possible interaction
with other systems at some point in the future, such as electronic technical manuals.
The [FL is capable of operating in UNIX as
well.

The
Intelligent
Fault Locator
is compact
enough to go
where it is
needed,
even into the
front cockpit
of the
Apache.

Conclusion

will unde.rstand and, therefore, use the system upon fielding.

Knowledge Base
Building the knowledge base has involved use of soldiers and civilian technicians
who have experience with the Apache and
its subsystems. Currently available diagnostics, wiring diagrams, and Army maintenance
procedures are reviewed by the SME. The
SME updates the diagnostics as required and
passes on to the Knowledge Engineers (KE)
completed flowcharts, which are logicaUy oriented paths for identifying possible ubsystem malfunctions. The Knowledge Engineers
then insert the procedure into the knowl·
edge base in a computer "shell" program. Periodically, all of the Intelligent Fault Locator
computers are updated so that they include
the most updated version available. The sol·
dier/user performs tbe update procedure by
following simple instructions using floppy
disks they receive from AATD.

Troubleshooting
Once the computer is updated, troubleshooting a subsystem failure on the
Apache is as simple as turning on the computer and pressing a few keys. The system
was developed with the user in mind from
every possible angle. The soldier does not
need to be computer literate to use tile IFL.
Straigllt-forward menus guide the soldier
through a troubleshooting session, offering
easy-to-read menus, and asking basic "yesino"
questions when an answer is required by the
computer. This is where the IFL is mo t
useful.
Because many of the subsystems on the
Apache are interconnected, locating a failure
can be very taxing, and time consuming.
When a soldier selects a subsystem to trou-
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ble hoot, for example the Multiplex SuI:>system, the computer provides all data pertinent to tll.,t system including aU connections
with other systems. Should the session lead
10 a point of interconnection between suI:>ystems, the [FL automatically shifts inlO tile
needed diagnostics and continues without diverting the soldier's attention.
If a soldier doe not know exactly wbere
a component is located on tile aircraft, the
IFL is eqUipped with a "Picture" option. By
pressing one key, the soldier is offered component identification and location diagram .
Also included in the Picture option is access
10 wiling diagrams for every subsystem in the
computer. This allows the soldier to visualize the procedure sbould he or he desire to
do so, and provides leaders with an excellent training aid, such as Boresigllt AligJ.1lllent
Procedure training.

Once fielded, the Intelligent Fault Locator
will provide the soldier on th.e flight line with
an invaluable diagnostic aid. With the experience of enior maintainers embedded in
the procedures, junior maintenance personnel
will certainly benefit, as will the unit. By capturing the expertise of all of the professional, very capable, maintainers in this era of
force size reductions, the Army will benefit
through reductions in maintenance costs and
increased aircraft availability.

SFC T. CHAD MORGAN is an aircraft advanced technologies NCO, an
IFL subject matter expert at AA1D,
and a member ofthe Army AViation
Association ofAmerica.

Safety
Safety is imbedded in tbe [FL. During tile
troubleshooting session, the IFL provides all
applicable caution and warnings. In every
case possible, the screen presentation resembles the format that soldiers are accustomed to seeing in their technical manuals,
not only concerning safety, but throughout
the IFL.
Extensive review of existing maintenance
practices has led to trouble-sbooting logic that
reduces the need for so-caUed "shotgun maintenance," the arbitrary replacement of components to "see if this fixes it." Reduction of
o Evidence of Failure replacements will not
only save money, but also will increase repair parts availability. Should the soldier deire to make a suggestion for improving the
IFL, a menu option, "Notepad," allows hin]
or her to type in comments, which will be
reviewed and, if accepted, implemented in
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CAMOUFLAGING
THE INDIVIDUAL SOLDIER
Don't Be Seen.
If Seen, Don't Be Hit.
If Hit, Don't Be Incapacitated.
If Incapacitated, Get Well Fast.
-A Soldier's Credo
Introduction

By Dr. Richard G. Quynn

The first line of this credo, "Don't Be
Seen" is supported by camouflaging the
individual soldier. If soldiers cannot be
seen, they cannot be targets. Camouflaging the soldier is the responsibility
of the U.S. Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center (Natick). Camouflage comprises one portion,
a major portion, of Natick's mission to
provide the best possible protection for
each U.S. serviceman and woman, thereby assuring his or her survival in combat.
At one time, the only enemy sensor
combat soldiers had to fear was the hu·
man eye. owadays, they can also be
"seen" by image intensifiers, thermal imagers, and ground-based radar, as well
as "heard" by acoustic sensors, and therefore, must be protected from detection
by these and other high-tech sensors.

Electromagnetic Spectrum
The day is long since past when camOLillage was purely a matter of blending
with the background in the visible spectrum. At present, other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum besides the visible are being used in detection devices,
as indicated in Figure 1. TIllS figure shows
the relevant portions of the electromagnetic spectrum and indicates the
wavelengths at which the various
sensors operate. For example, thermal
image detectors operate over the
mid-infrared band of 3 to 5 nlicrons
(micrometers) and far-infrared band of
8 to 12 microns in wavelength. These are

the two "windows" of the infrared spectrum in which there is no atmospheric
interference from such things as water
vapor or carbon dioxide. Some research
instruments utilize both bands, but
most current imagers which concern the
individual soldier utilize the 8 to 12 micron band with new lightweight, uncooled individual weapon sights being
developed based on mid-infrared band
focal-plane scanning arrays.
Radar devices typically operate at
wavelengths of approximately 1 to 3 millimeters and longer. Modem camouflage
activity involves a multi<lisciplinary science
consisting of color SCience, textile tech·
nology, vision physiology, cognition psychology, physics and chemistry.
TIle 11lunan eye is still the most common detector of the soldier found on the
banJefield. The Woodland BanJedress
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the uniform must be chosen carefully. Textile color specifications are updated
whenever a significantly changed imageinten ifier is fielded.

Other Patterns

Figure 2.

Uniform and Desert Battledress Uniform
are designed to break up the soldier's outline and make llim or her less visible to
thehuman eye, as weU as to near-infrared
night vision devices. These Battledress Uniforms are "di ruptive" panemed gannems
that have replaced the older solid color
or monotone uniforms.

Woodland Pattern
TIle color mix in the Woodland panern
was designed so that as the observation
distance increases, aU the colors blend into
one solid green (Camouflage Green 83).
In the Woodland Battledress Uniform, the

dark green simulates grass and bushes, light
green the undersides of leaves and glossy
leaves, brown tree trunks, and black shadows.
TIle current Woodland Battledress Uniform shows less contrast with the backgronnd than some older uniforms, making the wearer more difficult to detect. This
reduced contrast is achieved by requiring
that the optical reflectance of the Woodland colors at sever.u near- infrared wavelength faU within certain specified
ranges, thus matching the background elements. In order to meet these requirements, the dyestuffs or pastes used to print

Figure 2 depicts tvvo mannequins and
one volunteer in Natick's camouflage eval·
uation facility against a typical desert background. This facility allows rapid screening of candidate uniforms and lessens the
dependence of researchers on the outside
conditions as weU as reducing logistical
barriers. The mannequin on the right is
wearing the older (six-color) Desert Bat·
t1edress Uniform and a night grid parka,
originally designed to provide nighttime
protection from observation by the earliest image-intensifier devices (caUed Sniperscope -seldom encountered now with
the proliferation of modem thermal
based sensors). The mannequin on the left
is wearing the newer, Natick designed,
thrce-color desert uniform. TIle bearded
volunteer is wearing an Iraqi uniform purchased from the United Kingdom.
Figure 3 shows another pattern under
development at Natick. The four soldiers
in Ftgure 3 arc wearing diffen:nt snow camouflage uniforms. During limited testing
in Alaska, all four were judged effective
in one or more of the backgrounds investigated.
The prindple objective of aU camoullage
is to make the target (in this case me individual soldier) blend into the background. The camoufleur must attempt to
reduce the contrast betvveen the target and
its background, regardless of me type of
sensor. Anyone who has ever hunted
knows that one must remain motionless
and perhaps wear a "ghillie" suit (a CaJ1loutlage covering which has attached various natural and/or man-made garnishes
to sinllllate the surrounding vegetation in

Figure 3.
Figure 4.
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order to resemble the background).

Thermal Imagers
Thermal imagers are rapidly becoming
a serious detection threat to the dismounted soldier and have become the recent focus of camouflage research efforts
at Natick. Thenmu imagers have long been
used in aircraft (so-called Forward Looking lnfrared or FUR devices). Researdl instruments and vehicle or aircraft mOUDted versions are usually cooled to very low
temperanJres, but new uncooled lightweight devices for attaclilllent to rifles are
being produced.
Previously used only on tanks and aircraft, thennal imagers have also declined
in price, making it practical to provide one
to every infantry squad, if not to every
soldier. A typical detector material for a
thermal sensor is mercury cadmiwn telluride, but other materials and more advanced systems based on focal·plane arrays are being developed. Figures 4 and
5 (taken during daylight) show a com·
parison between what is seen by the hu·
man eye arld what is "seen" by a thennal
imager, this newer and more sophisticated
surveillance device. The thermal imager
differs from the older irrmge-intensifier in
that it operates on emitted light in the form
of heat energy.
The thermal imager works just as well
during daytinle as at night, is capable of
defeating daytime (visible) camouflage, and
can "see" targets obscured by smoke, fog,
etc. better than other devices. In Figure
4, three visually camouflaged soldiers are
hiding behind bushes and are almost un·
detectable by the unaided eye. They are
easily picked out by the thermal imager
in Figure 5. Other heat sources like tanks,
trucks not fully cooled down, tents with
heaters inside, etc., can also be detected
day or night. The major principle of thermal canlouflage is to have the target behave in the same way as the background.
There are Urree ways that have been
considered to provide thermal camouflage:
• Actually cooling the target. This approach is very often not possible or practical given weight and bulk constraints, especially for a uniform. Cooling has been
tried on an experimental basis for unifOffilS
arld tents, so far without much success.
It requires some kind of power source and
circulation device that does not itself ex·
hibit a thermal signamre.
• Changing the emissivity of the target. This well known medlOd works quite
well. It is most suitable for metallic surfaces and therefore, has been used on
tanks, trucks, ere. A face paint containing
metallic particles is under development at
Natick to reduce the emissivity or apparent ternper3111re of the tace and lllUlds. Widl
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Figure 5.

the particular metal tried so far, and its
shape, the emissivity of the skin could not
be lowered as far as desired. Other materials for face paints are being investigated
becau e metallic particles create an objectionable "glint." Similar technology is
being considered for the uniform as well.
• "Patchwork" emissivity schemes.
TIlelmal ghillie suits have been developed.
They consist ofa net·like covering to whicll
are attached long strips offabrics, Ule emissivity of which differs one from the next.
TIle "scrambling" or distorting of the ther·
mal image with this method works well.
Although the target i not hidden, dle en·
emy is deprived of knowledge of its identity and therefore, of the value of the t:Lrget acquired.
Scientists at atick are trying to extend
soldier camouf1'1ge protection to the
mid- and far-infrdred in the same way dlat
the Woodland and Desert uniforms protect from detection by sensors ill the visible and near-infrared portioo of the spec·
trunl, without the requirement for a
separate ghillie SuiL
Radar devices operate in the radio frequencyand higher frequency portion of
the electromagnetic spectrum. Again, the
intent is to ensure dlat the target reacts
to the radar wave in the same way that
the background does. Radar poses a threat
to installations like Aml)' command posts
that employ tents arld tactical shelters, and
is a less likely batde.field threat to the
ground soldier but can be inlportant to individual soldiers during cLmdestine airdrop
operations.
Since canloutlage is desired to be an integral part of dle individual soldier's normal uniform, the camouflage method
should meet typical military te~'tiIe requirements for color fasmess, durability,
breathability, stiffuess, etc. TIlese additional
requiremeLlts make camouflaging of the

soldier different from, and in some ways
more difficult than, the camouflaging of
inanimate objects sum as vehicles, because
of these added textile constraints.

Other Research
Some oUler soldier canlOuflage reo
search being investigated at Natick are
"adaptive" canlouflage (materials dut am
change color to match the background),
infrared modifiers (materilus whim when
added to traditional dyestuffs or pastes
cl1ange the near-infrared reflectance propertie of the printed fabric), dyestuffi arld
other materials whim will tluoresce in the
visible or near·infmred, and wavelengthselective absorbers.
It is clear dlat camouflage is a sophisticated aCtivity since a very wide range of
tJle electromagnetic spectrum is involved.
The countermeasure are likewise becoming lllore sophisticated, and researdlers must keep up-to-date on new
sensor technology whim could increase
the threat to the individual soldier, imago
ing techniques, and a host of other related scientific advances.

DR. RICHARD G. QUYMis a research physicist on the Integrated
Camoujlage Protection Team in the
Su.rvivability Directorate at the u.s.
Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering Center in Natick. 111lA. He holds a B.S. degree il1
physics from the College a/William
and Mcuy, an M.S. in textile technology from Institu.te of Textile
Technology. and AM. and PhD. degrees in physi physical chemistry
from Princeton University.
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SPEAKING OUT

"What Would You
Like to Change
Relative to
the Army Acquisition Corps?"
Robert Morig
Director, U.S. Army Acquisition
Executive Support Agency
Fort Belvoir, VA
TIlere has been an enormous amount
of effort put forth by the Office of the
Director for Acquisition Career Management (DACM) and by PERSCOM in
developing the MC as we see it today.
The military side seems to be wocking
well. Accessions, education and train·
ing, retention, career progression, and promotion statistics indicate that management of the military MC members is adequate.
On ilie civilian side, tbe management seems to be less orderly. With many of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improve·
ment Act (DAWlA) requirements kicking in October 1993, concern exists that we are not quite ready to implement what the
law require. The accession process is continuing albeit at a slower pace than the field would like to see. Education and training
is taking place with numerous acquisition workforce members
attending coUege and universities, as weU as professional development seminars. Certifying our workforce members, central
referral and cenrr-al selection, successor positions, etc. are yet
to be announced.
From my perspective, ilie most significant change required is
better communication with the field. I try hard to my informed
with what is going on by searching out those in po itions to know.
And I understand that progress is slow when it come to estabIi hing acquisition workforce poBcy and procedures. But I would
like to see an automated network that we could aU query [Q fmd
out tbe latest. PERSCOM bas a bulletin board that is accessible
but it provides information specifically related to a current issue.
I would like to see a network or bulletin board be divided into
a number of relevant subsecUons that are continuously updated
by the appropriate DACM and PERSCOM offices as the infonnation
changes. Then the burden of staying informed would be on me,
,'md I would stop looking to omeone else to keep me informed.
With relevant information available to the acquisition workforce, members could chart their own course and be knowl·
edgeable of the direction they ate L1king. Our bottom Hoe is to
become a more professional acquisition workforce iliat is bet·
ter able to provide worlddass equipment to our great soldiers
in the field in time to meet ilieir needs.
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Andrea Garcia
Professor, Systems Acquisition
Management
Defense Systems Management
College
Fort Belvoir, VA
Ifl could change one thing about the
Army Acquisition Corp ,I would like to
see civilian members of the Army Acquisition Corps (Me) become equal
partners with their military counterparts.
More than two thirds of MC members are civilian but military MC members have historicaUy enjoyed much greater opportunities for education, training and advancement. For one thing,
management of the MC has alway been under military control.
The director for acquisition career management is a duee-star
general, and within the Tom] Army Personnel CODlfDand
(PERSCOM), the Army Acquisition Corp Management Office falls
under the OffICer Personnel Management Directorate. While our mi1itary leadership is well versed in the management of soldiers, they
have limited insight or experience in civilian personnel matters.
OpportunitiesJor advancement are not equal. The preponderance of Army program managers are milit,'lry: 162 out of 195
PMs wear a uniform. That is not surprising; the final decision as
to whether a PM po ition is filled by an officer or a civilian is
made by the GeneralOfficer teering Committee, composed of
six generals and one civilian. In addition, AAC officers are automatically assigned every few years to new positions with in=dSing
challenge and responsibility throughout their careers. MC civiJ·
ians do not even have the benefit of a centralized job referral system, despite the fact that we filled out appBcations for such a
system over three years ago.
OpportunitiesJor b'aining m'e not equal. It literally took an
act of Congress to open acquisition training to Army civilians.
A1dlOugh officers routinely attend the eight-week Materiel Acquisition Management Course prior to an a quisition assignment,
civilians typicaUy got little or no classroom training in Defense
systems acquisition. It was not until passage of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWlA) that significant
numbers of civiJian have hegun to gain acce s to Defense acquisition courses. In addition, officers at aU levels receive leadership, management and specialty training at ervice scllools that
remain virtuaUy closed to civilians.
Even the distribution of this magazine reflects a bias against
civilians. I have been an MC member since May 1991, but it was
not until June 1994 that I received my first issue. Meanwhile, my
coUeagues in uniform have been receiving bimondlly RDA Bulletins for years. While trus may seem trivial, I believe it symbol·
izes the relative importance of the two components to the Army
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military leadership in charge of acquisition career management.
The Army needs both civilian and military professionals to acquire its warfighting systems. Officers provide an operational perspective, while civilians provide continuity and stability. Both deserve an equal chance to develop and apply their skills, knowledge,
and abilities if the Army is to attract and retain the best and the
brightest of all its people in the Acquisition Corps.

Bruno Wengrowski
Chief, Office of Acquisition
Fort Ritchie, MD
For the time in its existence, the MC
has made great strides. To keep the inertia in the program in a pOSitive direction, I suggest two enhancements to
the progmm. First, some of the career
programs limit MC civilian membership
to the 14/15 level, since the functional career representative has determined
critical positions to be at that level. To create new intake for these
career progmms, a 13 level candidate pool could be created for
those to be postured for full membership. They accede to the
MC, non-competitively, when selected for a critical position. And,
a an additional enhancement for females or minorities, establish elected positions at the 13 level, with a 14 target, to create
new opportunities. Designate the e positions a critical at the
14 level; and, promotion to this level would be without further
competition. The employee would be fully qualified, and mobile.
The second suggestion is for the Army to have a Senior Executi e ervice candidate development pool as part of the MC
program. The Defense Information Systems Agency and National
Aeronautical .U1d Space Agency (NASA) have viable programs.
The ASA progmm is well defmed. Interested parties are competitively selected by an executive resources board (ERB). Once
elected, the individual partiCipates in three core activitie : developmental assignments, interagency executive-level training and
ASA seminars, which include competency assessments and exposure to new concept and kills. Once the program is completed, with ERB endorsement, the candidate is certified for a
three year period. During this period, the individual can be noncompetitively placed in any SES position for which he/she meets
technical qualifications.
With the current "rightsizing" of the Army, new career opportunities will continue to emerge. TI,e AAC must continue to
be an innovative force 10 ensure development of our workforce.

Esther Morse
Procurement Analyst
Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army
(Research, Development
and Acquisition)
Falls Church, VA

ceived six designated lot at the Indu "trial College of the Armed
Forces (leAF), one of the senior service colleges which also enhance leadership and managerial skjJJs.
Under the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWlA), military personnel are ahle to strengthen Iheir knowledge and technical skills by taking advant:lge of educational and
training opportunities. The Training With Industry (IWI) Program,
for example, provide military personnel opportunities to actually work at a contractor's facility for one year gaining tbat valuable industry perspective. This experience enriches tlleir background and enables tllCOl to be more effective acquisition managers
and leaders. As we continue to experience down izing effon
and Significant loss of military personnel, I would really like to
see this program opened up to civilians. This would enable the
Army to continue taking maximum advantage of the 'lWI Program as we experience a hortage of military personnel to fill
the TWI slots. Civilian AAC members would then be eqUipped
with ti,e type experiences the militaty members have, which strengthens ti,e overall effectiveness of ti,e AAe and ensures consistency
in the qualifications of the Army's future acquisition leadership.
I realize that changing mind et is a major challenge. However, I would mo tlike to see managers move away from the notion that "we can't afford to be without employees while they
are away in training. " This idea of not releasing civilian employee
for tralning opportunitie has a tendency to wldermlne the objectives of DAWlA. We must be willing to inve t in our people
in order to realize a positive return in terms of building a better
qualified cadre of acquisition professionals. The other down ide
of failing to release civilian employees for training opportunities
is that it negatively inlpaets their opportunities for adV'dncement
and ould calISe these employees to experience difficulties with
certification procedures when they are fully inlplemented.
Acce· ion into the AAC is .U1ot!,er key issue. Milit.uy personnel arc accessed once a year at a C"dte of approximately 40 members per year. ArulollDcements for civilians are very sporadic and
it has been at least three years since d,e last announcement. In
the developmental phase of the AAC, the concept was thaI military and civilian members would be on parallel trJck as far as
training, education, and professional development are concerned.
The concept is indeed a noble one, bUI appears to be more difficult to inlplement than envisioned. Even tbough we have een
an increase in the number of 1102s attending the Program Management Course at the Oefen e Systems Managemem College
(DSMC) in recent time , it is rare that an 1102 is selected for a
PM or deputy PM position. In sununary, I would like to ee more
career opportunity parity berween military and civilian member
of the Army Acquisition Corps.

First of all, 1 would like to highlight
some of the positive aspects of the Army
Acquisition Corps (AAC) th.atl have noticed in recent tinles. The increase in educational oppommitie has truly been inlpressive and beneficial.
Establishment of the Army Management Staff College, an intermediate sen'ice school, has been instrumental in providing MC
members nurnagement and leadership training. We recently re-
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Lehigh University
James Lilly

Farleigh Dickenson College
Roben arnevale

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Army Acquisition Corps
Senior Service College
Selections
Congratulation to tbe following Army AcquisitiOn Corps dvilians
on their selection to attend Senior Service College:

Gregory Pruitt

Walsh College
David jackson

University of Pennsylvania
Michael Herrman
teven Pizzo

Industrial College of the Armed Forces
Gary Anderson
Sleven Coakley
Deborah Frank
Rosalee jordan
Ramona Lush
Eslerline Morse
Edward Thomas
Victoria Yourkavilch

University of Texas Fellowship Program
Roxanne C. Braun
Gordon D. little
Garfield W. Boon
Donald C. Barker
William N. Washington

Selectees for
Professional Development
Programs
Congratulations to tbe following Army Acquisition Corp civilians
on their seleclion to attend profe sional development programs.

Naval Post Graduate School
Perry Hicks
Sandra Crisp
james Caudle
Ricky Irvin

University of Alabama - HuntsVille
jacqueline Steele
Rodney Robenson
teven Risner
Pamela J. Knight
Pamela Caruso

University of Texas - San Antonio
jack Milone

Florida Institute of Technology
David A. Hayes

University of Central Florida

Educating the Corps
Three members of the Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) recently became the first graduating AAC officers of the Executive Masters of Business Administration at The University of Texas at Austin.
TIlis program is uniquely designed to meet the needs
of mid-career executives. Classes meet on alternate
weekends and special week-long workshops. This
format allows AAC students to earn an M.B.A. degree while continuing to learn on the job by managing a variety of acquisition-related
projects
within the University's Center for Professional Development and Training (CPD1). Pictured Oeft to
right) are: MAJ Steven E. Lopez, MAJ William M.
Pontius, CPT Richard D. Hansen and Dr. Jerry G.
Davi , director of CPDT. MAJ Lopez was selected
as a redpient of the George Kozmetsky Award,
which is presented to the top graduates of the program. This year's AAe group is made up of one DA
civilian and three officers.

John Ells
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
FY 94 LTC Selectees
Congrdtulations to the following Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) officers who were recently selected for promotion to
lieutenant colonel. AAC total selection opportunity was 78.3
percent. The Army total election opportunity was 70.4 percent.
AME
Allen, Gary William
Ammel, Michael D.
Anderson, Elizabeth
Beatty, William D.
Bell, David F.
Bentley, James S.
Berman, Sari Lynne
Bernhard, John Paul
Birmingham, Robert
Bokoch, Ronald John
Bone Johnnie Loyd
Bonner, Michael B
Breitenbach, Barry
Brown, Frank P.
Brown, Mary K.
Buckingham, Mildred
Burke, William E.
Chandler, Robert L.
Cobb, Aaron L.
Cobb, Kenneth W.
Cole, Thomas M.
Covington, David A.
Cox, Steven John
Cripps, David Bruce
Danielson, Dean A.
Davis, Lauren Steve
Defana, Richard P.
Dellarocco, Genaro
Ernst, Adolph H.
Fiscko, Kurt Alan
Froede, Alexander O.
Gardner, Carl G.
Gonzalez, Joe R.
Greek, Clement E.
Hankin, Knute E.
Haner, William E.
Hatch, Jay Allan Jr.
Hayes, Raymond Jr.
Haynes, Jacob .
Hernandez, Robert A.
Hesler, Stephen R.
Hillenbrand, Edward
Holmes, Sharon Lee
Hrinishin, John W.
llli, Orlando J.
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Johnson, Michael E.
Johnson, Theodore E.
Johnson, William R.
Jones Kenneth L.
Jones Lauris T.
Jones Mark W.
Jorgenson Charles
Kiley, James P.
Kimmel, John P.
Kostek, Stephen R.
Kotchman, Donald P.
Lajoie, Richard L.
Lake, William G.
Leach, Kim Charles
Lee Charlotte H.
Liakos, Mitchell J.
Light, Thomas W.
Uoyd, Jame c.
Lofgren, Joseph D.
Macik, john jr.
Macklin, Phillip D.
Mahony, john D.
Majo, Robert M.
Maloney, Billy M.
Martin, Dan Henry
Manhewson, James D.
Maxwell, Jody A.
McClellan Harry W.
McCoy, Cunis Lynn
McGraw, Terrence J.
McKee, Gary D.
McVeigh, joseph}.
McWhorter, Thomas A.
Meeks, Carolyn V.
Miller, Gerald R.
Miller, Gregory S.
Mingilton, Mark D.
Moneyhun, jon C.
Murphy, Brian F.
Ogg, Robert David J.
Ontiveros, jean L.
Otlowski, Roben Jr.
Parker, Christopher
Perry, Steven R.
Petty, Frank S.
Pierce, Lawrence S.
Pippin, Patricia E.
Polk, Peter B.
Poore, Edward T.
Ransdell, Matthew P.
Ransom, Robert E.
Rasmussen Earl D.
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Raven, Gloria J.
Reed, Donald E.
Reyenga, Robert L.
medle, Walter Jr.
Robinson, Undra
Rogalla, Douglas W.
Samson, Bryan R.
an , Luis Diego
SchneUer, George R.
Schnepf, Henry L.
Schoenrock, Mark A.
Sh U, Robert M.
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Stauffenberg, Henry
Stenberg, David P,
Swagler, Bruce M,
Tegen, Carl M.
Tolbert, Steve A,
Wands, William],
Ward, Rodney G,
Webb, Larry D,
Weger, James E,
Wheatley, Alvis A.
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LEnERS
Letter to the Editor...

Benefits of
Government Credit Cards
For many years, the traditional small purchase procedures
(Standard Form 44, Imprest Fund and DO 1155) used by the
federal government have been criticized for being admi.nistratively burdensome and requiring more time than seemed
wan-.mted. Therefore, we have continuously pursued more
effective ways of acquiring goods and services of low dollar
value for govemment use.
A pilot study, conducted by the Department of Commerce
in 1988, found that credit cards could replace purchase order forms and imprest fund purchases, thereby reducing paperwork and expanding the number of suppliers available to
the government. The Army participated in the pilot test program with Fort Stewart, GA, serving as the Army's test site.
Test results were positive and the Office of Management and
Budget ta ked the General Services Administration to establish a Federal Supply Schedule contract for VISA commercial
credit card services.
Under the contract, awarded to Colorado ational Bank of
Denver (Rocky Mountain BankCard System), all federal agen·
cies were provided opportunities to use credit cards to purchase supplies and service under $25,000. The initial contract was for one year with four unilateral option years to be
exercised by the GSA Contracting Officer. Each option was
exercised. In 1994, the contract was recompeted and again
awarded to Rocky Mountain BankCard System,
Numerous agencies are now using credit cards to make small
purcha es and reaping the benefits that the Commercial Credit Card Program was intended to yield, GSA's most recent statistical report reveals that Department of the Army is currently
the largest user of credit cards.
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The foUowing is a napshot of the Army's volume of credit card business since tlle program was implemented:
Total DoUa.rs
$260,620,863
Transactions
630,691
Cardholders
10,402
Among me benefits cited by Army command are: elimination of small purchase backlogs' reduction of procurement
administrative lead time; increased customer satisfaction; simplified and streamlined purchasing techniqu ; reduced paperwork; more timely deliveries (late delivery problem eliminated); and faster payments to vendors,
Within Army, the Credit Card Program is viewed a "success story" as it continues to gain momentum and yield significant benefits. It is instrumental in achieving some of Vice
President Gore's ationa! Performance Review objectives, such
as: improving and simplifying contracting procedures; and increasing customer satisfaction.
It is important that we focus on these trends as the downsizing efforts and budget constraints continue.

Esther Morse
Procurement Analyst
Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army

(Research, Development
and Acquisition)
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RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
Peacekeeping Vehicle
To Keep Pace
With Changing Army Missions
As we move toward the 21st century, our Army is faced witb
the challenge of conducting a very different spectrum of ruiHtary contingency operations. Operations that were once considered
special operations and ·one of a kind" are fast becoming the norm
for our U.. forces. This new focus clearly creates a need to explore a vehide or even a family of vehicles that can tran ition
from disaster relief or humanitarian assistance missions to deliberate
attack or defense mis ions.
In 1993, Operation Restore Hope in Somalia proVided a clasic opportunity for .S. forces to conduct an array of operations
quite different from anything done during the Cold-War era. Although the initial mission was to provide humanitarian assistance,
U. . forces were quickly summoned to perform peacekeeping
operations and ultimately combat operations. lhis transition along
the mission spectrum identified a severe vehicle deficiency.
Although peacekeeping doctrine exists, few units acrually train
for peacekeeping as a part of their m;ssion-essential task list. Moreover, there is not a vehicle in the U.S. inventory that is designed
10 accommodate forces during training for Operations Other TIlaJl
War (OOnY)
[n October 1993, Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, the former director
of the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering Center, developed a task force comprised of civilian and miHtary personnel from TARDEC's Emerging Systems Division, the Advanced Systems Concepts Division, and the United Kingdom Liaison Office to investigate a materiel alternative
for a ·peacekeeper vehicle" concept. TIle working group's first
objective was to ensure the user's needs were accurately represented.
Concurrently, the U.S. Almy Training and Doctrine Command
identified the Dismounted Wa.rfighting Bartlespace Lab at Fort
Benning, GA, as the lead organization to initiate a similar effort
to investigate peacekeeping operations from the user' perspective.
The battlelab is responsible for developing concepts and perfom1ing analysis and evaluation. ItS primary evaluation tool is the
"DTLOMS' model, which provides dela.i.\ed systematic evaluation
in the foUowing area
!2octrine,
lraining,
Leadership,
Qrganization,
Materiel, and
oldier.
As a materiel developer, TARDEC has the re ponsibiliry to assist the battlelab in the materiel portion of the DTlOMS evaluation. In doing so, TARDEC has developed a continuous line of
communication with me user community.
In-depth re earch and discussion widl senior leadership from
the Joint Readines - Training Center at Fort Polk, LA, the Dismounted Warfigbting Battlelab, and members from the 10th Mountain Division (Light) who recently redeployed from Somalia, have
revealed some insights:
• There are currently 75-plus vellides in the world inventory that are specifically designed to perform peacekeeping operations;

• Existing "urban-type" peacekeeping vehicles requite a much
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less threatening profile than the U.. Army' current combat vehicle fleet; and
• The High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vellicle is weU uited for non-combat contingency operations.
The task force reached these additional conclu ions:
• The MI Abrams Main Battle Tank and the M2 Bradley Fighting Vellicle are bom weU suited for combat opemtions;
• A clear void exists in dle Army's current vehicle inventory
for a vellic1e that can successfully operate at all nllssion levels
throughout the spectrum;
• Probably users of the peacekeeping ve1lic1e include light infantry, air-assault, and airborne divisions; and la dy,
• Based on quick-strike requirements and air-transport capability of tbe aforementioned units, C130 transport capability is
nece ary.
As our Army is increasingly called upon to protect U.S. interests in OOTW, we mu t expand our doctrine to accommodate
that fuU range of opemtions. Our role as materiel developers must
also expand our figllting force with leading edge technology and
equipment. Lnterim protection packages and qUick fixe onlyaddress near-term challenges. The peacekeeping vehicle will dearly provide the necessary capabilities for the 21st century solclier
to succeed on the future battlefield.

The preceding articfe was written by MAl [any Hollingsworth,
executive officer to the director of the Tank-Automotive R.D&E
Center. He previously was chief ofthe Dismounred Waifighting
Bat/Lelab Liaison Team and a weapon system managerfor the
High Mobility Artillery Rocket System. He holds an MBA in pU7'chasing, cOlllracts, and acquisition management (md is a MAM
course graduate and a member of/he Anny AcqUisition C01PS.

Fielding of Paladin M109A6
The 24th Lnfantry Division Artillery is the first direct support
unit to be equipped with the Army's new 155mm self-propelled
howitzer, the Paladin MI09A6. The division's 1st Battalion, 41st
Artillery took pos ession of 25 Paladins and 25 M992 Field Artillery Ammunition Supply Vehicles (FAASV) dUring a ceremony
held earHer tllis year at Fort tewart, GA. The 3rd and 4th battalions also recendy received meir sy tems.
The Paladins were turned over to COL WiUiam]. lennox Jr.,
division artiUery commander, by Arrny Program Executive Officer for Field Artillery Systems Dale G. Adam. Adam's organization, Project Manager, Paladin/FAASV, which developed and is
fielding the Paladin and FAASV, is based at Picatinny Arsenal, 1.
According to project manager LTC Charles A. C,utwright, the
Paladin can "shoot and SCOOt" rapidly-a fearure well-suited to the
24th Division's artillery battalions which must move quickly-thanks
to its onboard navigational and automatic fire control systems.
Paladin fires 155mm shells to a distance of 30 kilometers, 25
percent farther man its predecessor, the M109A2. 11 can deli\"er rapid firepower-up to four rounds per minute-to a target
day or night.
It also has a bullet-proof, Kevlar-lined chassis for crew protection
and a special cooling system that safeguards the crew against nuclear, biological and chemical tll.feat. The FAASV, which has been
upgraded to match the new howitzer, resupplies the Paladin wim
155= an1Jl1unition.
The Army is buying a total of 824 Paladins from United Defense Limited Partnership and is converting 664 FAASVs ar let·
terkenny Army Depot in Chambersburg, PA. The system is nick-
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AMC Publishes
Specifications Guide
The u.s. Army Materiel Command (AMC) recently published
the Guide Jo" the Preparation and Use oJPerJormance Specifications, AMC PampWet 715-17.
The purpose of the pampWet is to assist DOD personnel, including specification developers, end-users, and procurement personnel, to focu on specific es ential product requlrements as a
way to streamline the acquiSition process. It will also cause them
to question preconceived needs for the traditional detailed technical requlrements, particularly those that add cost to the government with little or no value added. Information contained in
thls pampWet is based on the succe fuJ use of performance specifications for acquisition of technologically superior products at
reduced cost.
Copies of the publication are available at the publication office/stock room of each program executive office, major subordinate command, and the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine COmmand.

LOGPARS Software Available
A new version of the Logistics Planning and Requirements Sim·
plification System (LOGPARS) has recently been released. LOGPARS is an expert sy tern wlli h offers assistance in writing integrated Logistics Support (ILS) plan , IJ..S statements of work,
provisioning plans, and warranty clause .
ew features in version 3.1 include:
• module for generating materiel fielding plans and transportability reports;
• an automated DD Form 1949, Logistic upport Analysis Record
Data Requlrements;
• enhanced tailOriog capability for non-deveJopment item acquisitions;
• an improved Contract Dam Requirements Ust generator; and
• Schedule Advisor milestone updates.
A copy of the LOGPARS software may be obtained by calling
the lOGPARS team members at DSN 645-9885 or commercial
(205)955-9885.

Machine Translators:
Voices of the Future
Editor's Note: The Jollowing article was written by Joe Sites,
vice-pt'esident and director oJDeJen.se Systelns, BRTRG, in Fair-

Jax,

VA.

During a recent discussion on tlle need for machine translators to support allied force operations, a very high level indlvidual
asked "Well, how many words do you need to translate?" I pondered the purpose of the question but, initially, had some dlfficulty because of my limited experience in foreign languages. Finally, it came through.
It seems that those who haven't worked In foreign languages
see translation as merely replacing a word in one language with
a word from another. Engineers, who tend to break down problems into basic elements, apparently see words as the basic elements of language. It then follows that if you only need 1,000
words to get your message across, the machine translator only
needs to have a data base of 2,000 words; 1,000 in language X
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and 1,000 in language Y.
If words were the basic elements of language, developing a
maclline translator would be simple-you could just download
a foreign language dlctionary into a computer. Unfortunately, for
the developers of a machine translator, words are not the basic
elements of language. Words have different meanings-the meanings of indlvidual words and meanings of combinations of words
are the basic elements. When a translator performs, it takes tlle
words used, attaches meanings to those words, and then finds
words in tbe second language to expres those meanings. If dlis
sounds complicated, then you have heard tight. Translation of
meanings is difficult. Let's look at a simple example.
"Get over here at once!" The commander rougWy stated dlis
into his phone. Using words only, the machine translator looked
up each word and replaced it. The follOWing is an accurate sum·
mary of what could result. Flrst the word "get"; one of the best
synonyms for "get" is "obtain." ext "over"-"above," "here" equals
"thls location"; "at" equals "by" and finally "once" means "one
time." The machine dutifully went through the word selection
and the colonel's message came through loud and clear: "Obtain
above dli location by one time."
From this simple example, it i clear that translation involves
a lot more than word substinltion. The reader may not be too
interested in parts of speech, declensions and cases, hut should
keep in mind me importannce ofanalyzing the colonel's sentence
to get a feel for what the machine translator's computer brain
has to consider. Flrst, in determining the meaning of a sentence,
it is necessary to decide what kind of sentence it is. When the
entence ends with an exclamation, the human eye see it as a
declaratory entence of command. How can the translator determine that? It must look for a subject and verb. Scanning its
list of words in the sentence, the computer recognizes that "get"
is a verb. Unfortunately, finding a subject is not easy. To find a
ubject, the program would contain several routes, one would
be a list of nouns and pronouns. To funher complicate the problem, the noun must agree with the verb in number. For example, If the verb is singular then the noun must be singular. The
computer scans the colonel's sentence looking for a suitable noun.
There isn't any. Why? The colonel's sentence was ellipticaL The
subject of the sentence "you' was understood, not stated. For
the computer to arrive at this conclusion, you can imagine me
circuits it had to follow.
Without going lnto more details, "over here" is a colloquial·
ism as well as "at once. " The reader at thls point is probably "sick
and tired" of examining the English language. You can be sure,
however, we have only scratched the surface in translating a five
word sentence. To translate the sentence there will be data bases
on every part of speech, colloqUialisms, tenses, cases, etc., etc.
My purpose in relating the above i not to say that despite matvelous improvements in computer capability and artificial intel·
Iigence that we absolutely can't produce a machine translator.
Rather, I am saying don't hold your breath for one.
This takes us back to the original problem. Allied forces working together need something more efficient than interpreter teams.
They have volumes of work wllich must be done quickly and
accurately. We can do something about it right now at a minimum cost.
We can produce a number of sentences which convey the majority of commands required in military operations. However, we
can leave blank: times, coordinates, geograpllical dlrections etc.
We can then translate these sentences into other language(s), leaving blank those elements wllich can be filled in as required. Each
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sentence can be given a numerical designation (KI for example
for Korean, me sage I).
Message Kl can then be sent with those blanks filled in as needed. Not only would the tr,lllstation be made almost instantaneously,
the transmission time would be greatly reduced 10 rwo characters plus limited data for the blanks. An additional advantage of
this is the capability to prepare this information for languages
of all potential allies.
The challenge of producing a real machine translator should
not be neglected. For current and near teml opemtional problems, we should consider language crib-sheets_

ARL Breaks Ground
For New Materials
Research Facility
TIle Army Research Labomtory (ARL) in Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, broke ground recently for the $80 million building for its Materials Directorate. The building will house approximately 200 scientists, engineers, and suPPOrt personnel.
Personnel now employed at ARl facilities in Watertown, MA,
and Fort BelVOir, VA, will be offered the oppOrtunity to relocate
to the new facility. The Watertown facility is being closed under the 1988 Base Realignment and Closure Act
The Materials Directorate is the Army's lead organization for
materials researcl1 and development. These materials include polymers, specialty organic materials, compOSite materials, and high
performance ceramics.
Distinguished guests at the ceremony included Sen. Palil S. Sarbanes (D-MD), Rep. Helen Delich Bentley (R-2nd District), and
George T. Singley ill, deputy assistant ecretary for research and

technology, Department of the Army.
The new building wiU contain approxinlately 290,700 square
feet, Facilities will include researcl1 and technology laboratorie ,
special purpose space, and office space. The building is due to
be completed by May of 1997. The Army Corp of Engineers, Baltimore District, will oversee construction.

DOD Awards $18 Million
For University Research
The Department of Defense has announced plans 10 award grants
totaling almost $18 miJJjon to 62 competitively selected professors at 31 academic institutions in 17 stares. The selections were
made under the FY 1993 competition for the Defense Experiment:1.I
Program to Stinmlate Competitive Research (DEP CoR).
Gr:lllt recipients will use the money to perform research in
science and engineering fields important to national defense_ TIle
average award will be $290,000.
The Army Research Office, the Office of Naval Research, the
Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and DOD's Advanced Research Projects Agency solicited DEPSCoR propo als from academic institutions in the eligible states listed below. In response,
675 proposals were submitted requesting nearly $245 miJJjon for
research. This is the tllird year tlle DOD has solicited proposals
under this congressionally mandated program.
The DEPSCoR Program is de igned to expand research opportunities in states dlattraditionally receive me least feder:il funding for university research. AlabWla, Arkansas, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, loUisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, North Dakota, Oklalloma, South Carolina, South Dakota, VemlOnt, West Virginia, Wyoming and the commonwealth of
Puerto Rico were eligible to participate in the DEPSCoR program.

CPT(P) Altavilla Wins
Besson Award

Architect's rendering of the new Army Research Laboratory Materials Directorate at Aberdeen Proving Ground, due
to be completed in May 1997.
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CPTcP) Peter A. Altavilla is this year's military reCipient of the Frank S. Besson Memorial Award for Procurement Excellence (BMA). The BMA is ponsored by
the American Defense Preparedness As ociation in order to recognize outstanding individual contribution
improving the contracting and acqui ition process.
CPT(P) AltaviJla, who is currently as igned to the ..
Army Missile Command was seleCled for outstanding
contract placement/administration of the Tenninal Guidance Warhead Program-International Cooperative Program, parrnering the United States, France, Germany and
Great Britain. He was awarded the BMA for formulating innovative funding strategy and the European Fee
Agreements. CPT(p) Altavilla will next be attending the
Executive M.B.A. Program at The University of Texas
at Austin at the Center for Professional Development
and Training. The degree program is sponsored by the
Army Acquisition Corps.
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The Fifth Discipline,
The Art & Practice
of the Learning Organization
By Peter M. Sence, Ph.D.,
MIT Sloan School of Management
Doubleday, NY, NY, 1990.
Reviewed by CPT Jim Nagel, infantry technology manager in the Human Research and Engineering Directorate
at the Army Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD.

This is both a management and leadership text that explains
how to develop and foster individual and group performance.
The author states all organizations must become "learning centers" that continually adapt to changing competitive conditions. The book addresses how to build this type of continuous "le-<Uning organization." TIle descriptions in the text easily
apply to goverrunent or military organi7.ations, as well as private bu iness; :l11d tbe author provides numerous examples
from these areas.
Dr. Sence describes five "component technologies" or "leadership disciplines," that managers must build in themselves
and their organization . TIle five disciplines are: systems thinking, personal mastery, mental models, building shared vision,
and team learning. Systems thinking, the "Fifth Discipline,"
is the most important and involves the integration of the others into strategy and practice. All actions can be described in
a systems-loop fashion and the key to in.fluencing events is
applying leverage at the proper point. The proper points are
the other four disciplines. Personal mastery involve identifying dear priorities, vision, commitment, honesty, and intuition.
It encourages subordin.ates to challenge statu quo methods
of accompli hing goals, in the current philosophy of "reengineering" and to build competency from Within, rather than
from outside consultants. Mental models involve nurturing creativity and breaking down false stereotypes or bureaucratic
roadblocks. Building a shared vision binds people in an organization around common identities and sense of purpose,
which reaps significant reward in unity of effort. Interacting and learning through teamwork produces greater results
and the text advises on how to align individual talents and
role . The ideas that the author advocates apply to any organization, be it an engineering group in research and development or an Army staff group.
TIle author presents a methodology and philosophy to shift
through the normal distractions of daily operations and fl11d
dIe area to apply focused, effective effort for improvement.
A learning organization that can adapt quickly may use time as
a competitive advantage. 11lis applies to organizations within
the acquisition life cyde, where reduction of cycle, process, testing, or development times can save millions of dollars without
hurting the final product. Dr. Sence also toucl1es on the subject referred to in the military as "power down" empowerment,
whicll he calls "Iocalness."
Overall, dIe book is quite interesting on its points of view
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and somewhat different perspectives toward organizational
leadership and d.evelopment. I recommend it for virtually anyone currently in or aspiring for management positiOns in govemment or private industry. The text flows well and offers
many examples and small case studies. Some of the subjects
can be a bit abstract and "soft" for the hardcore management
science reader. Overall, The Fifth Discipline provides additional insight in the ever-challenging task and privilege of managing, motivating, and leading people.

Army Publishes
Contingency Contracting Manual
The Army's initiative to publi h a "how-to" handbook for
deploying contracting officers in support of global contingendes
has been accomplished. The distribution of more man 300
copies of Army Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement,
Manual o. 2, titled Contingency Contracting wa made in
January 1994.
Each MACOM principal assistant responsible for contracting (PARC) received copies of the manual for furdler distribution dlroughout their subordinate corrunands. To assure the
widest dissemination, distribution was also made laterally
throughout the Army staff and to the ervice and Joint taIf.
The contingency contracting manual is the initial vehicle for
the Army's evolving doctrine for contingency contracting officers to use in upport of worldwide contingencies. The manual is also a consolidation of lessons learned from past contingencies which will enhance a deploying contracting
officers's ability to better perform his or her primary mission...to
provide contracting support to deployed and contingencyforces.
This manual's distribution to the field parallels another Army
initiative to identify, authorize, and fill authorizations and positions down to DISCOM level for contingency contracting
officers. The Military Acquisition Position List (MAPL) identifies those contracting officer position throUgllout the Army.
Both of these ongoing actions are mUtl41.l..ly supportive and
promi e to provide the means and qualified personnel necessary to successfully meet requirements for future contingencies. To ensure proper training and experience in preparing contracting officers for deployment, it is inlperdtive that
they work on a daily basis in their installation's Directorate
of Contracting (DOC).
The Army is commined to developing a profe ional and
qualified source of contracting officers ready to meet the operational demands offuture contingencies. Dedicated use and
continued inlprovement of the Aml)"S Contingency Contracting
Manual will ensure the challenges directed at dIe contracting community are successfully accomplished.
Copies of the Contingency Contracting Manual should come
to each authorized contracting officer mrough their dlain of
command. The manual may be reproduced locally. An alternate source for copies of dIe manual is the Office of dIe Assistant Secretary of me Army (Re earch, Development, and
Acquisition), U.S. Army Contracting Support Agency, AITN:
SFJli}KI, Skyline Six, Suite 916,5109 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church,
VA, 22041-3201, commercial (703) 756-7572, DSN 289-7572.
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Reengineering the Corporation

that Adanl Smith's ideas for fragmentation of work have served
their time and are ideas no longer relevant for bus.iness success in today's "era of a global economy, powerful infonnation technologies, and relentless change." Reengineering is
defIDed in the book as "the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance,
such as cost, quality, service and speed" Emphasis in this reengineering defmition is focused on the four key words fundamental, radical, dramatic and processes. These words lend focus to the book's more pinpointed definition for
reengineering- "starting over."
Reengineering is a concept that is till new to our business
world. It is, however, a concept that has been undertaken by
several companies that found themselves losing competitive
ground in their respective markets. This book cites several
of these companies, with entire chapters devoted to four such
companies- Hallmark, Taco Bell, Capital Holding, and BeU Atlantic. The book describes common characteristics seen in
reengineering successes, points out reengineering opportunities within organizations and lists tllose common errors to
avoid tllat have doomed other companies.
As the defense base restructures dramatically over the next
few years, tllOse of tiS in tlle acquisition bu iness, at all levels, are chartered witll meeting successful objectives with far
fewer assets. Reengineering tbe Corporation is a book whose
concepts can successfully guide our acquisition community
toward acltieving those goals.

By Michael Hammer and James Champy
Harper Business
Reviewed by CPT Thomas D. Coffman, an Army Acquisition Corps officer assigned to the PEO Tactical
Wheeled Vehicles in Warren, MI.

Reengineerlng tbe Corpomtion is co-wrinen by Dr. Michael
Hammer, fonner professor at MIT and current president of
the management education and consulting firm Hammer and
Company, [nc. and by James Champy, chairman of CSC Index, Inc., a management consulting firm and leading authority
on implementation of business reengineering initiatives. Their
business doings have been featured in leading publications
such as the New York Times, the Boston Globe, the Weill Street
Journal, Fortune, as well as others.
This New York Times bestseller is easy reading and targets
the entire workforce of today's businesses. It's the s,une tar·
get audience-IOO percent of the workforce-that Hammer
and Champy cite as necessary to make reengineering a company a successful endeavor.
Reengineering the Corporation introduces ways to successfully operate an organization today and into the 21st century that are as radical as the division of labor concept was,
and written about by Adam Smith in his The Wealth of Nations in 1776. Hammer and Champy bluntly tell the reader
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Upcoming Conferences
• The International Test and Evaluation Association will hold its
annual ympo ium, "Testing in the Global Village: Oct. 3-6, 1994,
in Baltimore, MD. Topics such as current trends in lest and evaluation, cooperative testing arrangements, and testing methodologies
from various nations and industries will be addressed. For additional
information, call (703) 631-6220.
• The Sixth Inlernational Seminar on Battery Waste Management
will be held Oct. 31 - Nov. 2, 1994, in Deerfield Beach, FL. This seminar is being organized by Dr. Sumner P. Wolsky, Ansum Enterprises Inc. and Dr. N. Marincic, Battery Engineering Inc. The discussion
will cover manufacruring and user wastes of the important primary and secondary battery systems with a focus on lead add, nickel
cadmium, metal hydride, alkaline manganese, lithium and lithium
ion.
For the seminar brodlUre contact Florida Educational Seminars
Inc., 1900 Glades Road, Suite 358, Boca Raton, FL 33431; (407) 3388727; fax (407) 338-6887. For technical and program details, contact Dr. Sumner P. Wolsky, 1900 Cocoanut Road, Boca Raton, FL 33432;
(407) 391-3544; fax (407) 750-1367.
• A conference on manufacturing process development in photonics will be held Nov. 1-2, 1994, at the Redstone Arsenal Rocket
Auditorium, Huntsville, Ai. Sponsors are the U.. Army Missile Command Research, Development and Engineering Center, the Advanced
Research Projects Agency, the U.S. Army Test, Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment Activity, the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command, and the .5. Army Research Office. The objective of the conference is to identify gaps and research opportunities in photonics
and optoelectronics manufacturing process development to allow
both the public and private sectors to achieve a better allocation of
re ource . For additional information contact Susan T. Caldwell at
(205) 895-6343, extension 277, or fax (205) 895-6581.
• A Hori2ontal Technology Integration (HTl) Workshop will be
held ov. 1>-16, 1994, at the Redstone Arsenal Rocket Auditorium
in Huntsville, Ai. The workshop will be sponsored by the Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate, U.S. Army CommunicationsElectronics Command; the Program Executive Office, Tactical Missiles; the .5. Army Space and Strategic Defense Command; and the
U.S. Army Missile Command.
This forum will focus on defining a common understanding of what
H1l is, establishing guidelines for achieving Army HTl goals, and identifying technologies other than econd generation Forward Looking
Infrared, Battlefield Digitization, and Battlefield Combat Identification, for which the concept of HTl could be applied.
For additional information, contact usan T. Caldwell at (205) 89>6343 extension 277, or fax (205) 895-658l.
• A call for papers proposed for presentation at the "Technology Adva/lces JOI' Wetfamls Science" workshop, 10 be held April 37, 1995, in New Orleans, LA, has been issued by the Wetlands Research and Technology Center, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
Experiment Station. An abstract of 75 to 150 words must be submitted by Sept. 30, 1994, to: .5. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Wetlands Research and Technology Center
(CEWES-EP-W), 3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199.
For additional information on the workshop, write the same address
or call (601) 634-2569/4217, fax (601) 634-3664.
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Senate Confirms Gotbaum
As Assistant Secretary
for Economic Security
Joshua Gotbaum was confirmed earlier this year b
the U.S. enate a the first assistant secretary of Defense
for economic ecurity (ASD(ES)).
The ASD(ES) position was created to help the Department of Defen e adjust to the economic realities of
the po t-Cold War world. Gotbaurn is the primary advisor to the secretary, deputy secretary and the under
secretary of Defense for acquisition and technology for
polices and programs penaining to the Defense industrial
base, base closure and reuse, dual-u e technology, international programs and economic adjustment.
Prior to his appointment, Gotbaum was general partner with the New York investment bank, Lazard Freres
& Co. From 1990 to 1992, he was a managing director
of Lazard Freres & Co. in London. In addition, in 1981
he was U.S. Senator Gary Hart's legislative assistant for
economic matters and his representative on the Senate
Budget Committee Staff for economic issues. Gotbaum
also served as associare direcror of the White House Domestic Policy Staff for economic issue during the Carter
Administration and a executive assistant to Alfred Kahn,
President Carter's advisor on inflation.
Gotbaum is a graduate of the Kennedy ScllOOI of Government and Harvard Law School.

Coburn Becomes
AMC Deputy Commanding General
LTG John G. Coburn, former chief of ordnance and
commanding general, U.S. Army Ordnance Center and
School, recently assumed new duties as deputy commanding gener'dl, U.. Army Materiel Command (AMC),
Alexandria, VA.
Coburn has also served a deputy chief of tafI for
procurement, AMC; deputy commanding general, 22d
Support Command, Dhahran, audi Arabia, and deputy
chief of staff for logistics, U. . Army Europe and Seventh Army.
COburn holds a bachelor of science degree from Eastern Michigan Univer ity, a Master of Arts degree from
the University of Kansas, and a Juris DocLOr degree from
the University of Missouri. He is licensed to practice law
before the Micll.igan and Kentucky Supreme Courts, District of Columbia Court of Appeals, and tlle Sllpreme
Court of the United Srares. His military education includes
the U.S. Army Command and General Sraff College and
the Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
Coburn's honor include the Distinguished Service
Medal, Legion of Merit with Oak Leaf Clu rer (OLC)
Bronze tar Witll OLC, Meritorious ervice Medal with
three OLC, Joint Service Commendation Medal, Army
Commendation Medal, and the outhwest Asia ervice
Medal.
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.----WRITER'S GUIDELINES
ABOUT THE BULLETIN: Army RD&A Bulletin IS a bimonthly
profeSSiOnal development bulletin publisned by the Office
or the Asslstanl Secrelary of the Army (Researcn, Development and Acquisition).
The address for the bulletin's
editorial office is: DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, ARMY RDA
BULLETIN, 9900 BELVOIR RD SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 220605567. Phone numbers are: Commerc(el (703)805- 4 215/4216/4046
or DSN 655-4215/4216/4046. Detarax (703)805-4218 or DSN
655-4218,
PURPOSE: To instruct members of the RD&A community relative
to RD&A processes, procedures, techniques and management
pnilosophy and to disseminate other information pertinent to
the professional development of the RD&A community.
SUBJECT MATTER: Subjects of articles may Include, but may
not be necessarily limited to, poliCy guidance, program
accomplis hme n ts, s tete - 0 f - t he - ar t technolo gy /sys tems
developments, career management Information, and managemenl
phllosophyflechniques. Acronyms should be kept to an
absolute minimum and when used, must be written out and
ex olained, Articles with footnotes will nol be accepted.
LENGTH OF ARTICLES: Articles should be approximately 1.500
to 1,800 words In lengt h,
This equates to 8-9 double -spaced
typed pages, using a 20-llne page.
PHOTOS: Include eny photographs or illustrations which
complement the article,
BlaCk and white or color are
acceptable.
We cennot promise to use all photos or
Illustrations and they ere normally nol returned unless
requested.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH: Include a short biographical sketCh 01
the author/so This should Include the author's educational
background and current position,
CLEARANCE: All articles must be cleared by the author'S
security/OPSEC office and public elfelrs ollice prior to
submission, The cover letler accompany,ng tne article must
state that these clearances heve been obteined 8r"la lhat
the article has command approval lor open publication,
Authors should inClude their address and office phone number
(DSN and commerclel) with all submlssior"lS.
Ir"l addition to
providing a printed copy, authors should submit artiCles
on a 5 1/4-inch or 3 1/2-lnch disk In ASCII formal.
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